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The Air Force has made significant investments to transform operations and combat support functions to meet the challenges of the current defense environment. Some important operational transformation initiatives deal with strengthening numbered Air Force organizations to improve Air Force warfighting processes and organizations, which, in turn, improves support to combatant commanders (CCDRs). In the combat support area, several major initiatives are included in the Expeditionary Logistics for the 21st Century (eLog21) program. These eLog21 initiatives are broad based and large in scope and cover all aspects of the logistics enterprise, including maintenance, distribution, procurement (sourcing), information, financial, and command and control activities. Because of the complexity and importance of these initiatives, the Air Force senior combat support leadership asked RAND Project AIR FORCE (PAF) to assess the initiatives and to identify any major gaps between and among them.

One significant gap identified in the PAF analysis was the absence of agile combat support (ACS) planning, execution, monitoring, and control, which are sometimes referred to as agile combat support command and control (ACS C2) within the Air Force.\(^1\) CCDRs are committing forces to operations without a full understanding of resource

\(^1\) ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes (similar to the Air Force monitor, assess, plan, execute [MAPE] model) are an integral part of Air Force enterprise and joint command and control capability. In the revised copy of Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, dated November 12, 2010, ACS C2 is defined as a master capability necessary for Air Force enterprise command and control.
constraint risks. Among other factors, budgetary constraints, the inability to perfectly predict resource demands, the need to shift funding from one category to another to meet unanticipated needs, and the occurrence of unanticipated world events that require intervention all contribute to having imbalances between needed ACS resources and those that are available at any given time to simultaneously meet all requirements for contingency and training operations. Hence, the Secretary of Defense (SecDef) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) need to allocate scarce ACS resources among competing demands. Specifically, the Air Force lacks comprehensive doctrine, processes, organizations, training, tools, and systems that enable combat support functions to allocate and utilize limited resources to best achieve operational objectives both in contingency operations and during readiness preparation and training. Enhanced ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and controlling processes are critical elements within the overall Air Force command and control enterprise. They support operational planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling activities as defined in Air Force doctrine (AFDD 2-8, 2007b). This monograph identifies current shortfalls and recent improvements and compares the current state of ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and controlling with the suggested implementation actions designed to address shortfalls identified in the 2002 PAF enterprise command and control operational architecture (OA) (Leftwich et al., 2002).

The research reported here was sponsored by the Director of Transformation, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support (AF/A4I) and conducted within the Resource Management Program of PAF as part of the “Future Vision for Agile Combat Support: Options for Meeting Emerging Mission Requirements” project.

This monograph will interest CCDRs and their staffs, logisticians, planners, operators, and employers of air and space command and control capabilities throughout the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), especially those involved with command and control of forces during contingency operations.
This monograph is one of a series of RAND publications that address combat support issues. Related publications include the following:

- **A Strategic Assessment of Component Numbered Air Force (C-NAF) Force Postures**, Kristin F. Lynch, John G. Drew, Amy L. Maletic, Robert S. Tripp, Ricardo Sanchez, William A. Williams, Brent Thomas, and Max Woodworth, 2010, not available to the general public. This monograph outlines processes and a methodology for reviewing the current C-NAF Air Force forces (AFFOR) staff force posture—specifically, requirements as established in Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) planning scenarios, opportunities that might be provided by distributed operations, and an analysis of the composition of the workforce with an eye to replacing rated officers and active duty personnel.

- **Global Combat Support Basing: Robust Prepositioning Strategies for Air Force War Reserve Materiel [WRM]**, Ronald G. McGarvey, Robert S. Tripp, Rachel Rue, Thomas Lang, Jerry M. Sollinger, Whitney A. Conner, and Louis Luangkesorn (MG-902-AF), 2010. This monograph identifies alternative approaches to storing combat support materiel that satisfy the requirements of deploying forces in an expeditionary environment that more closely resembles the current DoD planning guidance, while reducing total system costs and increasing robustness.

- **Combat Support Execution Planning and Control: An Assessment of Initial Implementations in Air Force Exercises**, Kristin F. Lynch and William A. Williams (TR-356-AF), 2009. This report evaluates the progress the Air Force has made in implementing the TO-BE ACS OA as observed during operational-level command and control warfighter exercises Terminal Fury 2004 and Auster Challenge 2004 and identifies areas that need to be strength-
By monitoring ACS processes, such as how combat support requirements for force package options that were needed to achieve desired operational effects were developed, assessments were made about organizational structure, systems and tools, and training and education.

• **A Strategic Analysis of Air and Space Operations Center Force Posture Options**, Robert S. Tripp, William A. Williams, Kristin F. Lynch, John G. Drew, Dahlia S. Lichter, and Laura H. Baldwin, 2008, not available to the general public. Deriving operational requirements from OSD Defense Planning Scenarios, this monograph evaluates options for the future air and space operations center (AOC) force posture by investigating techniques for rightsizing the AOCs, leveraging distributed operations, enhancing the workforce, and consolidating support. Each option holds the AOC enterprise capability constant and analyzes the resources required to support that capability.

• **Supporting Air and Space Expeditionary Forces [AEFs]: Analysis of CONUS [Continental U.S.] Centralized Intermediate Repair Facilities**, Ronald G. McGarvey, James M. Masters, Louis Luangkesorn, Stephen Sheehy, John G. Drew, Robert Kerchner, Ben D. Van Roo, and Charles Robert Roll Jr. (MG-418-AF), 2008. The Air Force asked RAND to carry out analyses needed to determine alternatives for the use of CONUS centralized intermediate repair facilities (CIRFs) that would provide increased maintenance efficiency (compared with traditional, decentralized structures) without reducing combat support capability. This monograph documents a RAND-developed, optimization-based analytic method for CIRF network design that identifies a range of cost-effective alternatives. It also provides commodity-specific results and recommendations.

• **A Framework for Enhancing Airlift Planning and Execution Capabilities Within the Joint Expeditionary Movement System**, Robert S. Tripp, Kristin F. Lynch, Charles Robert Roll Jr., John G. Drew,

---

3 In this monograph, we use **TO-BE** to indicate future conditions and **AS-IS** to indicate current ones.
and Patrick Mills (MG-377-AF), 2006. This monograph examines options for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of intratheater airlift operations within the military joint end-to-end multimodal movement system. Using the strategies-to-tasks framework, this monograph identifies shortfalls and suggests, describes, and evaluates options for implementing improvements in current processes, doctrine, organizations, training, and systems.

• **Supporting Air and Space Expeditionary Forces: Expanded Operational Architecture for Combat Support Planning and Execution Control**, Patrick Mills, Ken Evers, Donna Kinlin, and Robert S. Tripp (MG-316-AF), 2006. This monograph expands and provides more detail on several organizational nodes in our earlier work that outlined concepts for an OA for guiding the development of Air Force combat support execution planning and control needed to enable rapid deployment and employment of the AEF. These combat support planning, execution, and control processes are sometimes referred to as ACS C2 processes.

• **Supporting Air and Space Expeditionary Forces: Lessons from Operation Iraqi Freedom**, Kristin F. Lynch, John G. Drew, Robert S. Tripp, and Charles Robert Roll Jr. (MG-193-AF), 2005. This monograph describes expeditionary combat support experiences during the war in Iraq and compares these experiences with those associated with Joint Task Force Noble Anvil in Serbia and Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. This monograph analyzes how combat support performed and how combat support concepts were implemented in Iraq, compares current experiences to determine similarities and unique practices, and indicates how well the combat support framework performed during these contingency operations.

• **Supporting Air and Space Expeditionary Forces: Analysis of Combat Support Basing Options**, Mahyar A. Amouzegar, Robert S. Tripp, Ronald G. McGarvey, Edward W. Chan, and Charles Robert Roll Jr. (MG-261-AF), 2004. This monograph evaluates a set of global forward support location (FSL) basing and transportation options for storing WRM. The authors present an analytical framework
that can be used to evaluate alternative FSL options. A central component of the authors’ framework is an optimization model that allows a user to select the best mix of land-based and sea-based FSLs for a given set of operational scenarios, thereby reducing costs while supporting a range of contingency operations.

- **Supporting Air and Space Expeditionary Forces: A Methodology for Determining Air Force Deployment Requirements**, Don Snyder and Patrick Mills (MG-176-AF), 2004. This monograph outlines a methodology for determining manpower and equipment deployment requirements. It describes a prototype policy analysis support tool based on this methodology, the Strategic Tool for the Analysis of Required Transportation (START), which generates a list of capability units, called unit type codes, that are required to support a user-specified operation. The program also determines movement characteristics. A fully implemented tool based on this prototype should prove to be useful to the Air Force in both deliberate and crisis action planning.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: An Operational Architecture for Combat Support Execution Planning and Control**, James A. Leftwich, Robert S. Tripp, Amanda B. Geller, Patrick Mills, Tom LaTourrette, Charles Robert Roll Jr., Cauley von Hoffman, and David Johansen (MR-1536-AF), 2002. This report outlines the framework for evaluating options for combat support execution planning and control. The analysis describes the combat support command and control OA as it is now and as it should be in the future. It also describes the changes that must take place to achieve that future state.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: Expanded Analysis of LANTIRN [Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night] Options**, Amatzia Feinberg, Hyman L. Shulman, Louis W. Miller, and Robert S. Tripp (MR-1225-AF), 2001. This report examines alternatives for meeting LANTIRN support requirements for AEF operations. The authors evaluate investments for new LANTIRN test equipment against several support options, including deploying maintenance capabilities with units, per-
forming maintenance at FSLs, and performing all maintenance at CONUS support hubs for deploying units.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: Lessons from the Air War over Serbia**, Amatzia Feinberg, Eric Peltz, James A. Leftwich, Robert S. Tripp, Mahyar A. Amouzegar, Russell Grunch, John G. Drew, Tom LaTourrette, and Charles Robert Roll Jr., 2002, not available to the general public. This report describes how the Air Force’s ad hoc implementation of many elements of an expeditionary combat support (ECS) structure to support the air war over Serbia offered opportunities to assess how well these elements actually supported combat operations and what the results imply for the configuration of the Air Force combat support structure. The findings support the efficacy of the emerging ECS structural framework and the associated but still-evolving Air Force support strategies.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: A Concept for Evolving to the Agile Combat Support/Mobility System of the Future**, Robert S. Tripp, Lionel A. Galway, Timothy L. Ramey, Mahyar A. Amouzegar, and Eric Peltz (MR-1179-AF), 2000. This report describes a vision for the combat support system of the future based on individual commodity study results.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: An Analysis of F-15 Avionics Options**, Eric Peltz, Hyman L. Shulman, Robert S. Tripp, Timothy L. Ramey, and John G. Drew (MR-1174-AF), 2000. This report examines alternatives for meeting F-15 avionics maintenance requirements across a range of likely scenarios. The authors evaluate investments for new F-15 avionics intermediate shop test equipment against several support options, including deploying maintenance capabilities with units, performing maintenance at FSLs, or performing all maintenance at the home station for deploying units.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: New Agile Combat Support Postures**, Lionel A. Galway, Robert S. Tripp, Timothy L. Ramey, and John G. Drew (MR-1075-AF), 2000. This report describes how alternative resourcing of forward operating locations (FOLs) can support employment timelines for future AEF
operations. It finds that rapid employment for combat requires some prepositioning of resources at FOLs.

- **Supporting Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: An Integrated Strategic Agile Combat Support Planning Framework**, Robert S. Tripp, Lionel A. Galway, Paul Killingsworth, Eric Peltz, Timothy L. Ramey, and John G. Drew (MR-1056-AF), 1999. This report describes an integrated combat support planning framework that can be used to evaluate support options on a continuing basis, particularly as technology, force structure, and threats change.
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Today’s defense environment is particularly challenging for two reasons. First, significant portions of the force are continuously engaged in a variety of operations, ranging from active combat to humanitarian assistance, over wide geographical areas where the needs for force projection are often difficult to predict. Even after operations in Iraq and Afghanistan are concluded, it is likely that the world situation will call for worldwide deployment of U.S. forces to support theater security cooperative efforts (with allies) to shape conditions to avoid contingency operations. Second, there is increasing pressure to operate more efficiently. Although there has always been the need to relate combat support resource requirements to operational objectives, today’s environment requires quick combat support actions to tailor deployable support packages and sustainment actions to meet specific operational needs. Furthermore, economic pressures are likely to continue and could result in further reductions in the resources set aside to meet contingency operations. In addition to economic pressures, the inability to perfectly predict resource demands, the need to shift funding from one category to another to meet unanticipated needs, and the occurrence of unanticipated world events that require intervention, among other factors, all contribute to having imbalances between needed ACS resources and those that are available at any given time to simultaneously meet all requirements for contingency and training operations. To best use limited resources in providing combat capability, combat support functional areas must work in an integrated fashion across command and control nodes, predicting combat sup-
port needs and responding rapidly to dynamic operational needs, and must allocate scarce resources to where they are most needed. To be successful, combat support decisionmakers need immediate access to a broad range of information with the ability to access detailed data when needed.

In response to this operational environment, the Air Force has invested substantial resources in transforming its operations and combat support functions so that it can meet the needs of the CCDRs more effectively and efficiently. In the combat support arena, the Air Force launched several initiatives, such as eLog21 and Air Force Smart Operations for the 21st Century (AFSO21).1 The Air Force has invested hundreds of hours of senior-leader time to set the direction, thousands of hours of staff time, and millions of dollars in specific transformation initiatives. In 2008, senior combat support leaders asked PAF to evaluate how well the initiatives align with the future vision for logistics and to identify any gaps between or among them.

A significant gap identified during the 2008 analysis was the lack of ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes to support Air Force operations.2 ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control are often referred to as ACS C2 within the Air Force.3 Combat support processes are an integral part of Air Force enterprise and joint command and control capability (see Figure S.1). The Air Force lacks the doctrine, processes, organizations, training, and tools that enable combat support to function both effectively and efficiently in the new operational environment.

This monograph describes ACS process gaps in more detail and recommends implementation strategies to facilitate changes needed to improve Air Force command and control through enhanced ACS plan-

---

1 eLog21 is an umbrella program comprising many different logistics and supply chain transformational initiatives with an overall goal to improve availability and reduce costs and provide the warfighter with the support he or she needs when it is needed. AFSO21 initiatives are intended to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of overall Air Force operations.

2 Similar in construct, the Air Force uses the MAPE model when discussing ACS processes.

3 In the revised copy of AFDD 1, dated November 12, 2010, ACS C2 is identified as a master capability necessary for Air Force enterprise command and control.
The Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Structure Works with and in Support of the Air Force and Joint Command and Control Structure

NOTE: This figure depicts a TO-BE vision of Air Force command and control. Joint organizations are shown in purple. Air Force organizations are shown in blue. Gaps where roles and responsibilities have yet to be assigned are shown in orange. This figure is similar to the chart used by the Air Force to describe ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes in Wickman and Battles (2009, slide 3). The difference is that this figure shows the future vision (TO-BE), including the existing organization gaps. HAF = Headquarters Air Force. CSC = combat support center. OSC = operations support center. JFACC = joint force air component commander. COMAFFOR = commander, Air Force forces. C-MAJCOM = component major command. MAJCOM = major command.
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ning, execution, monitoring, and control processes. We do not suggest a priority or develop costs associated with implementation plans. The research approach used in this analysis is shown in Figure S.2.

In 2002, RAND researchers developed an OA for combat support. The OA describes ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control tasks and information flows required to accomplish or support military operations (see Leftwich et al., 2002). We began this work by reviewing the earlier-developed OA from 2002 (and updated in 2006) for adequacy in meeting current and evolving future operational needs. We then identified any process changes resulting from OSD guidance, Air Force guidance, or ongoing transformational initiatives. Finally, we identified any remaining gaps in process, doctrine, training, information systems, and tool sets and proposed options for addressing those gaps.

**Figure S.2**
Research Approach

![Research Approach Diagram]

**Previous work**

- Defined expected command and control enterprise functionality
- Analyze AS-IS ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control system
- Develop TO-BE enterprise command and control architecture
- Assess impacts on TO-BE enterprise command and control architecture
- Develop implementation roadmap and evolve the TO-BE architecture

**Analyze recent changes in the operational environment**
- OSD guidance (GEF, GDF, GFMIG, ISP)
- Air Force guidance (ACS CFMP)
- Transformational initiatives (C-NAF structure, eLog21, AFSO21)
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What Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Shortfalls Exist?

Over the years, incremental improvements have been made to ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes, but some issues persist. ACS process shortfalls span the following five major categories:

- **Poor integration of combat support into operational planning.** Operators often do not involve combat support personnel at the outset of the planning process. Rather, an operational plan is often presented to combat support personnel for them to craft a support plan. But this sequential process can result in infeasible plans or plans that must be altered. Earlier involvement would enable combat support personnel to identify key logistical or operating-location constraints that affect the operational outcomes and allow operators to modify plans to accommodate combat support realities. Operating-location support (for example, civil engineering, security forces, medical) is as critical to successful operations as logistical support that affects mission generation (for example, maintenance, fueling, arming). For instance, site surveys need runway, parking, and infrastructure estimates.

- **Inability to configure combat support processes and resource levels, including supply chain activities, to achieve specific operational objectives; ascertain when ACS process performance or allocated resource levels are not adequate to meet operational objectives; and reconfigure the combat support infrastructure rapidly.** Combat support activities need to be assessed continuously against operational objectives and reconfigured as needed to adapt to changing conditions. This does not happen routinely now. When shortfalls occur, it is difficult to determine why, which makes it difficult to resolve problems. Some functional areas have business rules, tools, and systems to assess system performance. Other areas do not have well-defined, standardized, repeatable processes. Experienced personnel might use ad hoc methods to provide their best estimates. In addition, individual functional analyses are not integrated to give an overall view of combat support capability.
• **Lack of enterprisewide resource assessments to determine whether proposed C-NAF courses of action (COAs) are supportable from a global resource perspective.** When developing proposed COAs, C-NAFs currently assume that global resources will be available to accomplish their assigned missions. They lack visibility into worldwide resource availabilities when developing and executing COAs. They also do not have models and tools or assigned personnel who know how to use available models to access the relevant and authoritative data to identify how constraints in global resource availabilities and process performances might affect operational objectives. As a result, C-NAFs do not know whether their COAs are supportable from a global resource perspective and therefore develop and execute COAs and commit forces to operations with unknown risks.

• **Absence of resource allocation arbitration across competing demands.** There are multiple factors that act together to ensure that, at any given time, there will be differences in available resources and those needed to execute operations. Thus, resource shortages will always exist. To proactively manage allocation of scarce resources across competing areas of responsibility (AORs), allocation priorities need to be developed. Most large operations will likely need to divert resources from units not tasked in the contingency of interest to support units that are tasked. When such reallocations occur, the Air Force currently does not assess how they could affect contingency operations in other AORs, including those from which the resources were reallocated.

• **In addition, ACS shortfalls exist in doctrine, training, and information systems and tools.** Overall, there is a lack of Air Force–wide emphasis on command and control for combat support. ACS objectives, functions, organizational responsibilities, and necessary information flows are not well defined in doctrine. Training...

---

4 The C-NAF is the component-level organization the Air Force uses to provide operational-level command and control in order to achieve desired effects across a full range of military operations as defined in U.S. Air Force (2006a). See Appendix C for more information about Air Force and joint command structures.
opportunities for ACS personnel are also lacking. Exercises and war games do not always accurately address ACS. Training usually focuses on Air Force wing-level skills, not on operational-level skills or how to communicate and operate with other joint services. And, current information and tool shortfalls are consistent with current process shortfalls. The information systems and tool sets that are needed to provide an integrated view of combat support capabilities do not exist today for all functional areas. Some areas have good tools and are able to model combat support capabilities; however, the tools vary across theaters and do not always share information across functional areas.

How Can the Shortfalls Be Eliminated?

We present a vision to address the ACS shortfalls outlined in the previous section. The vision, which has been vetted with Air Force combat support leadership, has three components:

1. **Standardized, repeatable processes to plan, execute, and control combat support activities focused on operationally relevant metrics.** To provide leaders the information they need to make tough trade-off decisions, standardized combat support planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes should be established and defined in doctrine. These processes should draw on capabilities within the Air Force combat support staff (at the C-NAFs and on the Air Staff), global supply chain managers, global ACS functional managers, and a global integration center.

2. **Reliance on the global managers to identify enterprise capabilities and constraints and relay them to C-NAF staffs for use in their contingency planning and execution actions.** There is a need to integrate all the individual supply chain and capability assessments and provide to the C-NAF commander and his or her staff an integrated set of capabilities that can be used in developing COAs to achieve the desired operational effects. Tools are needed for individual functional analyses, as is a method to
integrate individual resources into an overall operational capability, such as mission generation or FOL initial operational capability.

3. **Processes for determining which CCDRs will have priority.** The process using the analysis of global resource shortages (from the first component in this list) to evaluate competing demands and optimize allocation of constrained resources to achieve the desired operational effects should be established and defined in doctrine.

To achieve the ACS vision defined here and close the gaps identified in this analysis, a range of improvements is needed (these recommendations are also summarized in Table S.1). Some are short-term solutions with little implementation cost. Other improvements will take time, resources, planning, and programming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Action Needed to Achieve the Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhance processes</td>
<td>Focus ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes on operational outcomes; identify and separate supply, demand, and integrator processes; include closed-loop feedback and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand doctrine</td>
<td>Delineate roles of ACS nodes, including logistics, operational, and installation staff; Air Force commanders; MAJCOMs; the Air Force Global Logistics Support Center (AFGLSC); and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refine training and expand education</td>
<td>Educate Air Force staff officers in ACS planning and staff responsibilities and strategies-to-tasks methodology; assign some promotable “supply-side” officers to “demand-side” organizations and vice versa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement systems and tools</td>
<td>Identify critical ACS communications and information-system capabilities needed to assess, monitor, and inform allocation decisions, and update as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen organizations and instructions</td>
<td>Assign supply, demand, and integrator processes to organizations and functions; modify instructions and other documents to support ACS assessment and control functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, ACS supply, demand, and integrator roles need to be clearly defined in doctrine, including what information flows, in what format, and to whom. This could lead to better integration between combat support and operations. In addition, developing a closed-loop planning and execution process, acting within operational decision timelines, with established control parameters against which to track actual combat support performance could aid in making ACS processes more proactive rather than reactive to changing operational requirements. This too could lead to better coordination, timeliness, and accuracy of combat support planning and added value of ACS to the operational community.

The absence of well-defined supply, demand, and integrator processes, delineated in policy, contributes to a shortfall in training. Many ACS personnel do not understand how to apply the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks and closed-loop frameworks to maximize efficiency and effectiveness. More training and expanded educational opportunities are needed on relating combat support options to the CCDR’s campaign plan to achieve joint operational effects.

Decision-support tools and job-performance aids should complement formal courses and exercises. Existing Air Force systems and prototype tools can be leveraged to provide enhanced information and data for ACS planners; however, new tools might need to be developed to provide an integrated view of combat support resource allocations and process performance. Properly integrated information could greatly reduce the risk of operational failure and the need to revise plans midstream, allow a faster transition to operations and better-informed decisions, and facilitate adjustments when necessary.

And finally, global management and control of combat support capabilities could facilitate resource allocation assessments across competing CCDRs to inform tough capability trade-off decisions. These assessments should be used to inform program objective memorandum

---

5 See Chapter Four for discussion of supply, demand, and integrator functions.
6 See Chapter Four for discussion of closed-loop systems.
7 See Appendix A for discussion of the strategies-to-tasks decision framework.
and other budgeting and program decisions. However, with global management comes some risk of single-point failure. Methods to provide continuity of operations (COOP) and to minimize network vulnerabilities need to be developed.

In this analysis, we define processes that are not currently assigned to an organization (shown in orange in Figure S.1). Combat support resource assessment and allocation management could be assigned to permanent organizational nodes dedicated to resource monitoring, prioritization, and reallocation. Additionally, having a standing integration function for combat support resource management could facilitate the incorporation of relevant data into capability assessments and raise the visibility of these assessments in the eyes of the operational community. Air Force senior leadership needs to decide how ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control nodes might be best organized to carry out their command and control functions. Regardless of the organizational structure adopted, the roles and responsibilities of each ACS organizational node, as well as their interaction with joint combat support nodes, should be clearly defined and documented in Air Force doctrine and guidance, including information needed, processes, and information produced at each node.

Although Air Force transformational initiatives (both operational and in combat support) have moved the Air Force forward in achieving the ACS contingency planning, execution, monitoring, and control TO-BE vision, much remains to be done. This monograph highlights the top-level process, doctrine, policy, training, and organizational changes that need to take place. Using this high-level document, PAF worked with the Air Force to perform a comprehensive review of all the combat support functional capabilities, as identified in the ACS CFMP, and updated the enterprise command and control OA. A follow-on publication updates the details found in the 2002/2006 enterprise command and control OA to reflect the current operational environment. That work focuses on nodal roles and responsibilities. Another follow-on publication provides an incremental approach of how enhanced ACS processes can be incorporated within the Air Force command and control enterprise.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>manpower and personnel directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>intelligence directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>air, space, and information operations directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>logistics directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>installations and mission support directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>strategic plans and programs directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>analyses, assessments, and lessons learned directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AALPS</td>
<td>Automated Air Load Planning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Air Combat Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>agile combat support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS C2</td>
<td>agile combat support command and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADCON</td>
<td>administrative control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEF</td>
<td>air and space expeditionary force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEFC</td>
<td>Aerospace Expeditionary Force Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEFC/CC</td>
<td>commander, Aerospace Expeditionary Force Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEFSG</td>
<td>Air and Space Expeditionary Force Steering Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEFTF</td>
<td>Air and Space Expeditionary Force Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AETF</td>
<td>air and space expeditionary task force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A3/5</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, Plans, and Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A3O</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Directorate of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A3OO</td>
<td>Air Force Operations Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4/7</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4/7P</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support, Directorate of Resource Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4/7Z</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support, Directorate of Global Combat Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4I</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support, Directorate of Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4L</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support, Directorate of Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A7C</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support, Directorate of Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFAFRICA</td>
<td>Air Forces Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>Air Force base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC2IC</td>
<td>Air Force Command and Control Integration Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCENT</td>
<td>Air Forces Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCESA</td>
<td>Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCS</td>
<td>Air Force corporate structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDD</td>
<td>Air Force doctrine document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFEUR</td>
<td>Air Forces Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFOR</td>
<td>Air Force forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFGLSC</td>
<td>Air Force Global Logistics Support Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI</td>
<td>Air Force instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFIT</td>
<td>Air Force Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFKOR</td>
<td>Air Forces Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMC</td>
<td>Air Force Materiel Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMC/A4</td>
<td>Air Force Materiel Command, Directorate of Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMC/A8/A9</td>
<td>Air Force Materiel Command, Directorate of Strategic Plans, Programs and Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMC/CV</td>
<td>vice commander, Air Force Materiel Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFNORTH</td>
<td>Air Forces Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFOG</td>
<td>Air Force Operations Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPAC</td>
<td>Air Forces Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPC</td>
<td>Air Force Personnel Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPC/DPW</td>
<td>Air Force Personnel Center, Directorate of Air and Space Expeditionary Force Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPD</td>
<td>Air Force policy directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRC</td>
<td>Air Force Reserve Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSO21</td>
<td>Air Force Smart Operations for the 21st Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSOC</td>
<td>Air Force Special Operations Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSOF</td>
<td>Air Force special operations forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSOUTH</td>
<td>Air Forces Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSPC</td>
<td>Air Force Space Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSTRAT-GS</td>
<td>Air Forces Strategic–Global Strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSTRAT-SP</td>
<td>Air Forces Strategic–Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFTRANS</td>
<td>Air Forces Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFUTL</td>
<td>Air Force Universal Task List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALC</td>
<td>air logistics center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEX</td>
<td>Agile Logistics Evaluation eXperiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC</td>
<td>Air Mobility Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMETLS</td>
<td>agency mission essential task list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANG</td>
<td>Air National Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOC</td>
<td>air and space operations center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>area of responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPG</td>
<td>Annual Planning and Programming Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Air Expeditionary Force Reporting Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>air tasking order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAR</td>
<td>basic expeditionary airfield resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOS</td>
<td>base operating support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>command and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>combat air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAOC</td>
<td>combined air and space operations center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>capabilities-based planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCDR</td>
<td>combatant commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCRCT</td>
<td>contingency centralized repair center time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCRF</td>
<td>contingency centralized repair facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDDOC</td>
<td>U.S. Central Command Deployment and Distribution Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFACC</td>
<td>combined force air component commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFMP</td>
<td>Core Function Master Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRF</td>
<td>centralized intermediate repair facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJCS</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJCSG</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJCSI</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJCSM</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJCSN</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/JFACC</td>
<td>combined or joint force air component commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-MAJCOM</td>
<td>component major command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-MAJCOM/CC</td>
<td>commander, component major command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>cargo movement operations system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-NAF</td>
<td>component numbered Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-NAF/CC</td>
<td>commander, component numbered Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COA</td>
<td>course of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCOM</td>
<td>combatant command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMACC</td>
<td>commander, Air Combat Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMAFFOR</td>
<td>commander, Air Force forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONOPS</td>
<td>concept of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONPLAN</td>
<td>contingency plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>continental United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOP</td>
<td>continuity of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>centralized repair facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>combat support agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAF</td>
<td>Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC</td>
<td>combat support center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CST</td>
<td>combat support team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWT</td>
<td>customer wait time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAPES</td>
<td>Deliberate and Crisis Action Planning and Execution Segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDOC</td>
<td>deployment and distribution operations center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPORD</td>
<td>deployment order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLA</td>
<td>Defense Logistics Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>designed operational capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODI</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense instruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abbreviations

DOTMLPF  doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities

DPDRT  Deployment Processing Discrepancy Reporting Tool

DRRS  Defense Readiness Reporting System

DRU  direct reporting unit

ECS  expeditionary combat support

EDDOC  U.S. European Command Deployment and Distribution Operations Center

eLog21  Expeditionary Logistics for the 21st Century

ESORTS  Enhanced Status of Resources and Training System

EXORD  execute order

FAM  functional area manager

FOA  field operating agency

FOC  full operational capability

FOL  forward operating location

FSL  forward support location

FY  fiscal year

GACP  Global Ammunition Control Point

GDF  Guidance for Development of the Force

GEF  Guidance for Employment of the Force

GFM  Global Force Management

GFMIG  Global Force Management Implementation Guidance
GIC   global integration center
GSORTS Global Status of Resources and Training System
HAF   Headquarters Air Force
ICIS  Integrated Consumable Item Support
ICP   inventory control point
IDO   installation deployment officer
IDS   Integrated Deployment System
IOC   initial operational capability
ISP   Integrated Security Posture
ISR   intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
IT    information technology
J-3/5 Joint Staff, Operations/Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate
J-4   Joint Staff, Logistics Directorate
J-4 RD Joint Staff, Logistics Directorate, Readiness Division
J/AMETL joint and agency mission essential task list
JCS   Joint Chiefs of Staff
JDDOC joint deployment and distribution operations center
JFACC joint force air component commander
JFC   joint force commander
JFP   joint force provider
JMETL joint mission essential task list
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOPES</td>
<td>Joint Operation Planning and Execution System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOPP</td>
<td>joint operation planning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>joint publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPG</td>
<td>joint planning group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JQRR</td>
<td>joint quarterly readiness review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRS</td>
<td>Joint Reporting Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRSOI</td>
<td>joint reception, staging, onward movement, and integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSCP</td>
<td>Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSPS</td>
<td>Joint Strategic Planning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF</td>
<td>joint task force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF NA</td>
<td>Joint Task Force Noble Anvil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTIMS</td>
<td>Joint Training Information Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTS</td>
<td>Joint Training System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANTIRN</td>
<td>low altitude navigation and targeting infrared for night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGMOD</td>
<td>logistics module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC</td>
<td>logistics readiness center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>line replaceable unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>logistics sustainability analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>logistics support center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAF</td>
<td>mobility air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJCOM</td>
<td>major command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJCOM/CC</td>
<td>commander, major command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>monitor, assess, plan, execute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCO</td>
<td>major combat operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>mission design series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>mission essential task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METL</td>
<td>mission essential task list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE</td>
<td>measure of effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAF</td>
<td>numbered Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCA</td>
<td>national command authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGB</td>
<td>National Guard Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS</td>
<td>National Military Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRCT</td>
<td>network repair center time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>operational architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCONUS</td>
<td>outside the continental United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEF</td>
<td>Operation ENDURING FREEDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF</td>
<td>Operation IRAQI FREEDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONA</td>
<td>Operation NOBLE ANVIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OODA</td>
<td>observe, orient, decide, act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCON</td>
<td>operational control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPLAN</td>
<td>operations plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPORD</td>
<td>operations order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>office of primary responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>operations support center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSD</td>
<td>Office of the Security of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF</td>
<td>operational support facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAD</td>
<td>program action directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>RAND Project AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDOC</td>
<td>U.S. Pacific Command Deployment and Distribution Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDOC-K</td>
<td>U.S. Pacific Command Deployment and Distribution Operations Center—Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC</td>
<td>point of contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>petroleum, oils, and lubricants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM</td>
<td>program objective memorandum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPBE</td>
<td>Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>request for capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFF</td>
<td>request for forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMO</td>
<td>range of military operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>readiness spares package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF/XC</td>
<td>Secretary of the Air Force, Office of Warfighting Integration and Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>service core function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>support equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECAF</td>
<td>Secretary of the Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecDef</td>
<td>Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPT</td>
<td>scheduling integrated process team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORTS</td>
<td>Status of Resources and Training System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPG</td>
<td>Strategic Planning Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRU</td>
<td>shop replaceable unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Strategic Tool for the Analysis of Required Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACON</td>
<td>tactical control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDS</td>
<td>theater distribution system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO</td>
<td>traffic management office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPFDD</td>
<td>time phased force and deployment data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>tactics, techniques, and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDM</td>
<td>unit deployment manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHTS</td>
<td>unsourced or hard to source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJTL</td>
<td>Universal Joint Task List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAAF</td>
<td>Unified Action Armed Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAFE</td>
<td>U.S. Air Forces Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCENTCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Central Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USEUCOM</td>
<td>U.S. European Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USFK</td>
<td>U.S. Forces Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USJFCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Joint Forces Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USNORTHCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Northern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPACOM</td>
<td>U.S. Pacific Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSOCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Special Operations Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSOUTHCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Southern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSTRATCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USTRANSCOM  U.S. Transportation Command
UTC        unit type code
WRM        war reserve materiel
CHAPTER ONE

Introduction, Background, and Motivation

Command and control (C2) of air and space power is a fundamental function of the Air Force that enables the United States to conduct operations that accomplish specific military objectives. According to Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, command and control is defined as

the exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission. C2 includes both the process by which the commander decides what action is to be taken and the systems that facilitate planning, execution, and monitoring of those actions. Specifically, C2 includes the battlespace management process of planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations.

C2 involves the integration of a system of procedures, organizational structures, personnel, equipment, facilities, information, and communications designed to enable a commander to exercise authority and direction across the range of military operations. Air and space forces conduct the C2 function to meet strategic, operational, and tactical objectives. (AFDD 1, 2003, pp. 49–50)\(^1\)

---

\(^1\) The updated draft version of AFDD 1, currently in top line coordination, states,

Command and control is the exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission. Command and control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures employed by a commander in
Another fundamental function of the Air Force is agile combat support (ACS), defined in AFDD 1 as

the timely concentration, employment, and sustainment of US military power anywhere. . . . [It] creates, sustains, and protects all air and space capabilities to accomplish mission objectives across the spectrum of military operations. (AFDD 1, 2003, p. 48)

Prior RAND Project AIR FORCE (PAF) research found that ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes (often referred to as ACS C2 processes within the Air Force) are not adequately defined and delineated in doctrine, and tools or systems to support these ACS processes are lacking (Leftwich et al., 2002; Mills et al., 2006). Although sometimes compared with commercial supply chains, a military ACS system is very different from commercial supply chain operations. Military supply chain management faces conditions that are unlike most, if not all, commercial supply chain operations. Commercial supply chains do not pick up their production plants, move them thousands of miles away, operate in what could be a hostile or austere environment, and expect their production systems to operate within hours after arrival. The purpose of this analysis is to review current ACS processes, identify and describe where shortfalls or major gaps exist, and suggest mitigation strategies to facilitate needed changes for an efficient and effective global combat support system.

planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the accomplishment of the mission (JP [Joint Publication] 1-02). This core function deals with the capabilities necessary to support theater air C2, space C2, cyberspace C2, nuclear C2, air mobility C2, and agile combat support C2. Capabilities in this function integrate the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war across the ROMO [range of military operations].

ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control (similar to the Air Force monitor, assess, plan, execute [MAPE] model) to support Air Force operations (contingency, readiness preparation, or training) is often referred to within the Air Force community as ACS C2. Combat support processes are an integral part of Air Force enterprise and joint command and control capability.

Thus, commercial supply chain best practices do not always apply to military ACS processes.
Background and Research Motivation

Today’s defense environment is particularly challenging for two reasons. First, significant portions of the force are continuously engaged in a variety of operations, ranging from active combat to humanitarian assistance, over wide geographical areas where the needs for force projection are often difficult to predict. Even after operations in Iraq and Afghanistan are concluded, it is likely that the world situation will call for worldwide deployment of U.S. forces to support theater security cooperative efforts (with allies) to shape conditions to avoid contingency operations. Second, there is increasing pressure to operate more efficiently. And, although there has always been the need to relate combat support resource requirements to operational objectives, today’s environment requires quick combat support actions to tailor deployable support packages and sustainment actions to meet specific operational needs. Furthermore, economic pressures are likely to continue and could result in further reductions in resources that are set aside to meet contingency operations. In addition to economic pressures, the inability to perfectly predict resource demands, the need to shift funding from one category to another to meet unanticipated needs, and the occurrence of unanticipated world events that require intervention, among other factors, all contribute to having imbalances between needed ACS resources and those that are available at any given time to simultaneously meet all requirements for contingency and training operations. As a consequence, combat support functional areas must work in an integrated fashion across command and control nodes, providing predictions of combat support needs and rapid responses to dynamic operational needs, and allocate scarce resources to where they are most needed. To be successful, combat support decisionmakers need immediate access to a broad range of information with the ability to access detailed data when needed. ACS is broader than just logistics (the A4 [logistics directorate]). It includes personnel (the A1), services (also in the A1), communications (the A6), and instal-
lations and mission support (the A7). In this analysis, we consider all aspects of combat support and how integrated ACS can help the warfighter achieve the desired operational effects.

Today, in most cases, ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes are ad hoc, with only a few functional areas managing capabilities and resources from an enterprise perspective. Munitions, for example, has a global requirements determination process and an allocation board to distribute assets worldwide. Fuels and civil engineering capabilities are also managed globally. Other functional-area processes might not be as well defined or standardized—for example, services personnel and equipment and vehicles are not managed globally. They are managed theater by theater without an enterprise view of worldwide capability. However, combat support of military operations remains successful primarily because of the efforts of individuals in the combat support community who overcome difficulties in current (AS-IS) processes, systems, tools, and training. Since the Air Force will continue to operate in a resource-constrained environment in the future, ACS should support trade-off and allocation decisionmaking with standardized, analytic processes.

Transformation
The Air Force and the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) recognize the need to transform themselves to meet existing and emerging global requirements with limited resources. The Air Force has made significant investments to transform operations and combat support functions to improve its capabilities to meet the challenges posed by the current defense environment. For example, Program Action Directive (PAD) 06-09 established component numbered air forces (C-NAFs) as the Air Force component organizational structure to enhance operational-level command and control of air, space, and information operations across a broad range of engagements (PAD 06-09, 2006b; U.S. Air Force, 2006a). The air and space operations center (AOC), a part of the C-NAF, was designated as a weapon system whose process-oriented

---

4 See Appendix C for a description of the Air Force forces (AFFOR) staff and the functional directorates (A1 through A9).
focus is on producing war plans and executing them to achieve strategic and tactical objectives.\textsuperscript{5}

The Air Force has also begun to transform its logistics enterprise so that it is both more responsive in meeting combatant commander (CCDR) needs and more efficient in training, organizing, and equipping forces for operational missions. In response to needed changes to the logistics enterprise, senior logistics leaders launched an Expeditionary Logistics for the 21st Century (eLog21) program of initiatives to modernize and streamline its logistics operations to address the challenges of this more demanding environment within limited budgets.\textsuperscript{6}

The goal of eLog21 was both to make the logistics enterprise more responsive and effective in meeting changing operational demands and to reduce operating and sustainment costs. Simultaneously, others in the Air Force and DoD introduced additional initiatives intended to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of overall Air Force operations. These programs, such as Air Force Smart Operations for the 21st Century (AFSO21), deal with related, and sometimes overlapping, objectives.

The scope of the Air Force logistics transformation is large and affects the processes, doctrine, personnel, facilities, equipment, information, and tool sets that encompass all Air Force supply chain operations, including flightline, depot, original equipment manufacturer, contract, and other suppliers of services and materiel. The Air Force has expended considerable effort improving demand forecasting and accurately estimating safety stock levels (or buffers) to mitigate potential constraints. Other efforts have focused on reducing the transportation time between the user and the repair site. Although these are worthy goals, they are often evaluated independently; improvements within

\textsuperscript{5} The C-NAF is the component-level organization the Air Force uses to provide operational-level command and control in order to achieve desired effects across a full range of military operations as defined in U.S. Air Force (2006a). See Appendix C for more information about Air Force and joint command structures.

\textsuperscript{6} eLog21 is an umbrella program comprising many different logistics and supply chain transformational initiatives with an overall goal of improving availability, reducing costs, and providing the warfighter with the support he or she needs when it is needed.
one stovepipe might optimize that individual component with little (or perhaps even negative) impact on enterprise performance.

In 2008, senior logisticians in the Air Force asked PAF to examine the logistics transformational initiatives to assess how well they align with the future vision of the logistics enterprise and to identify any gaps between and among the initiatives that might prevent achieving the capabilities contained in the vision. One gap identified during this analysis was the need for clear definition of ACS processes to meet specific operational contingency, readiness preparation, and training requirements. These ACS processes work within the Air Force command and control enterprise and must perform within the operational planning observe, orient, decide, act (OODA) loop. As a result of this gap analysis, in March 2009, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support (AF/A4/7) and the Vice Commander of Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) asked PAF to accomplish the following tasks:

• Review the RAND-developed enterprise command and control operational architecture (OA) from 2002 (updated in 2006) for adequacy of meeting current and evolving needs given progress made in eLog21 and C-NAF transformation efforts.
• Identify any process changes that result from these transformation efforts.
• Highlight remaining gaps in the TO-BE OA.
• Update ACS processes, doctrine, training, information systems and tool sets, and organizational constructs, and identify options needed to address the remaining gaps.

With these tasks in mind, the purpose of this monograph is to review current ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes and identify where major gaps still exist between current practice and the 2002/2006 PAF enterprise command and control OA. We
then outline implementation strategies to facilitate changes needed to achieve the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA.7

The Previous RAND Enterprise Command and Control Operational Architecture

Since the 1990s, the Air Force has supported nearly continuous deployments around the globe, engaging in varying operations, from small-scale peacekeeping and humanitarian relief operations to major combat operations (MCOs), such as Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) and Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF). To support constant deployment, employment, and sustainment of Air Force forces, the enabling combat support system must be tailorable, flexible, and agile. Previous PAF analysis defined key elements of an ACS system (Tripp, Galway, Killingsworth, et al., 1999). The key elements include the following:

- an expeditionary, forward-thinking mind set, which would be instilled in combat support personnel
- recognition that ACS processes are essential elements of the Air Force command and control enterprise. These ACS processes would assess, organize, and direct combat support activities to meet operational requirements and respond to rapidly changing circumstances. The enhanced ACS capability would help combat support personnel do the following:
  - Estimate combat support resource requirements and process performance needed to achieve the desired operational effects for the specific scenario.
  - Determine feasibility of proposed operational and combat support plans. If combat support plans do not have adequate resources, develop mitigation strategies or initiate operational replanning activities.
  - Configure supply chains for deployment and sustainment, including the military and commercial transportation needed

7 We discuss options but do not suggest a priority or develop costs associated with implementation plans.
to meet deployment and sustainment needs once a feasible plan is developed and adequate resources are committed to accomplish its objectives.

- Establish control parameters for the performance of various combat support processes required to meet specific operational needs.
- Track actual combat support performance against control parameters.
- Signal when a process is outside accepted control parameters so that plans can be developed to get the process back within control limits.

• a quickly configured and responsive distribution network to connect forward operating locations (FOLs), forward support locations (FSLs), and continental U.S. (CONUS) support locations
• a network of FOLs resourced to support varying deployment and employment timelines.

Command and control is the “brain function” of the combat support system. For example, meeting rapid-deployment operational requirements requires quick assessments of beddown plans so plans can be generated. Potential airfields’ status and capabilities must also be analyzed. And the status of in-theater resources must be continuously updated to facilitate rapid time phased force and deployment data (TPFDD) development. Quick employment and subsequent sustainment require that theater and global maintenance and distribution operations be configured rapidly. Effective allocation of scarce resources requires the system to monitor resources in all theaters and prioritize and allocate them in accordance with global readiness. Finally, the system needs to be self-monitoring during execution and able to adjust to changes in either combat support performance or operational objectives.

Recognizing the importance of ACS, in 2002, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Installations and Logistics (the AF/IL at that time) asked PAF to develop an enterprise command and control OA. The resulting analysis described the Air Force enterprise command and control OA as it was in the 2000 time frame (AS-IS) and how it could
be in the future (TO-BE) and outlined a framework for evaluating options for enhanced ACS. The analysis also described the changes that would need to take place to achieve that future state (Leftwich et al., 2002). With operations being conducted in Operation NOBLE ANVIL (ONA), followed by OEF and OIF, PAF further evaluated the principles of ACS, resulting in a refined and expanded enterprise command and control OA in 2006 (Tripp, Lynch, Drew, and Chan, 2004; Lynch, Drew, Tripp, and Roll, 2005; Mills et al., 2006).

Since that time, the Air Force has taken some steps to enable the implementation of the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA—for example, the establishment of the Air Force Global Logistics Support Center (AFGLSC) and establishing a war reserve materiel (WRM) global manager.

In addition, other influences, such as Program Budget Decision 720, dated November 7, 2006, reducing Air Force manpower end strength and budget cuts, changed the environment in which the Air Force operates. With end-strength reductions came increased centralized management of scarce resources. However, even as the defense budget tightens, the Air Force is being asked to support a full range of dynamic and irregular operations with limited resources. Integrating combat support capabilities through enhanced ACS is essential to the success of U.S. military operations.

**Organization of This Monograph**

In the chapters that follow, we present the results of our review of the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA and progress made by the Air Force in implementing it. In Chapter Two, we present the research approach and analytic framework, including how the operational environment has evolved since the 2002 enterprise command and control OA was developed. Chapter Three presents ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control process shortfalls. Chapter Four codifies the ACS vision for the future, based on some core command and control principles. Chapters Five and Six describe how the analytic framework is or is not being applied in current ACS doctrine, training,
tools and systems, and organizations. Chapter Seven concludes with some recommendations for improved ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control.

In addition, the document contains the following three appendixes:

A. the RAND strategies-to-tasks framework
B. ACS annotated bibliography
C. joint and Air Force command structure.
This chapter begins by presenting the research approach used in this analysis (see Figure 2.1). It then outlines how the operational environment has evolved in the past several years.

**Figure 2.1**
Research Approach

---

Research Approach

For this analysis, we begin by reviewing the PAF enterprise command and control OA developed in 2002 and expanded in 2006. We then examine the extent to which recent changes have affected both the AS-IS and TO-BE ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes. For each area—process, doctrine, training, tools and systems, and organizations—we summarize the recommendations of the previous analyses and evaluate Air Force progress in addressing the issues. We then evaluate how changes in the operational environment, including changes in OSD planning guidance and Air Force transformational initiatives, affect ACS to determine the applicability of the 2002/2006 OA to today’s military environment (changes are discussed individually in the next section). Next, we discuss the remaining shortfalls, and, finally, we present an implementation roadmap to help move the Air Force toward the updated TO-BE enterprise command and control OA.

The OA developed in 2002 identified issues and potential solutions that were, at that time, endorsed by Air Force senior leaders. Table 2.1 lists the key stakeholders with which we have worked since our initial analysis in 2002.

Over the years, incremental improvements have been made, but some issues still persist. Some of the TO-BE fixes identified in the 2002 OA have not yet been fully institutionalized. And the operational environment has changed. In the next section, we outline some of the factors of the current Air Force environment that could influence future ACS.

The Changing Operational Environment

The Air Force corporate structure today is not the same as it was in 2002. Changes in OSD guidance and new organizational structures have changed the environment in which the Air Force operates. These corporate changes could, in turn, change the TO-BE vision and the
Table 2.1
Key Stakeholders with Which We Have Worked During These Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Force</th>
<th>Joint and Other Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMAFFORs: AFCENT, AFEUR, AFPAC, AFKOR, AF/SOUTH, AFAFRICA, 18th Air Force</td>
<td>JCS, OSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF/A4/7, AF/A4L, AF/A4I, AF/A4/7Z, AF/A4/7P, AF/A7C, AF/A7S, AF/A3O SAF/XC</td>
<td>USCENTCOM J-4, CDDOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJCOMs: AFMC, ACC, AMC, AFSPC, AFSEC, ALCs</td>
<td>USTRANSCOM/J-3/J-4/J-5, USTRANSCOM DDOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational wings AFIT</td>
<td>USEUCOM J-4, EDDOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USPACOM J-4, PDDOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USFK J-4, PDDOC-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Army</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


way in which combat support processes are mapped in the enterprise command and control OA.

Shifts in Office of the Secretary of Defense Guidance
Current planning guidance calls for increased operational requirements (DoD, 2007, 2008a, 2008b). DoD planning guidance for fiscal year (FY) 2008 shifts the focus of the military from conventional mili-
tary operations toward irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive threats and capabilities while maintaining the ability to engage in two MCOs. Instead of focusing on two simultaneous MCOs, the focus shifts to maintaining homeland defense while also supporting ongoing steady state deployment commitments, which include a range of operations, from stability operations to irregular warfare and catastrophic attacks, all while maintaining capability to meet and defeat unforeseen challenges.

A parallel shift has also occurred in the roles Air Force forces play in these types of operations. More focus now falls on train, equip, advise, and assist operations in which Air Force personnel teach and aid host countries so those nations can become responsible for their own safety and security. In many of these cases, combat support capabilities rather than aircraft fighting missions might be the *tip of the spear*.

Still, the requirement to be ready to support two nearly simultaneous MCOs remains. To support MCOs in addition to these worldwide, nearly continuous steady-state operations, the Air Force might need to consider new ways to take better advantage of existing resources.

**New Air Force Framework for Programming and Training**

To support the warfighting mission as outlined in OSD guidance, the Air Force has a responsibility to organize, train, and equip forces. It must prepare its forces to support operational requirements as deemed necessary by the Secretary of Defense (SecDef), the JCS, and CCDRs. To better meet the training and readiness requirements, the Air Force has designated 12 service core functions as a way to present warfighting capabilities to CCDRs and link combat support functions to future programming needs.¹ ACS is one of the service core functions; an ACS CFMP is currently in development.

The ACS CFMP provides a guide for better integration of combat support activities—within the combat support community and with

¹ The 12 Air Force service core functions are nuclear deterrence operations; air superiority; space superiority; cyberspace superiority; global precision attack; rapid global mobility; special operations; global integrated intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); command and control; personnel recovery; building partnership; and ACS.
the operators. The goal is to coordinate all 26 core combat support functional capabilities to achieve specific operational objectives more efficiently and effectively. The operational objectives are to do the following:

- Ready the force.
- Prepare the battlespace.
- Position the force.
- Employ the force.
- Sustain the force.
- Recover the force.

The functional capabilities are as follows:

- acquisition
- airfield management
- air traffic control
- chaplain service
- civil engineer
- communications and information
- contracting
- distribution
- education and training
- financial management and comptroller
- health services
- historian
- judge advocate
- logistics planning
- maintenance
- manpower and personnel
- materiel management
- munitions
- Office of Special Investigations
- postal
- public affairs
- safety
• science and technology
• security forces
• services
• test and evaluation.

This coordination is complex because combat support core functional capabilities are multiechelon and interrelated. The intent is for the Air Force to use the CFMP to “assess potential integration requirements and opportunities” (U.S. Air Force, 2010a, p. 1).

AFMC was designated the lead integrator for the ACS CFMP. Thus, AFMC now has ACS responsibilities. As part of our analysis, we consider how both the ACS and the command and control service core functions and their associated CFMPs could change the way in which ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes are outlined in the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA.

The Evolving Combat Support Enterprise
To respond to changing operational requirements, the Air Force is transforming its combat support enterprise—a very large system involving billions of dollars and tens of thousands of people. The transformational initiatives are large in scope and cover all aspects of combat support, including maintenance, distribution, procurement (sourcing), information, financial, and command and control activities. The Air Force has invested hundreds of hours of senior-leader time to set the direction, thousands of hours of staff time, and millions of dollars in specific transformation initiatives. The goal of the transformation is to enable ACS to meet emerging CCDR needs while also efficiently organizing, training, and equipping the force for day-to-day operations.

Such programs as eLog21 and AFSO21 aim to streamline and modernize ACS while also reducing operating and sustainment costs.

---

3 Both ACS and command and control functions are influenced by ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control, so both CFMPs could include ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes. At the time this monograph was written, which service core function (ACS or command and control) would include ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes was still under debate.
Centralization of the management of WRM (at ACC) and civil engineering unit type codes (UTCs) (at Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency [AFCESA]) illustrates how the Air Force is moving toward a capability-based approach when making enterprise resource allocation decisions.4 Other changes, such as USTRANSCOM being named the distribution process owner and the creation of DDOCs, also affect the combat support enterprise.5

With the scope of the transformational initiatives being so large, the individual objectives sometime overlap or even contradict one another and might not square completely with the future vision of the combat support enterprise. We consider these initiatives and the vision for the combat support enterprise as we evaluate the TO-BE command and control OA.

**Integrated Agile Combat Support Management and Control Concepts**

The Air Force is moving away from a commodity-centered focus in which each resource was managed separately by base or by theater.6 With budget constraints and increased contingency-operations demands, not every location (base or theater) can maintain its own reserve of resources. Resources must be shared globally. The commodity-centered focus did not allow for an enterprise picture of global Air Force capability. The Air Force is now supporting the development of a capability-based approach to resource allocation decisions. This move better supports the uncertain global demands generated by the unpredictable nature of future demands for Air Force capabilities. This suggests the need for reevaluation of how combat support resources are managed and controlled in a resource-constrained environment so that decision-makers can assess how constrained resources could affect the ability to initiate and sustain contingency operations around the world.

---

4 A UTC is a five-character, alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies a predefined standardized grouping of manpower or equipment to provide a specific wartime capability.

5 The distribution process owner is responsible for coordinating and synchronizing the execution of the strategic distribution system.

6 See, for example, several articles in *Combat Support C2* (2003).
Several PAF research efforts have shown the benefits of centralized management and control of selected materiel, including aircraft spare parts and end items and nonunit WRM (Peltz et al., 2000; Feinberg, Shulman, et al., 2001; McGarvey, Masters, et al., 2008; McGarvey, Tripp, et al., 2010). In part because of this body of research, the Air Force has centralized materiel-management responsibilities and decision authorities across aircraft spare parts into the AFGLSC as part of eLog21. There are not enough assets for every theater to have its own stockpile of resources. Resources must be shared globally to meet uncertain demands. To be able to effectively shift resources where they are needed, the Air Force has designated global managers for some resources. Munitions-management responsibilities have been centralized in the Global Ammunition Control Point (GACP), and nonunit WRM (including basic expeditionary airfield resources [BEAR]) is also in the process of being centralized—again, partly based on PAF research—under ACC. The Expeditionary Vehicle and Equipment Initiative includes establishing a virtual organization linking command equipment management offices, vehicle equipment management support offices, and MAJCOM vehicle management offices for centralized management (or assessment) of support equipment (and vehicles), and global managers have been designated for other end items, such as propulsion.7 These concepts can play a key role in enhancing ACS processes and are considered as we evaluate the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA.

7 The command equipment management office orchestrates the requirements determination process for equipment; the vehicle equipment management support office sets standards used in the vehicle requirements determination process.
In this chapter, we begin by reviewing the process shortfalls that we identified in our 2009 gap analysis. Many of these gaps were identified previously in the 2002 and 2006 enterprise command and control OAs (Leftwich et al., 2002; Mills, 2006). We discuss Air Force progress in closing those gaps and consider the changing operational environment in which the OA would now function.

AS-IS Process Shortfalls and the Current Operational Environment

The shortfalls and gaps in the AS-IS or current ACS system fall into the following five major categories:

- poor integration of enterprise combat support inputs into operational planning
- inability to configure supply chain activities to achieve specific operational objectives, ascertain when performance falls short, and reconfigure the combat support infrastructure rapidly
- poor coordination of combat support activities with the joint services community
- absence of resource allocation arbitration across competing services and theaters
- inadequate understanding that combat support is broader than logistics.
When evaluating ACS processes in the current operational environment with the current organizational and doctrinal construct, we found that the same issues still persist. We discuss each shortfall in detail in the next several sections.

**Poor Integration of Combat Support Inputs into Operational Planning**

Similar to the problem operational planners face when trying to integrate air power with ground maneuver, operational and combat support planning often occur independently with little analysis of combat support feasibility in early course of action (COA) development. Currently, there is no standard process or format for operational planners to communicate key operational requirements to combat support planners (to feed beddown, TPFDD, munitions, spares, or transportation planning). Combat support planners projecting resource requirements and later planning the TPFDD often work from different assumptions and with information of varying degrees of fidelity regarding operational requirements. This can hinder timely, accurate combat support planning.

More often, combat support planners are given an operational plan and asked to generate the appropriate resources to support it without having the opportunity to influence the plan. Within the AOC, the Strategy and Combat Plans divisions seldom have resident combat support expertise. On the AFFOR staff, operational planners often develop COAs with little help from the logistics and installations directorates. Furthermore, many resources required to initiate and sustain combat operations are not within the COMAFFOR’s area of responsibility (AOR). As a result, the AFFOR logistics staff does not have information on what global assets are available or what enterprise combat support processes can deliver. The small size of the AFFOR staffs also does not allow them to go to each global enterprise resource provider and determine the extent to which it has resources and processes needed to meet the specific operational plan objectives. As a result, the AFFOR staff ends up making assumptions about what the global combat support enterprise can deliver to the AOR. Thus, enterprise combat support capabilities and constraints are not considered in
COA development. This results in operational planners committing forces to actions with unknown risks concerning the sustainability of the operational plan.

As an illustration, an AFFOR staff combat support liaison officer might be on the COA development team, but he or she rarely has the opportunity to evaluate the plan’s feasibility; he or she is simply asked to support the plan. Combat support feasibility is typically considered after an initial COA has been developed, not in parallel with development of the COA. This sequential process can result in combat support limitations being identified after a COA is complete from the operational standpoint. Then, the COA has to be reconstructed, delaying COA development, wasting time, and duplicating efforts.

For example, during ONA, operational planners chose the location for a potential beddown area without sufficient installations and mission support (A7) planning input. The resulting tent city had to be relocated because of flooding and encroachment on explosive safety areas. If combat support planning were better integrated with operational planning, the tent city–location issue might have been identified earlier during the planning process instead of after it was set up.

During OIF, combat support was closely integrated with operations, and constraints were factored into the planning process. As a result, substantial changes were made to the operational plan, and a supportable plan was developed before operations began.1

At the OSD level, DoD is updating the process used for contingency planning in Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) 3110.3C, Logistics Supplement to the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan, by defining a logistics sustainability analysis (LSA) that integrates combat support feasibility into operational planning.2 An LSA will be completed on a routine basis for plans when a TPFDD is generated to assess the logistical feasibility of the plan. Combat support constraints are identified during the planning process, so mitigation strategies can be evaluated as needed.

1 Discussions with Deputy Combined Forces Air Component Commander, USCENTCOM, during OIF, June 2010.
2 CJCSI 3110.3C is not available to the general public.
Likewise, the Air Force is revising its contingency planning processes to enhance the way in which the AFFOR staff conducts the LSA. In some areas—for example, fuels—the Air Force has business rules, tools, and systems that clearly support the LSA process. Integrated Consumable Item Support (ICIS), the fuels planning system, contains usage planning factors and consumption estimates. For an LSA, AFFOR staff logistics personnel input the types and number of aircraft, their expected usage during the contingency, and expected beddown locations into ICIS, and the system calculates the fuels requirement by location. It is a well-defined and easy-to-use system employed throughout DoD to provide consistent requirements estimates. Other combat support resources, such as spare parts, services, and communications, do not have such well-defined, standardized, repeatable processes. Often, experienced personnel using an ad hoc method provide their best estimates of requirements to support an LSA.

However, the LSA process is used only when a TPFDD is generated. There is no standard way to identify combat support resource requirements and quickly conduct combat support assessments during the adaptive planning process—the planning process used for operations like those identified in the ISP that are part of the ongoing steady state deployment commitments. During adaptive planning, AFFOR staff personnel are often asked to estimate requirements based on their general knowledge and past experience. These personnel might provide good estimates; however, continuity of personnel is not guaranteed.

---

3 ICIS is a DLA decision-support system that can calculate the deployment requirements for more than 2 million DLA-stocked items using a TPFDD.

4 The AFGLSC has a process using the availability model within the Weapon System Management Information System to assess requirements for spares for any operations plan (OPLAN), but it has not been exercised frequently, and the techniques are understood by only a small complement of personnel. This process was used to evaluate one OPLAN and is currently being used to evaluate a second plan. The AFGLSC process can be incorporated into the LSA process as the requirements determination process for spares.

5 Adaptive planning is the term now used for what was crisis action planning. The premise is that a crisis can occur quite quickly, from a variety of circumstances, and require any number of varied responses. Adaptive plans should be flexible enough to be applicable to multiple situations, to perceived or unknown threats, with slight modification.
The same personnel might not be in the same position five years from now. Or new personnel might have little or no experience on which to base an estimate. The requirements for the next adaptive plan could be generated in a different, ad hoc manner, possibly yielding a very different requirements estimate. The adaptive planning process is not well defined, making it difficult to integrate combat support and operations.

Further complicating integrated combat support and operational assessments are the many-to-many relationships the AFFOR staff has with individual resource providers. For example, the AFFOR staff might work with many different providers to secure needed resources, such as water in each country where forces might operate. Multiply this by the many necessary combat support resources, and that becomes a lot of providers with which a small staff must coordinate. Combat support is treated as a set of unrelated resources, making it difficult for the AFFOR staff to produce timely and integrated feasibility assessments for all resources. As a result, supply chain assessments for all commodities are not conducted either during COA development or during LSAs. Nor are individual commodity supply chain assessments—for example, munitions, fuels, spare parts, engines, and vehicles—balanced across commodities to identify the most-binding constraints and develop mitigation strategies across resource supply chains.

Not only do the stovepipes within the combat support arena affect operational planning, but the traditional separation between the combat support and operational planning communities might hinder effective integration. Most logisticians, for example, are not trained in and do not participate in air campaign planning. Combat support personnel have difficulty relating resource availabilities and process performance to needed operational capabilities within the planning cycle. They therefore have little understanding of how and when combat support considerations should play into the planning process. They are not skilled at communicating essential aspects and effects of combat support options in terms that are relevant to the operator.

For their part, operators lack logistics (including installation support) training and hence tend not to consider the likely effect that support capabilities will have on planned missions. When combat
support information is not valued, combat support aspects of plans are more likely to be overlooked, resulting in overly optimistic operational plans that might have to be altered during execution because of combat support realities.

**Inability to Configure Supply Chains to Achieve Specific Operational Objectives, Ascertain When Performance Falls Short, and Reconfigure the Combat Support Infrastructure Dynamically**

To ensure that planned objectives are being met, each commodity supply chain needs to be configured to achieve the specific operational objectives outlined in a contingency or training plan. For instance, using the spare-part supply chain as an illustration, the transportation times, repair times, and supply levels at operating locations should be set to achieve specific sortie generation objectives as required in a COA or plan. This does not occur routinely today. Rather, predetermined levels are sent forward to operating locations with the units, called readiness spares packages (RSPs), but these levels are based on approved and funded planning factors, not on the specific factors being considered in the actual plan. In some cases, planning factors vary greatly from the OPLAN requirements, which can create a shortfall before operations even begin.

Furthermore, both combat support activities and operations should be continuously monitored for changes when actual performance differs from planned performance and appropriate resource providers, such as the AFGLSC or the GACP, alerted when actual performance can jeopardize planned operational missions. However, combat support feedback data, such as resource levels, rates of consumption, critical-component removal rates, and critical-process performance times (such as repair times, munitions buildup times, in-transit times, infrastructure capacity, and site-preparation times), might not be routinely recorded. Even when these data are available, they are typically the focus of planning and deployment rather than employment and sustainment. Because operations can change suddenly, these data should be continuously available throughout operations in order to make needed adjustments to the combat support system quickly and seamlessly.
To complicate the issue further, when system monitoring reveals a mismatch between desired and actual resource or process performance, it can be difficult to find the source. For example, for activities supporting multiple theaters (such as depot repair) or multiple services (such as a theater distribution system [TDS] or construction priority), the source of the discrepancies can be difficult to pinpoint. These discrepancies between desired and actual levels of support can arise from changes in combat support performance or from changes in operations. An assessment process should be used to address combat support performance problems quickly and estimate new combat support requirements to meet changing operational objectives. However, with limited monitoring and performance assessment currently being conducted, it is hard to know when to intervene and adjust combat support activities.

**Poor Coordination of Combat Support Activities with the Joint Services Community**

Most combat support activities entail coordination among the services and the joint services community. Examples include infrastructure repairs, fuels management, the distribution and storage of munitions and housekeeping sets, and transportation. Nowhere is such coordination more important and troublesome than in transportation and distribution management. Inter- and intratheater distribution rely on the combined efforts of the Air Force, Army, Navy, and commercial carriers, all of which have separate responsibilities and all of which depend on the others for successful operation. Nominally, the Air Force is responsible for providing airlift, the Army for providing ground transportation and port management, the Navy for providing sealift, and the CCDR for theater distribution, often through the appointment of one service component as the executive agent for managing distribution operations.

In principle, the distribution system can operate smoothly if all know their role and do their jobs; troubles can arise when the relative roles of the different contributors in an operation are not understood, expectations differ on anticipated performance, or priorities differ
among the major players. Such was the case during OEF and OIF with the TDS. For example, the following issues arose:

- difficulty predicting cargo requirements
- difficulty configuring, reconfiguring, basing, and sizing TDS airlift
- uncertainty about appropriate metrics to judge airlift effectiveness and efficiency
- appearance of incomplete coordination among movement modes in meeting TDS needs
- incomplete visibility of cargo within the TDS
- artificial separation of the intertheater movement system from intratheater movements
- restriction of intertheater airlift assets from intratheater use in early phases of conflict
- inefficient use of intratheater airlift assets (Tripp, Lynch, Roll, et al., 2006).

In an attempt to improve those processes and deal with problems, the SecDef assigned deployment process ownership to U.S. Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) and distribution process ownership to USTRANSCOM. As part of executing its responsibilities, USTRANSCOM, with the consent of the commander of USCENTCOM, created a CDDOC in the AOR. The CDDOC works for the USCENTCOM J-4 and was created to improve the joint, multi-

---

6 USJFCOM, as the primary joint force provider (JFP) for conventional forces, focuses on the global allocation of combat, combat support, and combat service support capabilities and forces to support combatant command requirements. Combatant commands, military departments, and the National Guard Bureau (NGB) provide force and capability commitment, availability, and readiness data to USJFCOM and its assigned service components. USJFCOM assesses the ability to sustain joint presence, operational commitments, and global surge capabilities over time based on allocation decisions and actions in effect. Recent DoD plans call for the closing of USJFCOM. When the command is dissolved, many processes, doctrine, roles, and responsibilities will have to be reassigned and rewritten. Although the command might be disestablished, the services will still have to integrate their individual capabilities to conduct joint operations.
modal, intratheater movement system and better integrate it with the joint, multimodal, intertheater movement system.

The Air Force relies on deploying quickly with small amounts of resources. This practice requires rapid resupply to sustain the forces. Because combat support depends on rapid and reliable transportation, TDSs should be structured to take full advantage of cooperation with the Army, Navy, joint services community, and coalition forces (if applicable). If rapid resupply cannot be established, the Air Force might have to rethink lean policies and deploy with more resources to sustain operations, which would lengthen deployment and employment timelines.

Just as combat support needs and capabilities should be communicated to operational planners, so too should they be communicated, agreed upon, and resourced with other services, the joint services community, and coalition organizations. In considering intratheater airlift, the Air Force should estimate transportation requirements based on anticipated sortie generation goals and understand the form in which those requirements should be communicated to the agency responsible for theater distribution. These estimates can be used to help structure demand-based distribution services.

Similarly, combat support personnel should clearly define capabilities to execute base beddown plans and be prepared to provide those requirements to coalition and allied forces that might host Air Force units in a contingency. Such communications with allied and coalition forces could accelerate site survey, base development, and beddown planning during the time-critical contingency planning process. They are essential to laying the foundation for coalition support and participation in execution of beddown and sustainment activities. They are also vital to how command and control of coalition installation support forces are established.

Absence of Resource Allocation Arbitration Across Competing Services and Theaters

Resources planned to support specific regions are sometimes diverted to support another AOR preparing for or engaged in an operation if so ordered within a service or through OSD. (A MAJCOM or C-NAF
can allocate resources among units within a theater, but neither can formally allocate resources across competing AORs or between competing joint task force [JTF] demands across theaters.) When these cross-theater reallocations are made, there is little ability for rapid assessment of the effect that moving resources from one theater to another can have on readiness.

For example, the GACP at Hill Air Force Base (AFB) in Utah controls the global prepositioning and movement of munitions. It can, according to SecDef priorities, reallocate munitions from one AOR to another to support operations. Presently, however, if munitions are reallocated during an operation, no formalized assessment procedures exist to measure the readiness effect on both the giving and receiving AORs. Decision-support tools might exist, but a standardized process to reevaluate AOR readiness is not currently in place. Individual MAJCOMs and C-NAFs can assess munitions availability in their AORs using standard Air Force munitions computation models; however, showing impact across AORs is not as straightforward. During OEF, the 7th Air Force AFFOR staff plans and requirements directorate (the A5) and the A4 attempted to show how the reallocation of smart munitions from their AOR to operations in Afghanistan would affect other, existing contingency war plans in their theater. There was no defined process to help them show the effects and trade-offs during the contingency planning process.

OSD took some steps toward evaluating unit readiness by establishing the Defense Readiness Reporting System (DRRSS) in 2002, which is a near–real-time readiness-reporting system designed to measure and report the ability of forces and support infrastructure to meet the requirements identified in the existing war plans and for the global war on terrorism. DRRS is the SecDef action in response to the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999 added Section 117 to U.S. Code Title 10, which directed the SecDef to establish a “comprehensive readiness reporting system” that would “measure in an objective, accurate, and timely manner” the capability of the U.S. military to carry out the National Security Strategy, Defense Planning Guidance, and National Military Strategy.
However, DRRS does not have an analytic capability to show the effect of reallocating resources across war plans or across AORs. Although it provides a snapshot of readiness, it does not show how different resource allocation mixes would affect readiness. This type of readiness assessment should be completed as part of the contingency planning process before resources are reallocated so that high-level decisionmakers (up to and including the JCS) can see the effects of their allocation decisions before assets are moved.

These types of assessments should also be applied to the adaptive planning process. New OSD planning guidance predicts an increase in operational requirements. As the focus shifts from MCOs to maintaining homeland defense while also engaging in ongoing, steady state deployment commitments, more scarce-resource allocation decisions might be faced. Currently, there is no description of how combat support resources will be allocated and balanced from a global perspective.

**Inadequate Understanding That Combat Support Is Broader Than Logistics**

Attempts to incorporate combat support inputs into operational planning face not only the traditional separation between operations and logistics but also the separation between logistics and installation support. Logisticians and their installation support counterparts gain their experience and training along two very different career paths, and personnel are not well versed in each other’s diverse activities.

Exacerbating the problem is the separation of the A4 and A7 functions in two directorates on the AFFOR staff. During OEF, rapid growth in base buildup and relocation motivated AFCENT to create an A7 installations support function. While providing AFCENT with senior-level, experienced decisionmakers in both logistics (the A4) and installations and mission support (the A7), it divided combat support between two organizations.

Analysis of ACS processes during ONA, OEF, and OIF showed duplication of some activities when these combat support functions acted independently but synergistic improvement when they teamed up. For example, initial AFCENT preliminary site surveys in logistics plans did not match up with engineer runway, parking, and infrastruc-
ture estimates. But, when the A4 logistics and A7 installation information was combined, the beddown planning proceeded smoothly. Another example was an A4 logistics dilemma with fuels off-load, flow, and storage at a few basing locations. When AFCENT logistics integrated technically feasible COAs for solving the urgent fuels dilemma with inputs from ACC logistician and installations and mission support planners and from AFCENT installations staff, a mission solution was quickly identified and executed. Both examples illustrate the synergy of integrating A4 and A7 expertise during the planning processes.

AS-IS Process Shortfall Summary

Although progress has been made in improving ACS processes since 2002, there are still improvement actions that need to be taken. LSA processes and readiness data systems are being updated; however, at the C-NAF, operational planners do not always fully consider combat support feasibility when they develop plans. Many of the intended ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control process fixes have not yet been fully institutionalized. Global managers are being established to manage and control scarce resources. But the process by which to allocate resources across competing demands has not been defined and written into doctrine. Each of the five shortfalls outlined in this chapter underscores the need for standardized, integrated ACS processes focused on operationally relevant results.
This chapter describes a vision, vetted with Air Force combat support leadership, for meeting the shortfalls discussed in Chapter Three. We first summarize the major elements of that vision. Then we present the vision in more detail as we discuss its theoretical underpinnings.

**Key Elements of the Enhanced Agile Combat Support Vision**

The ACS vision for addressing the shortfalls has three central elements. The first involves creating standardized, repeatable processes to accomplish planning, execution, monitoring, and control of combat support activities within the Air Force command and control system to proactively manage scarce ACS resources across competing operational demands. These processes are conducted by means of partnerships between the AFFOR combat support staff, global supply chain managers, global ACS functional managers, a global integration center (GIC), and the Air Staff.

The intent is to have the AFFOR staff concentrate on developing realistic demands for combat support capabilities (working closely with their CCDRs) while relying on the global combat support enterprise managers to identify enterprise capabilities and constraints, the second central element. Supply chain and ACS functional managers need a way to integrate all the individual capability assessments and provide to the COMAFFOR an integrated set of capabilities that can be used in his or her contingency planning and execution actions, such as COA development.
Finally, resource constraints are inevitable because of funding constraints being imposed on the program objective memorandum (POM) process. These constraints lead to the third component of the vision: *Processes for determining which CCDRs will have priority need to be developed between the SecDef, the JCS, and the Air Staff.* To provide leaders with the information they need to make tough trade-off decisions, standardized processes for identifying global resource shortages and operational outcomes associated with allocation of scarce resources should be established and defined in doctrine.

The Theoretical Underpinnings of Enhanced Agile Combat Support TO-BE Processes

Next, we discuss the theory that underpins the concepts that form the basis of ACS processes. These key concepts include the following:

- recognizing resource constraints in developing operational plans and allocating resources from a global perspective—using non-market economic principles and assigning supply, demand, and integrator roles and responsibilities
- assessing operational plans in terms of operationally relevant metrics—applying the strategies-to-tasks framework
- establishing feedback loops and control mechanisms—using cybernetics and electrical engineering control theory
- acting within the operational planning cycle—integrating combat support and operations processes.

The following sections define the key concepts and then illustrate how they provide operational-level ACS to CCDRs.

Recognizing Resource Constraints in Developing Operational Plans and Allocating Resources from a Global Perspective

Key ACS processes rest on principles discussed in the economics literature dealing with economies in which no market exists. This literature applies to situations in which there is not a market to help make
resource allocation decisions. In a market economy, prices are used to align supply and demand for resources. In the world of operational planning, there is no such market mechanism to help in allocating scarce resources among competing consumers of resources.

To balance competing requirements (between the demand for combat support and the available combat support resources), we introduce some key concepts. First, we view the world in terms of *demanders* for resources, *suppliers* of resources, and an *integrator* who decides which demands will be satisfied when there are more demands than supplies (see Figure 4.1).

In using this economic perspective to view operational planning, we apply two principles to discuss these roles. First, supply-side, demand-side, and integrator decisionmaking processes should be independent of one another. If the integrator is too close to the supply side, decisions might be affected more by efficiency than by effectiveness. Operational needs might get inadequate attention. If, on the other hand, the integrator is too close to the demand side, current operations might always be given first priority, and efficiency might be ignored. We call this the *independence principle*.

Cases might occur in which the demand side supersedes the supply side. For example, operational requirements might supersede...
scheduled maintenance activities. If that is the case, then the supply side should know about future requirements and then develop flexible processes and take sustainment actions to accommodate requirements. In other words, if the independence principle is violated, those in senior leadership positions need to be aware that the principle is being violated and plan how to mitigate the potential resulting effects.

The second principle suggests that supply- and demand-side decisions should be made separately. According to this principle, the demand side specifies operational requirements and priorities and the supply side decides how to satisfy those needs—the demand side does not tell the supply side when and how to meet the operational requirements but rather when specific capabilities are needed. The supply side determines how to satisfy the operational requirements when needed.

When applying the principles of separation and independence in this economic framework, a tension results between the supply and demand sides. This tension is natural, and senior leaders need to recognize it. Once it is recognized, processes and organizations can be established to arbitrate between competing supply and demand requirements.

It is the integrator’s job to arbitrate between the demand and supply sides. To arbitrate effectively, the integrator needs capability assessments to make informed trade-off decisions. Without these assessments, the integrator has limited visibility into the effects of his or her trade-off decisions. Capability assessments are key to making informed integrator decisions.

In addition, an Air Force integrator, or whomever is given the responsibility and authority to arbitrate between supply and demand, must function within the joint world and make recommendations to the SecDef and the JCS on the use of scarce resources, as shown in Figure 4.2. Current OSD planning guidance highlights the global, unpredictable nature of demands for Air Force capabilities (see DoD, 2007, 2008a). These uncertain demands might suggest the need for reevaluation of how combat support resources are managed and controlled in the face of limited resources, so decisionmakers can assess
how constrained resources might affect the ability to initiate and sustain contingency operations.

For the foreseeable future, the Air Force, as well as other service components, will continue to have limited resources. Thus, we use this expanded strategies-to-tasks framework, which includes resource constraints, to identify shortfalls and suggest, describe, and evaluate options for implementing improvements in current ACS processes, doctrine, training, tools and systems, and organizations.

Assessing Operational Plans in Terms of Operationally Relevant Metrics

By making choices among CCDRs for scarce resources, the SecDef and the JCS are essentially indicating which demands will be satisfied. These choices will have a bearing on which operational effects might not be achievable in the various AORs, as shown in Figure 4.3. With the help of models or decision-support tools to inform the choices, decisionmakers could better assess and manage risk across competing demands. More work is needed to be able to relate combat support resource levels and process performance to operational effects.
Operators have a long history of relating resources to operational effects. JP 3-0, *Joint Operations*, outlines how joint operational planning should tie military strategy to the employment of military power to achieve desired operational goals (JP 3-0, 2006 [2008], p. IV-1). Both the Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES) and the joint operation planning process (JOPP) require COA development as part of their planning processes. One factor considered during COA development is effects—specifically, identifying desired and undesired operational effects.

A similar methodology—tying mission to objectives to tasks—is used in the development of the UJTL (CJCS Manual [CJCSM] 3500.04B, 1999b, Chapter 1). The JCS use the UJTL as a standard method for describing DoD capabilities. Based on mission

---

1 JOPES is used prior to SecDef approval and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), transmittal of an execution order. The JOPP is used before and during execution of joint operations.
analysis, joint mission essential task lists (JMETLs) and agency mission essential task lists (AMETLs) were developed to help commanders identify tasks required for a mission to be successful. Both JMETLs and AMETLs have measures that focus on the outputs or results of performance of the task—the effect. Using the UJTL, commanders tie capabilities to operational effects.

By applying the UJTL and JMETLs and during the COA process, operators gain experience relating resources to effects. In both of these examples, military strategy and objectives are linked to operational tasks, similarly to how they were in the RAND strategies-to-tasks methodology developed during the late 1980s (see Kent, 1989, and Thaler, 1993). Again, more work is needed in this area. (See Appendix A for more detail on the RAND strategies-to-tasks methodology.)

While still improving the processes to integrate combat support constraints using the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework, the analytic community does have many techniques that can relate combat support resource levels and process performances to metrics that are meaningful to operators. As shown in Figure 4.4, models are needed to relate combat support resource levels and process performances to metrics that operators understand, such as mission generation capability, FOL, initial operational capability (IOC), or full operational capability (FOC). Commanders of Air Force forces specify these metrics when developing their COAs.

To determine the combat support system’s performance in terms of such capability metrics, it is necessary to understand how materiel and nonmateriel resources interact to produce the desired capabilities. Because these capability metrics depend on more than just materiel, materiel managers need to do more than simply monitor the numbers of physical assets available in each category; they also need to understand how asset location, condition, and quantities interact with repair, if applicable, and how transportation times in each category contribute to operational effectiveness. Ideally, those responsible for understanding combat support resources, including materiel and nonmateriel resources, would be able to relate the categories of resource—materiel, infrastructure, personnel, and transportation—to each other so the marginal contribution of individual resources can be determined.
Figure 4.4
Combat Support Assessments Are Keyed to Stated Operational Goals

NOTE: MOE = measure of effectiveness. BOS = base operating support.
against systemwide operational-effectiveness output measures. Decisionmakers would then be positioned to make the most cost-effective use of combat support resources: the use that maximizes capability to support the warfighter for a given set of resources.

Applying Feedback Loops and Control Mechanisms

The third key concept in the framework we used to evaluate ACS is based on cybernetic and electrical engineering control theory. In electronics, sophisticated subsystems use three methods of control to create a stable system: proportional, integral, and differential control. The proportional control responds in proportion to how far off the system is from its control point. The integral control responds based on how long the system has been outside its control point. And finally, differential control responds based on how quickly the system went out of control. All three control methods depend on feedback to stabilize the process (Seborg, 1989).

Control theory is a concept that has been well understood in operational planning and has been the topic of operational planning doctrine for many years (Boyd, 1987). A closed-loop assessment with feedback and control mechanisms can inform operational planners of how the performance of a particular process affects operational capability. For example, in operations planning, it is standard procedure to conduct battle-damage assessments and, if some targets have not been

---

2 Air Force Instruction (AFI) 10-401 identifies requirements for conducting logistics sustainability analyses, including assessments of materiel, infrastructure (which is usually focused on FOL ramp, runway, and other construction needs), combat support forces (which is usually focused on personnel issues associated with filling combat support UTCs), and lift (which is usually focused on strategic and theater lift).

3 In general, cybernetics is the study of the flow of information throughout a system and the way in which that information is used by the system as a means of controlling itself. In other words, a system based on cybernetic principles coordinates actions and decisionmaking while controlling the system but also senses changes in the environment and modifies itself to achieve its goals. See Beer (1966).

4 A closed-loop process takes the output and uses it as an input for the next iteration of the process.
destroyed or rendered unusable, to modify the air tasking order (ATO) to retarget.

As shown in Figure 4.5, once a feasible plan is established, the jointly developed plan is then executed (the “Execute” box). In the execution portion of the process, actual performance of a combat support process is compared with the process-control parameters identified during the planning process, as shown in the lower right of the figure (the “Monitor/Control” box). When a combat support parameter falls outside the limits set in the planning process, combat support planners are notified so plans can be developed to bring the process back within control limits.

A key element of this closed-loop system is the feedback loop, shown by the output being fed back in as input, which determines how well the system is expected to perform (during planning) or is performing (during execution) and warns of potential system failure. This feedback loop, which includes feedback from senior leaders, tells the combat support planners when the plan should be reconfigured to meet dynamic operational requirements, both during planning and during execution.

**Acting Within the Operational Planning Cycle**
Enhanced ACS processes must be performed within the operational planning cycle, as shown in Figure 4.6. The figure shows the actions that must be performed in each phase of the operational planning cycle.

For example, MOE development in the ACS closed-loop system should be based on the priorities laid out in the CCDR guidance. If the CCDR’s goal is bombs on target, then the ACS MOE might relate combat support resources to ability to generate sorties. Figure 4.7 shows a notional, fully armed sortie generation profile for a given weapon system that might be required to achieve desired operational effects over a campaign.

Figure 4.8 shows how three commodity supply chains might affect sortie generation capability in AOR X. The sortie-production capabilities in AOR X cannot meet the operational requirements as outlined in the contingency plan (CONPLAN), first because of ammunition and fuels limiting factors and then because of constraints on spares.
Figure 4.5
Once Feasible Plans Are Established, Supply Chain Performance Is Controlled to Achieve Operational Goals

- **Recommendations for allocation of scarce resources**
- **ACS resource allocations and process performance**
- **Assess (capability to meet MOEs)**
- **Execute (Operations/ combat support)**
- **Monitor/control (actual versus planned MOEs)**
To meet the CCDR-specified sortie generation requirements, combat support capabilities can be reallocated from another AOR by a global resource manager. Figure 4.9 illustrates how sortie generation capabilities can be increased by reallocating spares from AOR Y to AOR X.

However, the sortie generation capability for AOR Y will decrease as a result of reallocating these assets. Figure 4.10 shows the original assessment of AOR Y’s operational capability to meet wartime requirements. Figure 4.11 illustrates the effects on AOR Y’s operational plan when spares are reallocated to AOR X.

The integrated closed-loop system, discussed above, could and should provide these assessments of proposed resource reallocations.
and how they affect other operational plans. Such assessments are necessary both in long-term planning and programming and in short-term execution. In the contingency planning process, such assessments can be used to quantify the effects of resourcing decisions for the Air Force corporate structure and the joint leadership. Effects of combat support funding can then be expressed in terms that the operational community understands, as was demonstrated in the PAF analysis mentioned earlier.\(^5\) These analyses would also justify the guaranteed levels of support during execution: At a given funding level and with an understanding of global priorities, the global combat support system can guarantee support to a given operational plan at a clearly stated level. The flow of forces in the operational plan can then be informed by the stated level of support. In the adaptive planning process, such assess-

\(^5\) In Amouzegar, McGarvey, et al. (2006), the authors show how the BEAR posture and resulting total system cost are affected by changes to the required delivery dates for BEAR assets at FOLs.
ments can help the military leadership make tough decisions about how and where to accept risks from a global perspective.

However, with better assessments for allocation of scarce resources and enterprise management of assets comes potential risk. The systems used to perform capability analysis need to have security adequate to protect the information. The same information that is needed by Air Force planners could be used against the United States by enemy forces. Network vulnerabilities need to be evaluated. Redundancy and backups should be built into the command and control system, and methods should be developed for continuity of operations (COOP) when command and control is operating in a denied environment.
Balancing Supply Chains to Achieve Resourced Operational Objectives

As we indicated in Chapter One, this monograph covers combat support planning, execution, monitoring, and control. We now turn our attention to tracking and controlling supply chains to achieve operational objectives.

An ACS closed-loop feedback and control system needs to track actual combat support process performance against planned values. When the system breaches control parameter limits, the enhanced ACS system needs to signal combat support personnel that corrective action is needed. The 2002 TO-BE enterprise command and control OA outlines how this planning and control could occur across the echelons of support and throughout the phases of operational campaigns (Leftwich et al., 2002).

Currently, individual resources are managed and controlled independently, with little integration across categories of materiel. Man-
Management and control of these materiel resources need to be integrated with other categories of materiel, including WRM; vehicles and special purpose support equipment; munitions; petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL); spare parts; and personal equipment, to determine how all materiel interrelates in terms of affecting operational objectives. Further, these resources need to be integrated with other combat support resources, such as civil engineering, communications, and security forces (see Figure 4.12). With constrained resources, leadership might have to make tough trade-offs. An integrated assessment across resources will provide an enterprise view of combat support on which leaders can base their decisions. In Chapter Six, we evaluate the organizational structure necessary to conduct these integrated combat support assessments for monitoring and controlling combat support resources.
An Illustration of the Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Processes

As discussed in the previous section, the combat support community does have the ability to relate many combat support resource levels and process performances to operationally relevant metrics (such as mission generation capability, FOL IOC, or FOC). For example, the sortie generation capability is a function of many combat support parameters, including removal rates of avionics components, maintenance throughput of the repair facility (both on base and at a repair facility), and movement capacity and throughput capability—for example, airlift frequency between the repair facility and a deployed location and transportation time for these components (see Figure 4.13). Degradation in any one of those combat support parameters will affect sortie generation capabilities, and the sorties projected might not meet the requirement.
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Combat support personnel should continue to assess and monitor the numerous metrics necessary to ensure that the support system can meet operational requirements, but the overall ability of the system to do its job should be reported in terms relevant to operators. For example, flying F-15s will result in avionics-component failure. These failed components will be replaced with serviceable components from the contingency centralized repair facility (CCRF) or another network repair facility (such as the depot), which requires the part to be trans-
ported to the repair site. Components removed from the aircraft are also repaired at the CCRF or another network repair facility, and again the part must be transported to the repair site. The levels of avionics components deployed to the FOLs are determined by the transport time between the CCRF and the FOLs and the repair time for components at the CCRF. Each of these activities (and others) is shown at the bottom of Figure 4.14. Each should be tracked to ensure that the combat support repair network is correctly configured to support ongoing operations. However, these individual combat support metrics should be synthesized to report how they collectively can affect sortie generation—a metric of high interest to operators.
A delay in setting up resupply pipelines could result in fewer sorties being generated, and yet there is no analytic process to translate added resupply time to a weapon system availability metric. As a result, combat support information tends to be provided to planners in the form of inventory levels or process performance (for example, resupply time) rather than base beddown capability, sortie generation capability, or other metrics more relevant to operational planning. Combat support personnel are not equipped to communicate combat support options in metrics that are meaningful to operators. And, for the most part, the tools to make this translation do not exist.
The combat support community can also develop a closed-loop ACS system with feedback to determine how well the system is expected to perform during planning and is performing during execution and then warn of potential system failure.

For example, the bottoms of Figures 4.14 and 4.15 lay out the closed-loop performance parameters for the combat support system shown in Figure 4.13. Data needed to track performance against each of these supply chain parameters are routinely collected, but they are not compared with performance levels needed to achieve specific operational objectives. This failure could stem from a lack of personnel who understand that the supply system contains wartime combat sup-
port performance parameters necessary to achieve specific operational objectives—for example, weapon system sortie generation objectives.

The top halves of Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show some data concerning transport performance consistent with data routinely collected by USTRANSCOM as part of its Strategic Distribution program. Such data can be obtained routinely from USTRANSCOM websites. The lines on both charts illustrate goals needed to support the availability goals of F-16s determined in the planning process.

Figure 4.15 shows that, when intratheater transport times breach the movement control limit (top left of the figure, where part of the bar extends above the horizontal line), it can be expected to affect F-16 sortie generation capability (top right of the figure, where the dotted line drops below the solid one at about week 15). Although technologies to make this type of assessment have been developed, this kind of analysis is not routinely performed.

Given the signal that intratheater transport times have dropped below the planned performance needed to support operational objectives, the AFFOR staff A4 can take several actions. The first is to approach the organization responsible for planning and executing TDS activities (the J-4) with these assessments and request support for improved transport service with the support of the combined force air component commander (CFACC). Requests could include suggestions for improvement—for example, increased frequency of service or alternative transport routings.

If transportation cannot be improved, then the AFFOR staff A4 and each deployed unit could take actions to readjust levels to compensate for the longer-than-planned distribution-system service. RSP levels could be changed by increasing the allocations from the ALC by changing the allocation among units within the theater or by changing the allocation of spares among units across theaters.

If transport service cannot be improved and there are not enough assets to adjust deployed-unit component levels, the operational plan might have to be adjusted. In this case, perhaps additional F-16s need to be deployed to the theater. Or some operational missions could be assigned to another type of aircraft. This is just one example of how a closed-loop ACS system could work.
Enhanced Agile Combat Support Process Summary

We used the key principles outlined in this chapter as a framework for identifying ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control process shortfalls and suggesting potential mitigating options for the future. First, a nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework can help ACS planners better link combat support resources to their associated operational tasks by identifying supply, demand, and integrator roles and responsibilities. Metrics that are easily understood by operators should relate combat support resources and process performance to operational effects. Combat support personnel might need to continue to monitor each piece and pipeline within the system, but combat support parameters should be synthesized into metrics that are well understood by the operational community, such as sortie generation capability and FOL IOC, similar to the way in which operators track mission performance and report only deviations to the command post.

A closed-loop system, acting within the operational planning loop, with feedback mechanisms is essential to monitor and control combat support process performances during both the planning and execution processes. Combat support considerations should be integrated into initial COA development processes. A template to obtain operational data during adaptive planning, similar to the LSA process for contingency planning, is essential for proactive ACS engagement in the planning process. Controls should be implemented to signal when a system does not meet acceptable parameters so the combat support community can anticipate problems and so a plan can be implemented to get the system back inside control limits.

And finally, global management and control of combat support capabilities could facilitate resource allocation assessments across competing CCDRs, saving money and facilitating tough capability trade-off decisions. These assessments should be used to inform POM and other budgeting and program decisions. However, global management poses some risk of single-point failure. Geographically dispersed organizations with built-in redundancy can help, but methods to provide COOP and to minimize network vulnerabilities need to be developed.
In the next chapter, we apply the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework to help guide the structuring of ACS doctrine, training, and information systems and tools.
In this chapter, we address three areas—doctrine, training, and information systems and tools. As in Chapter Three, we begin by identifying shortfalls from the 2002 and 2006 enterprise command and control OAs and then discuss Air Force progression toward eliminating those shortfalls, as well as the changing operational environment, for each area in turn. We use the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework discussed in Chapter Four to evaluate each area, suggesting changes based on the strategies-to-tasks principles.

**AS-IS Doctrine Shortfalls and the Current Operational Environment**

We begin with doctrine. The Leftwich et al. (2002) analysis revealed several ACS doctrine shortfalls. They include the following:

- ACS objectives and functions not well defined in doctrine
- lack of Air Force–wide emphasis on command and control for combat support
- combat support organizational responsibilities for command and control not well defined in doctrine or policy
- necessary command and control information flows not well documented for combat support.

Although doctrine clearly defines operational control (OPCON), tactical control (TACON), and administrative control (ADCON) of
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Because doctrine is minimal for combat support, operational planning might not reflect combat support realities, delaying plan development, slowing the response to changing plans, and increasing the risk of running out of critical resources during extended operations.

Air Force doctrine and policy place little emphasis on combat support input to operational planning and execution. In AFDD 2, the joint services operations planning and tasking cycle phases are plan, execute, assess, and adapt. There is no feasibility check between planning and execution, so the process does not consider combat support status until after execution has begun. If plans are not supportable, corrective actions disrupt combat execution as well as future plans.

Because the ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control concept is not well defined in doctrine, the objectives and functions of ACS and assignment of responsibilities to organizations are not well defined in policy. Supply, demand, and integrator roles and responsibilities should be defined so that, when trade-off or reallocation decisions for combat support resources are needed, those making the trade-offs are clearly charged with the responsibility and have the authority to make such decisions.

In contrast, operational command and control organizations are clearly defined. AFI 13-1AOC, Vol. 3, Operational Procedures—Air and Space Operations Center, provides guidance for the operation of the AOC and clearly denotes the functions involved in operational command and control. It describes the purpose and primary responsibilities of the AOC, detailing the tasks necessary to accomplish them. It shows the command relationships between each division in the AOC, the information each division requires and generates, and the tools each uses to do its job.

Similar guidance for ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control is largely contained in concepts of operations (CONOPS), which lack the directive authority of a doctrine or instruction document. MAJCOM and theaters develop operating instructions and

---

1 AFI 13-1AOC, Vol. 3, focuses primarily on regional air operations, not space, mobility, cyber, or global strike capabilities. These areas should also be enhanced in doctrine.
CONOPS independently, so the documents often differ from one command to the next in approach and process.

Although AFI 13-1AOC, Vol. 3, provides clear guidance for the operation of the AOC, it does not make explicit the information that operational planners should provide combat support planners outside the AOC (for example, combat support planners on the AFFOR staff) to drive timely and accurate combat support planning. This type of guidance is not provided in any Air Force policy or instruction.

AFDD 2-8 specifies four functions of a command and control system—planning, directing, coordination, and controlling—with little detail on the tasks necessary to accomplish these functions or which combat support organizations will perform them. Thus, there is confusion regarding the responsibilities of combat support organizations.

Potential TO-BE Doctrine Improvements

As part of this analysis, we reviewed more than 30 Air Force and joint documents, instructions, and policies relating to operational planning, command and control, combat support, and the future operational environment:

- GEF
- GDF
- GFMIG
- Annual Planning and Programming Guidance (APPG)
- ISP
- DoD Directive (DODD) 7730.65
- DRRS CONOPS
- JP 0-2
- JP 3-0
- JP 3-35
- JP 4-0
- JP 4-01.4
- JP 5-0
Appendix B provides relevant annotations for each document. The purpose of the document review was to ensure that our TO-BE vision of enhanced ACS processes was supportable in light of current regulations; we found it to be so.\(^2\)

In fact, many of the problems outlined in this section could be eliminated with a series of changes to Air Force doctrine and policy. In 2003, the Air Force initiated a review of its doctrine and policy, then started revisions to reflect the TO-BE enterprise command and control OA. Changes were implemented to AFDD 2-4, and it was planned that, as AFDDs 2, 2-6, and 2-8 came up for revision, they

---

\(^2\) Recent DoD plans call for the closing of USJFCOM. When the command is dissolved, many of these documents will have to be updated, with the joint processes, roles, and responsibilities (those previously conducted by USJFCOM) assigned to other organizations.
would also include the ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control concepts. Further, Air Force policy and procedures were to be written or modified in AFI (instruction) and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) formats, to further detail the doctrinal concepts. However, many revisions remain incomplete. For example, AFDD 2-8 should include combat support details beyond the four basic functions of any command and control system. Currently, AFDD 2-8 does not address enhanced ACS concepts. The following are suggested inputs to AFDD 2-8 describing planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling.

**Planning**

*Planning* is defined as examining the environment, relating objectives to resources, and deciding on a COA. During both contingency and adaptive planning processes, it is critical to be able to add combat support information to initial planning processes, giving planners flexibility and confidence.

ACS functions include monitoring theater and global combat support resource levels and process performance, estimating resource needs for a dynamic and changing campaign, and assessing plan feasibility. Because capabilities and requirements change constantly, these activities should be performed continuously, so accurate data are available for COA and operational planning. Again, the data should be expressed in terms meaningful to the operational community—such as sortie generation and beddown capabilities.

Planning also includes assessment and ongoing monitoring of combat support infrastructure (FOLs; FSLs, such as WRM storage facilities; CONUS support locations, such as ammunition storage; the TDS; and command and control nodes) configurations that support the OPLAN. Benefits and limitations of various support options (sources of supply, transportation providers, modes and nodes, host nation support) should be weighed in the context of timelines, operational capability, support risk, and cost. Having complete, up-to-date information on FOL capacities and operational capabilities (for example, number and type of aircraft and munitions) and their support (for example, on-base repair capacity, fuels availability) allows more
combining combat support information to influence OPLANs earlier in the planning process— that is, during COA development.

ACS processes should result in the production of a logistically feasible OPLAN, a combat support plan that dictates infrastructure configuration, a command and control organization structure, a TDS, and combat support resource and process control metrics.

**Directing**

*Directing* is defined as giving specific instructions and guidance to subordinate units. Directing activities for combat support include configuring and tailoring the combat support network and establishing process performance parameters and resource thresholds and buffers. Outputs from the planning process drive the direction of infrastructure configuration; there should be an ongoing awareness of combat support infrastructure and transportation capabilities to feed into operational planning and execution. For example, the speed and precision with which beddown sites can be assessed and prepared (configured) improve with the amount of information available beforehand. Awareness of the precise configuration for various options, in turn, gives planners more speed and flexibility in employment of forces in the face of changing objectives or constraints. The ability to quickly reconfigure the support infrastructure enables operational changes necessary as a result of anticipated or unanticipated changes in a scenario. Timely, accurate information and a combat support system able to execute network-configuration decisions would thus allow leaders to respond more quickly or simply to make more-informed decisions.

Along similar lines, identifying and using appropriate sources (for example, ships, supply depots, or host nation contractors) for different commodities (for example, ammunition, fuels, or spares) and required services (construction, billeting, feeding) allow maximum employment of available Air Force and joint services resources and the opportunity to balance intra- and intertheater requirements to support all AORs. As operational objectives change, requiring different logistics or installation support, the source can be changed. Also, as operational locations change, the source, as part of the overall combat support network, can change to meet the demands more quickly.
Coordinating

*Coordinating* is defined as sharing information to gain consensus, explain tasks, and optimize operations. Coordination in combat support ensures a common operational picture for all combat support personnel. It includes such things as beddown site status, weapon system availability, and sortie production capabilities. Coordinating should include monitoring ongoing operations and signaling when performance deviates from the given plan. ACS coordination activities should be geared to providing information to higher headquarters, not necessarily to seek a decision but to create an advance awareness of issues should a higher-headquarters decision eventually be needed. Combat support coordination tasks will affect theater distribution, force closure, supply deployment, and allocation of support forces. Each activity requires information gathered from a variety of processes and organizations and consolidated into a single decisionmaking framework that delivers accurate and complete data to planners and commanders.

For example, to coordinate TDS movements, combat support personnel should monitor all parts of the theater, as well as the activities of USTRANSCOM, other U.S. military services, coalition partners, and host nations. Similarly, base-level planning usually depends on supplies provided by intratheater distribution. To develop supportable plans, operational and support planners should understand what the TDS will provide at any given time. Policy should specify the information to be collected and dictate how it should be gathered and disseminated to organizations for decisionmaking or to maintain situational awareness.

Controlling

*Controlling* is defined as a composite function that uses parts of the planning, directing, and coordinating processes to ensure efficient execution of operations. During day-to-day and contingency operations, ACS tracks combat support activities, resource inventories, and process performance worldwide, assessing root causes when performance deteriorates, deviates from what is expected, or otherwise falls out of control. Control modifies the combat support infrastructure to return combat support performance to the desired state. ACS should eval-
valuate the feasibility of proposed modifications before they are implemented and then direct the appropriate organizations to implement the changes.

Although doctrine should define and establish ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control functions and objectives as described in this section, it should also prescribe which organizations perform these functions. AFDD 2 gives the organizational structure of the AFFOR and AOC, and AFDD 2-4 briefly describes the roles and deliverables of combat support functions. Doctrine should further delineate the roles and responsibilities of directorates within the AFFOR, divisions of the AOC, and other ACS nodes (see Chapter Six for further discussion of ACS nodes). It should include the reporting hierarchy and the communications network between groups. Once the what and who are delineated in doctrine, the AFIs should detail how the function will be executed, by describing tasks performed by each organization, the information that each group should consider in its decisionmaking, and how frequently this information is updated.

AS-IS Training Shortfalls and the Current Operational Environment

We now focus on the training and force-development issues identified in the 2002 enterprise command and control OA. The analysis revealed several ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control training shortfalls:

- Most operations and combat support training focused on wing-level, not operational-level, skills.
- There was little training for ACS personnel on operational command and control and for operations personnel on ACS.
- There was little training on communicating and operating with the joint services community.
- Combat support participation in exercises and war games did not accurately address the execution planning process.
- There were few training opportunities.
The absence of well-defined supply, demand, and integrator processes, delineated in policy, contributes to a shortfall in training. For example, ineffective communications between operations and ACS planners can be attributed to the fact that combat support personnel typically do not have experience and are not taught their role in operational planning. As a result, they do not develop metrics appropriate for communicating with operators or the joint community.

Similarly, operators lack an understanding of how combat support contributes to and enables operational capabilities. They often set strategy without sufficient combat support input, which can lead to unsupportable or infeasible plans. War games and exercises do not focus on combat support requirements and often lack combat support realism. Operational planners generally do not consider combat support issues until well into the exercise-planning process, if at all, which can carry over into real-world practice, as it did during OEF.\(^3\) If operators had better understood combat support requirements or if combat support personnel had been better able to communicate combat support capabilities, these issues might not have arisen.

This lack of awareness of each other’s roles and processes and inability to communicate between operations and combat support become particularly evident in COA development. Combat support personnel describe their capabilities in terms of the amounts of fuels, munitions, and spare parts. Operations planners are more interested in assessments of combat support infrastructure that relate resources to FOL operating capability and sortie production. With proper training and enhanced education, this information could be incorporated into strategy at a much earlier point, but combat support planners neither know how nor have the tools to provide it.

We found that many numbered Air Force (NAF) staffs are inadequately trained in their management roles. Most NAF staffs are assigned to theater combat support roles from the wing level and have little or

\(^3\) In OEF, operational forces arrived well before their combat support and found their ability to fly missions hampered and their living conditions severe. And, although these lessons learned from OEF were applied during OIF, they have yet to be captured in doctrine. From discussions with Deputy Combined Forces Air Component Commander, USCENTCOM, during OIF, June 2010.
no experience in the diversity of combat support resource management at a theater level. In fact, of the current senior logistics leadership, only a very few members have demand-side experience and understand a systems view of combat support. In addition, assignment rotation does not allow personnel to become experts. Inexperienced personnel who are unclear about their responsibilities rotate in and ask the same questions as their predecessors did.

Many ACS personnel do not understand how to apply the non-market, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks and closed-loop frameworks to maximize efficiency and effectiveness. More training and expanded educational opportunities are needed on relating combat support options to the CCDR’s campaign plan to achieve joint operational effects. Little formal training is available to develop such skills. In fact, few opportunities for command and control training exist, leaving both operations and combat support personnel to learn their responsibilities on the job. Training on the job is problematic because manning for many command-level support functions at the NAFs is limited. Some on-the-job training is necessary, but, without supplemental information, it can reinforce bad practices and bypass issues that are not raised on a day-to-day basis. Examples of skills that are not formally trained include strategies-to-tasks, operational and combat support planning and assessments, managing the regional supply chain, nonunit sustainment and resupply resources, and theater-owned resources, as well as administering interactions between bases, MAJCOMs, headquarters, joint services forces, and the operations community. That, coupled with the absence of detailed policy, leaves many warfighting staff members and augmenters with little help in understanding of how to execute their responsibilities.

Potential TO-BE Training Improvements

Training shortfalls can be remedied through education. Training can be improved through the development of an ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control curriculum, which can be incorporated into existing and new training courses, such as the joint services introduc-
tory course for basic AOC processes. This course can be expanded to include elements of a strategies-to-tasks framework, closed-loop systems, and operational-level ACS planning, assessment, and execution. This training should be encouraged and funded for ACS personnel with the same priority as it is for operational personnel.

In the longer term, enhanced ACS curriculum should train on such topics as combat support doctrine, policy, and guidance; AFFOR staff and AOC combat support processes; ACS capability assessments to incorporate combat support metrics into both theater and global capability measures; and new decision-support tools as they are developed.

The classroom instruction on the strategies-to-tasks and closed-loop methods and tools that does exist needs enhancement. The AFIT Logistics program could be expanded to teach the role of ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control within a systems view of military logistics. Current AOC training at Hurlburt Field could also be expanded. Taking advantage of the expertise in these training units, expanded training could include testing new tools, systems, and processes before they are fielded. Strategies-to-tasks education could be provided through Air Force continuing education and could emphasize planning in both contingency and adaptive environments.

Exercises and war games should include more combat support issues and be funded to educate both operators and combat support planners on their respective roles and the role of combat support resources in campaign planning. The Air Force should take advantage of joint services logistics war games to evaluate new concepts and expand ACS skill training in tactical-level exercises.

Career-path planning for combat support personnel might include assignment to warfighting command-level positions in supply, transportation, logistics plans, civil engineering, or services, with the intent of creating senior combat support personnel with the skills needed to fill AFFOR staff A4 and A7 and CCDR joint staff ACS positions. Those combat support officers with a strong command and control background can be groomed for leadership positions. Additional education and training might be needed for those who will occupy key ACS assignments that are responsible for integrating combat support into the joint system, such as in the CCDR J-4 staff, the COMAFFOR
A4/7 staff, and the AOC. The number of positions is not large, but the positions are key to the development of feasible operational plans.

It is important that some of the best ACS personnel—promotable colonels—be assigned to demand-side organizations. Once an ACS officer has demand-side experience, he or she can rotate back to a supply-side functional area or assume an integrator position at a different level.

Finally, the role of combat support planners during COA development for both adaptive and contingency planning needs to be defined in doctrine and policy, trained to and exercised during peacetime, and implemented during operations. The Air Force should ensure that operators are trained to create operational planning teams, in a timely manner (understanding their uncertain planning environment), that include combat support planners. Operators should understand what combat support planners need and when, and combat support planners should understand the limitations and uncertainties within which the operators work. Only by training both groups to understand both sides of the planning equation and to communicate effectively will this link between operational and combat support planning be forged and sustained.

An important piece of the combat support planning process is the feedback loop, which enables combat support input to affect operations planning. For the feedback loop to be most effective, combat support personnel should understand air campaign planning and aerospace force capabilities. For example, what issues factor into planning different phases of the air campaign? What factors drive weapon system and preferred-munitions selection? What other weapons can provide similar effects? The combat support planner of tomorrow, working side-by-side with operations planners in an integrated planning process, should be able to answer these questions. Changes to training and improvements in education should equip combat support personnel to translate combat support resources to operational capabilities.

Training and realistic exercises are critical aspects of the link between combat support and operational planning. Educating both combat support and operations personnel about their roles in the context of campaign planning will enable more-effective communications.
and facilitate the integrated decisionmaking process in the TO-BE architecture.

**AS-IS Information System and Tool Shortfalls and the Current Operational Environment**

Finally, we evaluate information systems and tools. The shortfalls identified during the 2002 analysis include the following:

- tools needed to
  - relate operational plans to combat support requirements
  - convert combat support resource levels to operational capabilities
  - aggregate capability assessments to a theater or global scale
  - conduct capability assessments and aggregate them on a theater or global scale
  - conduct trade-off analyses of operational, support, and strategy options
- inability to access data on a timely basis
- proliferation of tools and systems, which has resulted in marginal success in fielding capabilities.

As expected, current information and tool shortfalls are consistent with current process shortfalls. Existing tools do not provide an integrated view of combat support process performance. Demand-side tools cannot quickly relate combat support capability to force packages, while supply-side tools to help execute global supply chain decisions have not been implemented. Tools are needed to convert OPLANs and status to combat support resource requirements and resource levels and then into operational capabilities, and systems are needed to monitor combat support capacity, resource inventory, and process performance levels. And tools to monitor actual process performance against plans and to signal when the performance falls below a significant threshold also need to be developed.
Additionally, tools are needed to determine enterprise repair capacities and capabilities needed to support contingencies. Tools are also needed to inform maintenance workload decisions by expressing infrastructure status in terms of operational capabilities and estimating resupply, beddown, and associated sustainment requirements. These tools will enable the Air Force to express its resupply and sustainment needs more accurately. Finally, tools are needed to aid beddown decisions. Some of these requirements can be supported by integrating and modifying existing systems, whereas others will require new system development.

Existing ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control systems cannot seamlessly assess, prioritize, and reconfigure combat support resources, primarily because of the lack of uniformity among systems. Because combat support resources have been managed and funded by commodity, with different organizations having commodity-management responsibility, corresponding information systems have been developed and implemented independently for the organizations. The result is a myriad of independent systems with little ability to share data or interface with other systems. Thus, although these systems allow individual commodity data to be recorded and monitored, they do not facilitate the integration of the data for comprehensive combat support resource monitoring and capability assessments.

Even where good combat support assessment tools exist, they are unique to that command and not readily accepted by or interoperable with other MAJCOMs. Thus, the combat support system has difficulty making the appropriate assessment quickly and adapting accordingly.

Existing information systems often contain dated information and are therefore unreliable. Reliable recording of time-sensitive and often classified data within a globally distributed mobile organization, such as the Air Force, is inherently challenging. For example, logistics planning factors, which govern the translation of operational plans to combat support resource requirements, are updated only every few years. Similarly, base and host nation infrastructure capacity is updated only as needed. These factors result in combat support plans that are not reliable.
Potential TO-BE Information System and Tool Improvements

The Air Force already had tools that performed some of the recommended functions described in the previous section. In the near term, these tools can be leveraged to provide enhanced information and data for combat support planners. The following are merely examples of these; certainly, more are in various stages of development and are too numerous to be described here.

On the demand side, having a TPFDD planning tool that could rapidly capture combat support demands to support specific operational requirements would be key to better integrating ACS within the operational OODA loop. For example, a system that could provide the means to calculate the manpower and equipment required to satisfy operational requirements, to source and time phase each, and then to assess the transportation feasibility of each plan, all in a very short time, could be employed early in the planning stages to help with preliminary planning requirements. Existing information systems are unable to support these capabilities rapidly, although pieces of such an information system do exist within and outside the Air Force. A suite of tools that could automate as much of this planning work as possible would greatly expedite the contingency and adaptive planning processes.

A 2004 PAF analysis produced a prototype of a requirements TPFDD generator (Snyder and Mills, 2004). The model, Strategic Tool for the Analysis of Required Transportation (START), generates UTC requirements as a function of rules—for example, number and type of aircraft beddown, beddown conditions, and threat conditions. Although a few years old and in need of rule and database updates, a fully developed version of this tool could enable the kind of quick planning processes, early in the planning cycle, envisioned in the TO-BE OA.

On the supply side, some prototype allocation tools are already available for ACS use. Mixed-integer programming tools and data have been developed to source WRM from global sites, and tools have been developed to determine when to activate CCRFs (McGarvey, Tripp, et
al., 2010). Mathematical relationships and formulas have been developed to relate aircraft availability objectives and sortie generation capability and the support parameters. Deploying units use the Dyna-METRIC Microcomputer Analysis System to determine levels of avionics components to take on deployments to meet specific aircraft availability objectives, given the repair concept and expected resupply (transport and processing) times. In essence, this wartime spares computation system contains the combat support war plan and planned combat support performance parameters needed to meet the operational availability objectives called for by the CFACC.

The Execution and Prioritization of Repair Support System Planning Module, an Air Force–developed system, and Advanced Planning and Scheduling, a commercial off-the-shelf system, are two closed-loop spares planning and control systems that link depot processes and constraints to AFMC’s spares planning process. Both can predict customer needs, prioritize them, and evaluate depot resource availability. Further analysis should be completed to see whether these systems will meet future Air Force needs.

A commonly described adaptive planning shortcoming was that operators had to plan with incomplete combat support data. As a result, aspects of plans were often made based on outdated information and assumptions, with the combat support information typically requested piecemeal as it became necessary. Currently, Air Force capability assessments are done ad hoc for each contingency in each theater. Although some customizing for COMAFFORs is necessary, combat support planners often reinvent the wheel when it comes to capability assessments. The content and format of these should be designed rationally and codified. This will enable personnel to be trained consistently and to think and communicate in the same terms across nodes. The frequency with which these assessments are done should be analyzed and standardized, too.

Any tool enhancements undertaken by the Air Force need to provide an integrated view of combat support resource allocations and

---

4 For more on METRIC (predecessor of Dyna-METRIC), see Sherbrooke (1966). For more on Dyna-METRIC, see Hillestad (1982).
process performance. Currently, information about Air Force resource and process metrics is often organized by commodity or end item and located on disparate information systems. Creating a single information system, such as the planned Expeditionary Combat Support System, that is accessible to a wide audience would enhance the visibility that leaders have over these resources. Such an information system would need to have enough automation to translate lower-level process and resource data into aggregated metrics and even some operational metrics (for example, weapon system availability or sortie generation capabilities). This information system could inform commodity managers, planners, and senior leaders who must make decisions during operations in which changes occur rapidly.

In the near term, prototype tools can be used for enhanced ACS assessments. For the long term, a thorough evaluation should consider all decision-support tools for a particular function, with implementation focused on a smaller set of tools worldwide. This will reduce the number of systems and training programs required for each planning function and permit an efficient transfer of information. New tools should be built on a systems infrastructure that can rapidly transfer information to all key combat support nodes, as well as the AOC and all relevant operational nodes. This infrastructure will maximize the productivity of new tools and allow them to interface with joint services systems.

The effects of improved information systems and decision-support tools will be felt throughout the TO-BE process. Properly integrating information from these tools will greatly reduce the chances of needing to revise a plan in midstream, allow a faster transition to operations and better-informed decisions, and facilitate change when necessary.

Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Doctrine, Training, and Information System and Tool Summary

Many of the problems outlined in this chapter could be eliminated with a series of changes to Air Force doctrine and policy. Elevating the
importance of enhanced ACS in Air Force doctrine and delineating roles and responsibilities using the strategies-to-tasks framework would provide enforceable rules for each organization, document information to be shared, and enable an improved planning process.

The absence of well-defined supply, demand, and integrator processes, delineated in policy, contributes to a shortfall in training. Many ACS personnel do not understand how to apply the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks and closed-loop frameworks to maximize efficiency and effectiveness. More training and enhanced education are needed on relating combat support options to the CCDR’s campaign plan to achieve joint operational effects. With few opportunities for command and control training, most combat support personnel learn their responsibilities on the job.

Training could be improved through the development of an ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control curriculum (which includes elements of strategies-to-tasks; closed-loop systems; operational-level ACS planning, assessment, and execution; ACS doctrine, policy, and guidance; AFFOR staff and AOC combat support processes; enhanced ACS capability assessments to incorporate combat support metrics into both theater and global capability measures; and new decision-support tools) and career-path planning for combat support personnel.

Current information and tool shortfalls are consistent with current process shortfalls. Demand-side tools cannot quickly relate combat support capability to force packages, while supply-side tools to help execute global supply chain decisions have not been implemented. In the near term, existing Air Force systems and prototype tools can be used to provide enhanced information and data for ACS planners. In the longer term, enhanced ACS tools and systems should maintain an integrated view of combat support resource allocations and process performance. Properly integrating information from these tools will greatly reduce the chances of needing to revise a plan in midstream, allow a faster transition to operations and better-informed decisions, and facilitate change when necessary.

Finally, the role of combat support planners during COA development for both adaptive and contingency planning needs to be defined
in doctrine and policy, trained to and exercised during peacetime, and implemented during operations.

We now turn to the organizations that perform ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes as envisioned in the TO-BE OA. In the next chapter, we use the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework to guide organizational structure options.
We begin this chapter by identifying shortfalls from the 2002 and 2006 analyses in ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control organizational structure. We then discuss Air Force changes in organizational structure since the analyses and then address future options using the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework as a guide.

AS-IS Organizational Shortfalls and the Current Operational Environment

The Leftwich et al. (2002) and Mills et al. (2006) analyses revealed several ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control organizational shortfalls, including the following:

- lack of clarity in warfighting roles and responsibilities when transitioning from steady state operations to contingency operations
- minimal staffing of warfighting organizations that relies on poorly trained augmentees
- the difficulty that peacetime organizations have shifting to support one AOR from another

---

1 For more information about organizational issues in transitioning from steady state to contingency operations, see Appendix C.
• lack of clarity in roles of joint services and combatant commands (COCOMs)
• the fact that resources are managed by different organizations.

As pointed out in Chapter One, since the 2002 and 2006 analyses were published, the Air Force has made progress in addressing the first two issues listed above. The Air Force has taken action to consolidate and standardize AFFOR staff organizations to meet the Air Force warfighting responsibilities. These AFFOR staff organizations will continue to evolve as COCOM needs change and as fiscal pressures continue to create the need to continuously evaluate how the Air Force can best meet its warfighting responsibilities.

The Air Force has also worked to establish formal relationships with Air National Guard (ANG) and Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC) units to augment the AOC and AFFOR staffs. A lot of attention has been given to AOC augmentation; AFFOR staff augmentation needs are now also receiving needed attention. Augmentation units are being assigned to help meet operational requirements. In addition, the 505 Command and Control Wing has initiated an AFFOR staff training course.

Although there is much more to do in these areas, especially within ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control, the Air Force understands what is needed to better support AFFOR staffs and has programs and policies to address these needs. The last three bullets in the list above, on the other hand, still require significant attention. With this analysis, we investigate in more detail organizational shortfalls that include the lack of

• an enterprisewide perspective when organizations are managing their resources
• an enterprise organization that has visibility of ACS manpower and equipment resources and the analytic capability to identify global ACS resource constraints to COMAFFORs—currently nonsupportable COAs can be generated and presented to joint services and CCDRs
• a formal organization to seek priorities for allocating scarce resources among competing AORs to achieve supportable operational objectives.

As we pointed out in Chapter One, the Air Force has acted to address some of these shortfalls by creating ACS organizations with enterprisewide responsibilities. Examples include the creation of the AFGLSC to manage the complete supply chain for component spares, support equipment, and vehicles; the GACP has enterprisewide responsibilities for the management of enterprise munitions, tanks, racks, adapters, pylons, and related assets; and ACC Plans and Integration has global responsibilities for WRM and BEAR management. In addition, the Air Force has functional area managers (FAMs) who are responsible for developing ACS personnel skills and career-path advancement. These efforts are a step in the right direction, and they have improved visibility of ACS manpower, equipment, and other materiel; however, they have stovepiped resource responsibilities. The Air Force lacks an enterprise organization with the analytic capability to identify global ACS resource constraints, including the ability to identify the most-binding constraints with respect to specific COAs. COMAFFORs, as a result, might be presenting COAs to joint services and COCOMs that are not supportable from a global-resource point of view. In addition, the Air Force has not formally designated an organization to seek priorities from the SecDef and the JCS for allocating scarce resources among competing AORs to achieve supportable operational objectives. And, as we noted in the previous chapter, doctrine and policy do not clearly define and delineate the command and control roles and responsibilities of combat support organizations. When viewed in terms of the strategies-to-tasks framework, supply, demand, and integrator roles are not clearly defined and assigned to separate ACS organizations.

ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes remained fragmented for several reasons. For example, on the demand side, as previously discussed, AFFOR staffs have many-to-many relationships with individual supply-side resource providers within the service, between services, and among national-level providers (see
Figure 6.1). As the figure shows, each NAF has to coordinate with many WRM locations and sources of supply and repair. These numerous relationships make it difficult to state systemic resource requirements in a timely manner.

Similar issues persist on the supply side. Many processes are fragmented, with incomplete process assignment to standing or existing organizations. There are multiple supply chains, each of which can be stovepiped and separate. The fact that different commodities fall under the responsibility of different organizations complicates combat support resource assessment. Although commodities have different characteristics that can dictate that they be handled and managed in distinct ways, they still need to be viewed from the perspective of how, in concert, they affect weapon system combat capability. Data are recorded in separate information systems; policies and procedures vary for each organization; and decisions are made on an individual commodity basis rather than from a comprehensive support perspective. This stovepiping of decisions affecting resource prioritization can lead to an imbalance between desired and actual capability and could misrepresent available capabilities.

And, operational integrators (AF/A3O and Directorate of Operational Planning, Policy and Strategy, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Plans and Requirements [AF/A5X]) are defined in AFI 10-401 for the sourcing solution process; however, no coequal combat support integrator has been established. Combat support inputs might be funneled through the FAM, but no formal integration partnership has been formed with the combat support community. As previously stated, these problems have a deleterious effect on overall system and operational efficiency.

Potential TO-BE Organizational Options

The ACS organizational construct is large and encompassing, with many different supported and supporting organizations (see right side of Figure 6.2). However, the ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control construct does not work independently. It is an integral
Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.2
The Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Structure Works with and in Support of the Air Force and Joint Command and Control Structure

NOTE: HAF = Headquarters Air Force. OSC = operations support center. JFACC = joint force air component commander. C-MAJCOM = component MAJCOM. This figure depicts a TO-BE vision of Air Force command and control. Joint organizations are shown in purple. Air Force organizations are shown in blue. This figure is similar to the chart used by the Air Force to describe ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes in Wickman and Battles (2009, slide 3). The difference is that this figure shows the future vision (TO-BE) for Air Force command and control, including some processes that are currently not assigned to organizations. These processes are discussed in detail in this chapter.
part of the Air Force enterprise and joint command and control structures (shown on the left side of Figure 6.2) and should work in conjunction with Air Force and joint command and control.

An important step toward resolving the ACS problems identified in current and past analyses is to establish a standing ACS organizational structure with ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes assigned to organizations with clearly defined roles and responsibilities. Applying the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework within the current Air Force enterprise command and control organizational structure, we identified supply, demand, and integrator nodes for enhanced ACS. In Table 6.1, we give examples of the roles and responsibilities that could be assigned to each node.

Air Force policy and instructions should detail the information flows into these nodes, processes that take place within the nodes, and products that leave one node for others. A defined organizational structure promotes clearly delineated roles and responsibilities, process activities, and information flows assigned to each node. As contingencies evolve, specific organizations can be designated to fulfill the responsibilities of each node. There might be variation in organizational construct by theater (nomenclature only), but roles and responsibilities should be standardized across AORs. And having standing command and control nodes could enable continuous combat support planning, execution, monitoring, and control for ongoing contingency and training operations worldwide.

There are many different options for how to assign these nodal responsibilities. ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control could be managed theater by theater with decisionmaking retained at the theater level (see the “Forward” column in Figure 6.3). Or ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control could be managed at the theater level with some reliance on outside organizations to provide resources and support (see the “Regional” column in Figure 6.3). Or, finally, ACS could be managed as a global enterprise supporting all ACS requirements (see the “Global” column in Figure 6.3).

We use Figure 6.3 to illustrate where ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes could be conducted (forward, region-
Table 6.1
Defining Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Processes to Supply, Demand, and Integrator Nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demand side</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMAFFOR</td>
<td>Plan and assess support for air campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Review OPLAN/mission requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Identify combat support resource requirements/timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Configure combat support resource infrastructure (direct intratheater/lateral support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess support feasibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Monitor/evaluate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plan and assess force beddown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Conduct site surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Plan for beddown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess plan feasibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Project sustainment demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plan and assess sustainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Identify distribution nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Estimate movement requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Plan transportation routes/timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Monitor/evaluate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supply side</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational and support unit force providers</td>
<td>Plan/assess unit readiness and capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Identify unit readiness requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess force and support capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Monitor and resource shortfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonunit resource providers</td>
<td>Plan/assess enterprise supply-side plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Develop/evaluate supply-side plans to meet demands developed by COMAFFORs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess resource capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess resource levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Assess resource surge capacities and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force integrator</td>
<td>Monitor and assess global resource allocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Integrate multitheater requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Identify capacities by commodity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Conduct integrated assessments (sortie production and base support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Recommend allocation actions for critical resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.3
Options for How to Assign Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Nodal Responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Process alignment</th>
<th>Process alignment</th>
<th>Process alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known large scale threats in a few AORs (forward model)</td>
<td>• Host nation support management</td>
<td>• Liaison with USTRANSCOM</td>
<td>• Monitor contingencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATO support: sortie capability assessments</td>
<td>• Sustainment planning</td>
<td>• Resolve combat support shortfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Site survey/beddown plan</td>
<td>• Site survey/beddown plan</td>
<td>• Global assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Force-closure analysis</td>
<td>• Force-closure analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Theater distribution plans</td>
<td>• Theater distribution plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supply/demand arbitration within AEFTF</td>
<td>• Supply/demand arbitration within AEFTF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple contingency possibilities within AORs (regional model)</td>
<td>• Host nation support management</td>
<td>• Liaison with USTRANSCOM</td>
<td>• Monitor contingencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATO support: sortie capability assessments</td>
<td>• Sustainment planning</td>
<td>• Resolve combat support shortfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Site survey/beddown plan</td>
<td>• Global assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Force-closure analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Theater distribution plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Supply/demand arbitration between AEFTF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple contingency possibilities within and across multiple AORs (global model)</td>
<td>• Host nation support management</td>
<td>• Site survey/beddown plans</td>
<td>• Monitor contingencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATO support: sortie capability assessments</td>
<td>• Supply/demand arbitration between AEFTF</td>
<td>• Resolve combat support shortfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Global assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Liaison with USTRANSCOM on global distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Force-closure analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sustainment planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AEFTF capability assessments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: AEFTF = Air and Space Expeditionary Force (AEF) Task Force. We show different activities in different colors so the reader can track how those activities shift as operations move from a large-scale threat in a few AORs (forward model) to multiple contingencies across multiple AORs (global model). For example, site surveys are conducted forward in the forward model, but they might be conducted regionally in the global model.
ally, or globally), depending on the type and location of the threat (from known in a single location to multiple threats across AORs). As technologies advance and become more reliable, enhanced ACS processes and organizational responsibilities can become more global. Personnel might not need face-to-face interaction at an FOL if authoritative data are available worldwide. Management of scarce resources can be conducted at a central location and pushed to the users.

From a resource viewpoint, likely continued budgetary pressures for efficient operations drive a global ACS construct. To respond to changing threats, combat support resources need to be reallocated from one theater to another. Currently, some resources are confined to individual theaters and are managed by theater-based organizations; others are managed by units. Both constructs make it difficult to relocate or reallocate resources to other AORs. If resources need to be allocated across competing AORs, they need to be managed from a global perspective—to enable moving limited capabilities quickly from one theater to another—with prioritization coming from a global combat support asset or functional manager.

As discussed earlier, the combat support community has moved to create some of these global supply chains and ACS functional managers. The GACP manages the munitions supply chain, the AFGLSC manages spare parts, and AFCESA manages civil engineering UTCs (personnel and equipment). However, these organizations have stove-piped resource orientations, and currently no organization is appointed to conduct integrated capability assessments (for example, integrating munitions with spares and civil engineering UTCs).

Management and control of individual materiel resources need to be integrated with other categories of materiel, including POL and personal equipment, to determine how all materiel interrelates in terms of affecting operational objectives or capabilities. Modeling and analysis capabilities, as described in the previous chapter, are needed to relate ACS resource levels and process performances to operational capabilities. These analyses would provide insights on how to allocate scarce resources among competing demands. Ultimately, the goal should be to determine how alternative resource allocations affect bombs on target or other desired effects. In the meantime, several operationally
relevant metrics, such as the ability to generate desired missions, the ability to establish and sustain the desired number of FOLs, the ability to provide required security, or the ability to evacuate specific numbers of wounded or sick, can help guide allocations of scarce resources. The analysis of these metrics provides meaningful data to operations planners for any necessary replanning that ACS constraints might require.

Each capability assessment would include materiel, personnel, and infrastructure, along with strategic and tactical transportation capabilities. We represent the individual supply chains (storage, maintenance, procurement, and movement) on the bottom right side of Figure 6.4. The individual supply chains need to be integrated with other ACS functional capabilities, such as civil engineers, security forces, medical services, and maintenance, to give an overall picture of ACS capability. Assessments that integrate across supply chains and ACS functional capabilities, and others, such as transportation and infrastructure, are critical to the management and control of all resources necessary to initiate and sustain operations in both contingency and training environments (also shown on the right side of Figure 6.4 above the individual supply chains and ACS functional stovepipes).

A range of options exists regarding the assignment of global combat support integrated assessments and integrated control responsibilities across ACS capabilities. Three primary alternatives are listed here:

- A single organization could be given global responsibility for both integrated assessments and integrated control across the ACS capabilities necessary to produce combat support effects (see Figure 6.5).
- A single organization could be given global responsibility for conducting integrated assessments, identifying the most-binding constraints, requesting mitigation strategies for those constraints, providing assessments to higher authorities, executing resource allocation strategies when notified by higher authorities, monitoring actual ACS resource levels and performance against those authorized, and notifying appropriate organizations when in-control limits are breached and replanning must take place. In
Figure 6.4
Some Key Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Processes Have Not Been Fully Developed or Assigned to Organizations
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this option, separate supply chain and ACS functional managers could retain global control of assets across each ACS capability and execute to approved resource allocation plans (see Figure 6.6).

- Separate supply chain and ACS functional managers could retain both the capability to perform resource assessments and global control of assets, with integration of capability assessments being conducted when deemed necessary by the advent of specific contingencies or as issues arise in supporting ongoing training operations by an Air Force ACS GIC (see Figure 6.7).²

Alternatives 1 and 2 would establish standing assessment organizations that would continually monitor the capabilities of the global combat support system. Alternative 3 would not establish a standing organization to conduct integrated assessments routinely and would instead generate integrated assessments on an ad hoc basis, as contingencies or exercises require. We examine each alternative in turn.

**Alternative 1**

There are several options for where an independent agency to conduct integrated assessment and integrated command and control could be located. The AFGLSC has already been established as the global manager for spare parts. Its scope could expand to include global management responsibilities for other categories of materiel, such as end items (pods and engines), which would then be integrated with other combat support capabilities, such as personnel and lift, necessary to produce combat support capabilities.

Or, an OSC could be collocated with the AOC OSF and COMAFFOR reachback staff at the Ryan Center at Langley AFB in Virginia. Since the AOC OSF provides C-NAF reachback capa-

---
² During Joint Expeditionary Force Experiment 11-1 in January 2011, the Air Force Command and Control Integration Center (AFC2IC) conducted an experiment called the Agile Logistics Evaluation eXperiment (ALEX). In ALEX, the AFC2IC stood up an ACS cell in the operational support facility (OSF) at the Ryan Center (Langley AFB, Virginia) to conduct integrated ACS assessments for existing OPLANs. This experiment demonstrated the GIC concept as outlined in alternatives 2 and 3 above. The GIC concept will be tested again in another ALEX in August 2011.
bility, personnel in this facility should already possess some of the knowledge and skill sets that would be useful in conducting global assessments—planning experience, including COA development and resource expertise.

Other options include collocating an OSC with the Directorate of Air and Space Expeditionary Force Operations at the Air Force Personnel Center (AFPC), which used to be the Air Expeditionary Force Center at Langley AFB in Virginia; at the Air Staff; or at a sourcing command, such as ACC. Or, a field operating agency (FOA) or a direct reporting unit (DRU) could be created to conduct these integrated assessments. A FOA would report directly to a HAF functional manager similar to the way in which the Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation reports to the SAF/XCC. A DRU would report directly to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) (or a designated representative at HAF) in the same manner in which the Air Force Academy operates. Each option offers benefits, but each should be evaluated for associated costs and risks before a decision is made on agency location.
Alternative 2
Under this alternative, supply chain and ACS functional managers for individual resources would retain global control over assets. The AFGLSC would retain its current scope focused on spare parts; ACC Plans and Integration would be the global WRM manager, with positioning and sourcing responsibilities for WRM; and AFCESA would continue to monitor and control civil engineering UTCs. Separate assessment centers for materiel, personnel, infrastructure, and lift would monitor and evaluate how each category of capability comes together to produce combat support capabilities for the warfighter. (Note that, under alternative 1, the individual assessment centers would exist within the single organization chosen for integrated assessment, monitoring, and control.)

Figure 6.6
An Organization Responsible for Integrated Assessments but Not Resource Control
Alternative 3

Here again, supply chain and ACS functional managers for individual capabilities would retain global control over assets; however, an individual assessment-center capability would be established to perform integration analysis as required on a scheduled or an ad hoc basis. This alternative would not involve assessments on a continuous basis but would have them conducted when scheduled—for example, for LSAs or exercises.

Under all options, individual assessment-center responsibilities would need to be integrated with the other pillars of combat support sustainment analyses—that is, materiel, infrastructure, combat support forces, and lift as outlined in AFI 10-401—to make resource trade-offs and adjudicate cross-CCDR allocations in support of contingency operations or cross-MAJCOM allocations to meet training responsibilities. These individual combat support assessment centers

Figure 6.7
Integrated Assessments Conducted Only When Needed Without Resource Control
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could reside at the Air Staff so as to have the appropriate level of visibility across resources and capability demands.

All three options would provide enhanced enterprise-level ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control and thereby improve Air Force and joint command and control. Each alternative would better evaluate options for integrating resources to achieve specified operational objectives. In this way, the GIC acts as reachback support to forward C-NAF staff personnel to evaluate the supportability of different options for combining different resources to achieve specified objectives.

Under alternative 1, the GIC would have the authority to make asset and personnel positioning and sourcing decisions, in both the contingency planning and execution spaces, based on global priorities. This alternative would also have the GIC staffed permanently.

Under alternative 2, the GIC would conduct assessment and control functions and direct supply chain managers and FAMs of approved resource allocation decisions. The individual supply chain managers and FAMs would carry out the instructions and notify the GIC when their activities breach approved process performance, personnel, or materiel assets’ control levels. This alternative would also have the GIC staffed permanently.

Under alternative 3, the GIC would conduct assessments on a scheduled or ad hoc basis as needed. Note that, under all alternatives, each ACS resource assessment, whether materiel or human, is managed and controlled by a single global node, which orchestrates physically distributed ACS supply chain managers and FAMs and connects them virtually.

For example, for WRM, the GIC would conduct the necessary WRM analyses to determine (or suggest) what positioning and sourcing decisions could satisfy CCDR needs as specified by the COMAFFOR logistics and installation personnel. The GIC would house the tool
sets necessary to identify supportable delivery timelines and risks to CCDRs, the Air Staff, and the Joint Staff.³

However, WRM needs to be integrated with other materiel categories in evaluating operationally relevant MOEs. For example, consider the spare parts, engines, and other commodities needed to support deploying F-16 units. The AFGLSC has the responsibility to work with the units to determine RSP needs, which is a function of how long each unit will be deployed and how much flying each unit is preparing to accomplish. If the units have lengthy deployment times projected with relatively high activity levels, an in-theater CCRF might need to be established to perform phase inspections or to repair end items or aircraft spares. The global WRM manager, whether integrated with other commodities or not, would need to work with the COMAFFOR logistics and installation staff and the AFGLSC not only to identify the WRM movements necessary to support establishment of an initial operating capability when needed at the FOLs but also to work the timelines to establish CCRFs, and the AFGLSC would work the bench stock and associated component spares to support the CCRF. This analysis of closely coupled materiel options is similar to what the AOC does for the various operational platforms.

Alternative 1 would likely be the most expensive in terms of personnel. In this option, the GIC, operating continuously, would house most of the personnel charged with executing supply chain instructions and moving personnel from one UTC to another to robust a given set of UTCs. Alternative 2 would require a relatively small staff to maintain liaison with C-NAFs, supply chain managers, and FAMs and to run assessments as needed. Alternative 3 is similar to alternative 2 but would leverage ANG and AFRC capabilities to attract and retain the needed staff to conduct ACS assessment and control function responsibilities. This option is likely the least expensive one.

In all of the options, the GIC organization would need significant investments in modeling capabilities and staff development to allow it

³ We note that this type of assessment was conducted before OIF by an ad hoc group established for this purpose by AF/A4/7 working with the AFCENT Logistics Directorate (AFCENT/A4).
to perform risk assessments within the short decision cycles required by military leadership. A critical aspect of this global management concept is the determination of the guaranteed levels of support to CCDRs mentioned earlier. The global manager would need to communicate regularly with CCDRs’ staff to help assess the feasibility of modifications to scenario plans under current funding levels and to understand each commander’s priorities across various scenarios. Then, provided that the global asset managers can sustain these guaranteed performance levels, day-to-day management activities could occur entirely within the global manager’s purview: Elevation of decisions to higher authorities would be necessary only when the state of the combat support system varied so far from plans as to make the guaranteed levels of support to every CCDR no longer sustainable.

**Agile Combat Support Planning, Execution, Monitoring, and Control Organizational Structure Summary**

The preceding discussion raises big issues, such as how ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control nodes might be best organized to carry out their command and control functions. A strategies-to-tasks analytic approach could be useful in examining the pros, cons, costs, and benefits of options for meeting GIC and integrated analysis responsibilities. Currently, decisions are pending on where to place the GIC function. In addition, the Air Force has taken an enterprise view of the repair enterprise, and issues about how to measure enterprise repair capacity and capability exist, as do issues of who should manage and shape the repair enterprise of the future. This is a large responsibility and is an important “brain–command and control” function—as is the AFGLSC. Options for managing and controlling the development of the repair enterprise need to be thought through, and the modified strategies-to-tasks framework can be useful in evaluating options for this activity as well.

Combat support resource assessment and allocation management could be assigned to permanent organizational nodes dedicated to resource monitoring, prioritization, and reallocation. Additionally,
having a standing integration function for combat support resource management could facilitate the incorporation of relevant data into capability assessments and raise these assessments’ visibility in the eyes of the operational community. Regardless of the organizational structure adopted, the roles and responsibilities of each ACS organizational node, as well as each node’s interaction with joint combat support nodes, should be clearly defined and documented in Air Force doctrine and guidance, including information needed, processes, and information produced at each node.
Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

Creating a process, clearly defined in doctrine, to specify ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control supply, demand, and integrator roles, including what information flows, in what format, and to whom, could lead to better integration between combat support and operations. As part of the ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes, the combat support community should be able to relate combat support resources and process performance to operational effects. Combat support personnel might need to continue to monitor each piece and pipeline within the system, but combat support parameters should be synthesized into metrics that are well understood by the operational community, such as sortie generation capability and FOL IOC.

In addition, developing a closed-loop planning and execution process, acting within operational decision timelines, with established control parameters against which to track actual combat support performance and signal when a process’ performance exceeds or falls short of objectives could aid in making ACS more proactive rather than reactive to changing operational requirements. This too could lead to better coordination, timeliness, and accuracy of combat support planning and added value of ACS to the operational community.

The absence of well-defined supply, demand, and integrator processes, delineated in policy, contributes to a shortfall in training. Many ACS personnel do not understand how to apply the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks and closed-loop frameworks
to maximize efficiency and effectiveness. More training and expanded educational opportunities are needed on relating combat support options to the CCDR’s campaign plan to achieve joint operational effects.

Current information and tool shortfalls reflect current process shortfalls. Decision-support tools and job-performance aids should complement formal courses and exercises. Existing Air Force systems and prototype tools can be leveraged to provide enhanced information and data for ACS planners; however, new tools might need to be developed to provide an integrated view of combat support resource allocations and process performance. Properly integrated information could greatly reduce the risk of operational failure, the need to revise plans midstream, allow a faster transition to operations and better-informed decisions, and facilitate adjustments when necessary.

And finally, global management and control of combat support capabilities could facilitate resource allocation assessments among competing CCDRs to inform tough capability trade-off decisions. These assessments should be used to inform POM and other budgeting and program decisions. However, with global management comes some risk of single-point failure. Methods to provide COOP and to minimize network vulnerabilities need to be developed.

**Recommendations**

In this monograph, we discuss options for improving ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control. Some are short-term solutions with little implementation cost. Other improvements will take time, resources, planning, and programming. Cost estimates can be developed for options that senior Air Force leaders view as high priority for implementation. Table 7.1 summarizes our recommended actions to enhance ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control within Air Force enterprise command and control.

Although Air Force transformational initiatives (both operational and in combat support) have moved the Air Force forward in achieving the enhanced ACS TO-BE vision, our research shows that many
actions still can be taken to improve ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes, doctrine, training, tools, and systems. A key aspect of this is updating the 2002/2006 enterprise command and control OA to reflect the current operational environment. Using this analysis, RAND researchers worked with the Air Force to perform a comprehensive review of all the combat support functional capabilities, as identified in the ACS CFMP, and updated the enterprise command and control OA.\(^1\) We focused our efforts on nodal roles and responsi-

---

\(^1\) One forthcoming PAF document describes in detail a strategic- and operational-level C2 architecture integrating enhanced ACS processes. A second analysis documents how we used the architecture to identify and describe where shortfalls or major gaps exist between current ACS processes (the AS-IS) and the vision for integrating enhanced ACS processes into Air Force C2 (the TO-BE).
ilities to provide an incremental approach of how ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes can be incorporated within the Air Force command and control enterprise.
The RAND-developed strategies-to-tasks framework links strategic national goals to operational tasks (see Figure A.1). The framework was designed to aid in strategy development, campaign analysis, and modernization planning. It has proven to be a useful approach for providing intellectual structure to ill-defined or complex problems. If used correctly, it links resources to specific military tasks that require resources, which, in turn, are linked hierarchically to higher-level operational and national security objectives. Working through the strategies-to-tasks hierarchy can help identify areas in which new capabilities are needed, clarify responsibilities among actors contributing to accomplishing a task or an objective, and place into a common framework the contributions of multiple entities and organizations working to achieve some common objective.

At the highest levels of the strategies-to-tasks hierarchy are national goals, which are derived from U.S. heritage and are embodied in the U.S. Constitution. These national goals do not change over time. They form the foundation from which all U.S. statements regarding national security are derived.

The National Security Strategy is formulated in the executive branch. It outlines strategy for applying the national instruments of power—political, economic, military, and diplomatic—to achieve U.S. national security objectives.

---

1 Internal examples are Lewis, Coggin, and Roll, 1994, and Niblack, Szayna, and Bordeaux, 1996. Outside of RAND, the framework is in use by the Air Force, the Army, and elements of the Joint Staff.
National security objectives define what must be done to preserve and protect fundamental U.S. goals and interests from threats and challenges that originate abroad. In contrast with national goals, national security objectives change in accordance with changes in the geopolitical environment. For example, the national security objectives specified in *The National Security Strategy of the United States* states that the United States must do the following (Office of the President of the United States of America, 2006, p. 1):

- Champion aspirations for human dignity.
- Strengthen alliances to defeat global terrorism and work to prevent attacks against the United States and its friends.
- Work with others to defuse regional conflicts.
- Prevent the nation’s enemies from threatening the United States, its allies, and its friends with weapons of mass destruction.
• Ignite a new era of global economic growth through free markets and free trade.
• Expand the circle of development by opening societies and building the infrastructure of democracy.
• Develop agendas for cooperative action with other main centers of global power.
• Transform U.S. national security institutions to meet the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.
• Engage the opportunities and confront the challenges of globalization.

_National military objectives_ are formulated by the SecDef and CJCS. The national military objectives define how the United States will apply military power to attain national objectives to support the National Security Strategy. Collectively, they define the National Military Strategy (NMS), which identifies (at a high level) how the United States will respond to threats to its national security. For example, as defined in the _National Military Strategy of the United States of America_, these are to do the following (JCS, 2004):

• Protect the United States against external attacks and aggression.
• Prevent conflict and surprise attack.
• Prevail against adversaries.

_Operational objectives_ describe how forces will be used to support the national military objectives. They can be regional or global and include support activities necessary to sustain military operations. For Operation DESERT STORM, an example of a political objective might be to expel Saddam Hussein from Kuwait. The regional operational objective was to cut off communications and destroy supply lines. To accomplish the objective, the air component was tasked to maintain air superiority.

_Tasks_, formulated by the CCDRs and their staffs, are the specific functions that must be performed to accomplish an operational objective. Operational tasks constitute the building blocks of the application of military power.
The Strategies-to-Tasks Framework Can Help Identify Operationally Relevant Metrics

The operational community uses an approach similar to the RAND strategies-to-tasks framework in its UJTL and COA development processes to demonstrate operational effects. It outlines how national goals can be disaggregated into national diplomatic, economic, informational, and military objectives and how regional military operational objectives can be formulated from national military objectives. Joint operational tasks can be assigned to JTFs within the region.\(^2\) Task-organized operational elements carry out the tasks assigned to them, and task-organized combat support elements provide the needed resources to conduct the operational mission.

The combat support community is not as skilled when it comes to relating resources to their operational effects. For example, if preventing conflict and surprise attacks is the national military objective (center of Figure A.2), the regional objectives could be to establish a presence in the country and engage the combatants (one level below the military objective in Figure A.2). The combat support tasks to achieve those objectives would be to beddown forces, deliver munitions, and generate sorties (bottom row of Figure A.2).

To beddown the forces, BEAR assets might be needed to open an FOL to sustained operations in the field. Without the BEAR (the resource), the FOL cannot be opened, so the operational task cannot be accomplished (operational effect). Applying the strategies-to-tasks framework could help combat support planners better articulate the relationship between combat support resources to their operational effects.

Once combat support resources are better linked to operational effects, combat support planners should be able to better communicate combat support options in terms of metrics understood and appreciated by the operational community, such as sortie generation capability or FOL IOC. We found that most other combat support metrics can be rolled up and shown to affect one of those two metrics.

---

\(^2\) The number and nature of these joint operational tasks will change over time.
Adjudicating Requirements Within Economic Constraints

Linking national goals to operational tasks as outlined in the strategies-to-tasks framework is a necessary piece of the command and control system; however, the military does not operate in an open-market environment in which there is an unlimited supply of resources. Because of resource constraints, trade-off decisions are often necessary to prioritize requirements.

To address such trade-off decisions, we expand the strategies-to-tasks framework to include economic constraints, highlighting the need for resource allocation decisionmaking strategies. Resource allocation for ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control can be viewed as a problem of integrating the demand for combat support
resources with the available *supply* of combat support resources. Finally, we identify *integrator* processes, in this case, for accomplishing combat support objectives. Integrator processes are those processes associated with allocating scarce combat support resources according to prioritized CCDRs’ needs. Figure A.3 provides an illustration of how resource allocation considerations can be integrated into a strategies-to-tasks framework that manages ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control.

The left side of Figure A.3 lists some illustrative operational tasks (these are the tasks identified in the strategies-to-tasks framework, like the one shown in the bottom row of Figure A.2). We call this the demand side. The right side of the figure lists some illustrative force and support elements that can be selected from component providers

**Figure A.3**

**Strategies-to-Tasks Framework with Resource Allocation Considerations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Integrator</th>
<th>Supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task-organized component-force capabilities (1, n)</td>
<td>Operational tasks</td>
<td>Force and support elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational task 1: Establish (coalition) Army/Air Force presence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Movement units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational task 2: Sustain deployments until notified Establish theater distribution command and control Determine deployment and sustainment movement requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td>Combat units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational task 3: Achieve and maintain air dominance over disputed area</td>
<td></td>
<td>Support units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational task n: Maneuver Army units near disputed area</td>
<td></td>
<td>Air Force combat and support units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Choices Alternatives Options**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint effects</th>
<th>Demonstrate resolve Deter aggression Stabilize region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NOTE:** SE = support equipment.
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to satisfy the operational tasks on the left of the figure. We call this the supply side. The middle of the figure shows the integration of demand and supply processes. Here, the integrator chooses the force and support elements from the available options, each of which could have differing attributes and differing operational effects.\(^3\) The result creates the combat support capabilities shown at the bottom of the “Integrator” box.

In this case, combat support choices can be made from a set of options that include service-provided assets or those available from other DoD or government sources. Each choice could result in differing capabilities—for example, different timelines for establishing coalition or joint Army and Air Force presence in the area of interest.

Each of the combat support operational tasks might require combinations of component resources to achieve the desired capability and, ultimately, the joint operational effect. For example, a CCDR might need assured, scheduled movement in several parts of the AOR. There might be more than one way to meet that demand—component assets or commercial assets. The integrator would make the decision about how to best meet all or part of the demand for assured movement using the spectrum of resources available. Figure A.4 shows a high-level representation of the expanded nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework that relates demand for combat support capabilities to supplies of combat support capabilities.

**Using the Nonmarket, Resource-Constrained Strategies-to-Tasks Framework to Identify Process Roles and Responsibilities**

CCDRs and their joint staffs formulate operational requirements based on the forecast missions for their theater. OSD guidance lays out the operational demands the CCDR should be prepared to support. How-

---

\(^3\) It is the integrator’s job to arbitrate between the demand and supply sides. To effectively arbitrate, the integrator needs capability assessments to make informed trade-off decisions. Without these assessments, the integrator has limited visibility into the effects of his or her trade-off decisions. Capability assessments are key to making informed integrator decisions.
ever, the Air Force does not program for projected operational tempo for all operations (there are not enough assets to satisfy every requirement in every AOR). Thus, there are automatic shortages that need to be addressed. Assets must be allocated across competing demands according to SecDef priority. For the foreseeable future, the Air Force will continue to operate within a resource-constrained environment in which demand exceeds supply, highlighting the need for resource allocation decisionmaking strategies.

We use the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks framework to identify processes associated with allocating scarce resources against prioritized CCDRs’ requirements for accomplishing combat support objectives—that is, combat support supply, demand, and integrator roles and responsibilities. Figure A.5 shows a high-level strategies-to-tasks view of these process roles and responsibilities.

In this representation, the national command authorities (NCA), the JCS, and the SecDef act as integrators providing integrated guidance on the apportionment of forces, which results in the engagement of combat support capabilities. In this view, each CCDR is responsible
for estimating and prioritizing his or her combat support needs and requirements. These requirements could be gathered and prioritized by a Joint Staff Operations/Strategic Plans and Policy (J-3/5) organization through an integrated closed-loop process with the J-4 community, on the demand side.4

Also, from this view, the Air Force is a supply-side organization responsible for providing combat support capabilities for use by the CCDRs. These responsibilities include configuring combat support resources to meet needs, transmitting needed information to users, establishing schedules for meeting user needs, and overseeing execution operations. As illustrated in the figure, there are other providers of combat support capabilities, such as the other service components, and the integrator can choose who should supply the needed capabilities.

---

A feature of supply-and-demand relationships is that they are often nested, both within and outside the command or service. Not only are supply, demand, and integrator roles defined at the execution level (as in Figure A.5); they exist at other levels as well. An organization can be a demand-side organization at one level and a supply-side organization at another level. For example, in Figure A.6, we show the COMAFFOR as a demand-side organization. Here, the COMAFFOR is a demander of Air Force combat support capabilities from suppliers, such as Air Force MAJCOMs—ACC, AMC, and AFMC—on behalf of the CCDR. USJFCOM and the Air Staff, with the JCS and the SecDef, act as integrators at this level.\(^5\)

Figure A.6
The Commander, Air Force Forces, Is a Demandor of Combat Support Resources at This Level

![Diagram showing the relationship between demand and supply sides in the Air Force.]

---

\(^5\) Recent DoD plans call for the closing of USJFCOM. When the command is dissolved, the neutral integrator processes currently conducted by USJFCOM will have to be reassigned to other organizations.
The COMAFFOR can also be a supply-side organization, along with the other services, supplying forces to a JTF (see Figure A.7). In this illustration, the JFACC would integrate across services to satisfy operational planning requirements.

The nesting that exists in planning and executing combat support processes adds another layer of complexity to the ACS system. An organization can serve in different capacities at different levels of responsibility. We use the nonmarket, resource-constrained strategies-to-tasks view to provide insights on combat support processes and assign processes among existing organizations. The process of stating the operational requirements (demand side), identifying the available resources to meet those demands (supply side), and arbitrating which demands will be met and how (integrator) is the first step in a closed-loop ACS system.

Figure A.7
The Commander, Air Force Forces, Is a Supplier of Combat Support Resources at This Level
In this appendix, we list DoD, joint services, and Air Force publications reviewed as part of this ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control analysis. For each publication, we list the title, date, and a synopsis of the relevant guidance as it pertains to ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control. We point out where doctrine might be lacking, as well as where the guidance already supports enhanced ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes we identify as necessary in the ACS vision of the future.

**GEF, 2007**

This DoD document is a capstone planning document and sets the stage and priorities for current force employment and planning across DoD. Of special note is its statement that DoD resource managers know that they need “a mechanism that can systematically identify all the demand signals from the field” but that there is “currently no system in place . . . that drives a comprehensive assessment of resource requirements [and] presents a complete picture to [DoD decisionmakers] for resource allocation and apportionment” (Chapter 5, Campaign Planning Construction, Section 2.e). It also states that plans “should use CONUS-based reach-back capabilities to the maximum extent possible” (Chapter 6, General Planning Requirements, Section 20). This is particularly important given the large, ongoing demand that current operations in Iraq and Afghanistan place on the services. The campaign plan will serve as the forcing function for identifying
COCOM-wide resource requirements and expose requirements that might not have been explicitly identified before—particularly for shaping and security cooperation purposes.

GFMIG, 2008

This document integrates force assignments, apportionment, and allocation processes to improve DoD’s ability to manage forces from a global perspective. It provides force management implementation guidance and complements the GEF and the GDF. Global Force Management (GFM) goals are as follows:

- Account for forces and capabilities committed to ongoing operations and constantly changing unit availability.
- Identify the most-appropriate and most-responsive force or capability that best meets the COCOM requirement.
- Identify risks associated with sourcing recommendations.
- Improve the ability to win multiple overlapping conflicts.
- Improve responsiveness to unforeseen contingencies.
- Provide predictability for rotational force requirements.
- Identify forces and capabilities that are unsourced or hard to source (UHTS).

GFM enables the SecDef to make more-proactive, risk-informed force management decisions by integrating the three processes of assignment, apportionment, and allocation. These processes facilitate alignment of operational forces against known apportionment and allocation requirements in advance of planning and deployment preparation timelines. The end result is timely allocation of forces and capabilities necessary to execute CCDR missions (including theater security cooperation tasks), timely alignment of forces against future requirements, and informed SecDef decisions on the risk associated with allocation decisions.
DODD 7730.65, 2007

This directive establishes DRRS to measure and report readiness of military forces and the supporting infrastructure through the use of capability-based, adaptive, near–real-time readiness reporting. It applies to OSD, military departments, CJCS, CCDRs, defense agencies, field activities, and all other organizational DoD entities. All DoD components are directed to align readiness-reporting processes in accordance with this directive and use DRRS to identify critical readiness deficiencies, develop strategies for rectifying these, and ensure that they are addressed in program and budget planning and other DoD management systems. Components develop mission essential tasks (METs) for all assigned missions to collect information about readiness of military forces and support organizations to perform these missions. Within DRRS, Enhanced Status of Resources and Training System (ESORTS) captures metrics and supporting data on readiness. ESORTS highlights deficiencies in the areas of training, personnel, equipment, ordnance, and sustainment.

DRRS CONOPS, 2009

This CONOPS serves as the vision document for transforming the readiness-reporting construct of DoD and is approved by consensus of the DRRS Executive Committee. The overarching vision for DRRS is to both extend and expand the existing readiness reporting paradigm while using the collaborative capabilities of net-centric information technology (IT) systems. Readiness reporting will be extended via METs and overall mission assessments to provide a “capability-based” appraisal of unit and organizational readiness to accomplish specified tasks and missions. Readiness reporting will be expanded by complementing the traditional bands of resource and training data currently resident in Global Status of Resources and Training System (GSORTS) (overall C-ratings and associated P, S, R, and T levels), with “authoritative” data obtained by querying, organizing, and displaying the underlying data from various authoritative data sources.
DRRS will provide CCDRs and U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) with relevant readiness data, in the form of capability assessments supported by resource status to help determine whether they can perform their assigned missions and associated METs in a joint, interagency, and multinational operational environment. Involved with this determination are the service component assessments of their ability to conduct missions as part of a joint organization, according to the specified conditions and standards of the joint commander’s capability and MET requirements. Equally, the services and combat support agencies (CSAs) will gain an unambiguous view of CCDR capability requirements in clear operational terms, i.e., through the JMETL and specified subordinate tasks.

A central tenet behind the DRRS vision is the importance of sharing data: By leveraging IT concepts, such as web-based services and service-oriented architecture, independent systems can integrate with DRRS to share information requirements and data elements seamlessly across the enterprise.

**JP 0-2, 2001**

*Unified Action Armed Forces* (UNAAF) provides the basic doctrine and policy governing the unified direction of forces and discusses the functions of DoD and its major components. It provides guidance for the exercise of authority by CCDRs and other joint force commanders (JFCs), prescribes doctrine for unified actions and joint operations and training, and provides military guidance in preparing appropriate plans. The UNAAF covers roles, missions, functions, composition, command relationships, joint command and control, multinational operations, and establishment of unified, specified, subordinate unified commands and JTFs.

These principles and guidance might also apply when significant forces of one service are attached to forces of another service or when significant forces of one service support forces of another service.

Directive authority for logistics by a CCDR includes the authority to issue directives to subordinate commanders, including peace-
time measures necessary to ensure the following: effective execution of approved OPLANs, effectiveness and economy of operation, and prevention or elimination of unnecessary duplication of facilities and overlapping of functions among the service component commands. A CCDR's directive authority does not discontinue service responsibility for logistic support, discourage coordination by consultation and agreement, or disrupt effective procedures or efficient use of facilities or organizations.

**JP 3-0, 2008**

JP 3-0 is the keystone document of the joint operations series and provides doctrinal foundation and fundamental principles that guide armed forces in the conduct of joint operations across the range of military operations. It defines strategic context, fundamentals of joint operations, joint functions, planning, operational art and design, assessment (for the purpose of determining the joint force’s progress toward mission accomplishment), major operations and campaigns, crisis response and limited contingency operations, and military engagement, security cooperation, and deterrence.

**JP 4-0, 2008**

This is a keystone document on joint logistics, concentrating on sustainment yet providing the doctrinal framework on how logistics is delivered to support joint operations. It describes the joint environment, key imperatives, integrating functions, roles, core logistics capabilities, planning and considerations, execution, and control mechanisms that enable synchronization of logistics in support of the CCDR. Since logistics remains a service responsibility, rarely will the joint logistitian have unity of logistics command. Because of this fact, the CCDR has the authority to organize logistics resources within theater according to operational needs. This publication further provides functional relationships between the CCDR’s J-4 staff
and joint DDOC (JDDOC) at USTRANSCOM. Logistics command and control resides in the services at the operational level and logistics control structures for the basis for joint operations.

JP 4-0 states, “Control of joint logistics is reflected by how effectively the logisticians combines the capabilities of the global providers and the requirements of the CCDR in a way that achieves unity of effort.” Joint logisticians must integrate service, multinational, agency, and other organizational capabilities and resources to plan, execute, and control logistics in support of the CCDRs’ CONOPS.

**JP 5-0, 2006**

This document provides joint doctrine to govern the joint operation planning activities and performance of the armed forces in joint operations, and it provides the joint doctrinal basis for coordination with other agencies and U.S. military involvement in multinational operations. It covers types and scope of joint strategic planning, organization and responsibilities, types of plans, joint operation planning and execution systems, availability of forces, global planning, strategic direction, national-level systems, the JOPP in detail, and operational art and design. Assessment is discussed, but, as with JP 3-0, its definition and scope focus on plan execution assessment and how to build appropriate MOEs into the plan. It does not describe force readiness in preparation for support to the CCDR. Sustainment is discussed as an assured capability to be addressed in each planning event and where in each type of plan it should be positioned. Command and control issues with logistics are not specifically addressed.

**JP 4-01.4, 2000**

This publication defines joint TTP for theater distribution in joint operations for a CCDR and staff. It provides theater distribution concepts and governs the joint theater distribution activities. It reviews the roles and responsibilities of the many individuals and organizations
involved in joint theater distribution. Additionally, it provides theater distribution planning and operational considerations and defines the joint communications and information systems utilized in theater distribution. Regarding ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control, the publication states the following:

Predeployment planning is an integral part of logistics preparation of the theater C2 capability and requirements and C2 requirements and responsibilities for logistics. Each service is designated to provide logistics support in accordance with their executive agent responsibilities, combatant commander–directed service responsibilities, Title 10, OPLANs, and OPORD [operations order]–designated responsibilities. Great latitude is given to the CCDR on how to organize theater distribution.

**JP 3-35, 2007**

This publication provides doctrine and principles for planning and executing deployment; joint reception, staging, onward movement, and integration (JRSOI); and redeployment. It explains the deployment, JRSOI, and redeployment processes and planning and execution considerations that could affect force-projection operations. It discusses the responsibilities and command relationships for supported and supporting COCOMs and services and the interaction with other DoD and federal agencies, foreign nations, allies, multinational organizations, and other groups.

Sustainment is addressed as a process delivery—specifically, as follows: Sustainment delivery is the process of providing and maintaining levels of personnel and materiel required to sustain combat and mission activity at the level of intensity dictated by the CONOPS. Sustainment is ongoing throughout the entire operation and, like deployment and redeployment, should be aligned with the mission and mission priorities of each phase. Sustainment delivery must frequently be balanced against force deployment or redeployment requirements because these operations share the same deployment and distribution infrastructure and other resources. However, deployment and force integration can
be adversely affected by excess or insufficient sustainment support; hence, operation planning must integrate deployment and sustainment operations.

Also of note are USJFCOM’s responsibilities: USJFCOM serves as an integrator of capabilities from the five services, Reserve Component (RC), and interagency sources. USJFCOM’s integration effort is focused primarily on developing and maintaining technological interoperability among service systems employed by joint headquarters and staffs. USJFCOM also serves as the JFP for conventional forces. Supported by its four service component commands (U.S. Army Forces Command, U.S. Marine Corps Forces Command, U.S. Fleet Forces Command, and ACC), USJFCOM identifies conventional-force sourcing solutions in response to supported CCDR requirements.

Specific Air Force responsibilities are defined as follows: The Air Force relies on common-user transportation to move support forces and sustainment cargo. Within the AFFOR component, the A4 is the principal coordinator of Air Force logistics. When required, the A4 provides centralized direction and control of deployment, reception, integration, employment, and redeployment of logistics and support assets.

**JP 5-00.2, 1999**

This publication provides fundamental guidance and procedures for the formation and employment of a JTF to command and control joint operations throughout the range of military operations. It details JTF organization and staffing, subordinate commands, JTF command and control, manpower and personnel, intelligence, JTF operations, JTF logistics, JTF plans and policy, and command, control, communications, and computer systems.

The JTF J-4 is charged with the formulation of logistics plans and with the coordination and supervision of supply, maintenance, repair, evacuation, transportation, engineering, salvage, procurement, mortu-
ary affairs, security assistance, host nation support, and related logistics activities.

It is critical that the JTF J-4 determine what, if any, logistics directive authority for a common support capability the supported CCDR has delegated to the combined (or coalition) joint task force and whether the scope of the authority meets the JTF requirements. The JTF J-4 can establish a logistics readiness center (LRC) to coordinate logistics support, maintain total asset capability, monitor logistics capability, and provide a central point for logistics-related boards, offices, and centers.¹

Logistics will play a key role in JTF operations from the earliest stage of planning through the final stage of redeployment of forces. The joint staff’s J-4 organization should be tailored to the operation. The JTF J-4 should consider forming a JTF LRC and a joint movement center. A J-4 logistics staff representative must be included in all JTF planning, including permanent membership in the joint planning group (JPG). J-4 responsibilities and authority must be clearly delineated to ensure uninterrupted sustainability of ongoing and future operations.

**CJCSI 3110.01G, 2008**

This instruction provides guidance to CCDRs, service chiefs, CSA directors, applicable defense agencies and directors of DoD field activities, and the chief, NGB, to accomplish tasks and missions based on near-term military capabilities. The Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) implements campaign support, contingency, and posture planning reflected in the GEF. GEF guidance is not repeated in the JSCP. The GEF is a companion document to the JSCP for planning.

The JSCP provides strategic planning direction for campaign, campaign support, contingency, and posture planning to be developed; details planning guidance, force apportionment, assumptions, and tasks; tasks CCDRs to prepare plans and security cooperation

¹ JDDOCs are not discussed or referred to because JP 5-00.2 predates their formation.
guidance; and establishes synchronizing, supported, and supporting relationships.

**CJCSI 3110.03C, 2007**

This document provides logistics planning guidance to the CCDRs, chiefs of the services, and heads of the DoD agencies in support of the tasks assigned in the JSCP. Within the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS), the basic purposes of logistics planning are to determine logistics requirements, establish logistics planning responsibilities, evaluate logistics capability to execute joint operations in support of the CCDRs’ CONOPS, identify strengths and weaknesses in key logistics capabilities, and assess implications of identified strengths and deficiencies on the ability to support theater operations. It further provides logistics guidance for completion of the JSCP planning task.

It describes the LSA process, specifically within Enclosure I. The LSA provides a broad assessment of key logistics capability areas required to execute CCDRs’ plans. The assessment spans the plan duration and addresses the four pillars of logistics sustainability (material, infrastructure, expeditionary combat support [ECS] forces, and lift). When determining requirements, a CCDR should define the total unconstrained operational logistics requirements for execution of the supported commander’s CONOPS. LSA assessment should focus on key logistics support and capability areas discussed in plans. LSA findings should highlight logistics deficiencies and their associated risk to supporting theater operations. Significant deficiencies should be included in CCDRs’ readiness-assessment reports and should be considered candidate issues for the joint quarterly readiness review (JQRR) action items, CCDR annual capability gap assessment, analysis in war games, and other crisis action plan assessments.
CJCSI 3141.01D, 2008

This document establishes responsibilities and procedures for the management and review of campaign and CONPLANs submitted to the CJCS. The services, USTRANSCOM, and DLA evaluate overall plan resource, logistics, mobilization, and end-to-end transportation requirements. The CCDR will prepare an LSA for each fully developed OPLAN and CONPLAN with TPFDD. The LSAs will address the sustainability for the five logistics joint capability areas (supply chain operations, operational engineering, logistics services, health service support, and operational contracting).

Detailed guidance on the preparation of the LSA will be provided by the Joint Staff J-4. The Joint Staff J-4 is responsible for providing the statement of logistics supportability, including shortfalls, impact, and mitigation strategies, to the Joint Operational War Plans Division with a copy to Director for Force Structure, Resource, and Assessment, Joint Staff.

J-4 Readiness Division (J-4 RD) serves as the primary Joint Staff J-4 point of contact (POC) for all plan reviews and coordinates with other J-4 divisions and sections to review applicable portions of plans concerning supply chain operations, operational engineering, logistics services, health service support, and operational contracting. The J-4 Supply Division serves as the POC for sustainment, WRM, munitions, POL, and contracting. J-4 Logistics Services Division serves as the POC for base operating support, including mortuary affairs. J-4 Distribution Division serves as the POC for distribution and deployment issues. J-4 Knowledge Based Logistics Division serves as the POC for logistics systems.

Additionally, Enclosure B notes that J-4 RD ensures that combatant commanders, services, and DLA conduct joint logistics supportability analysis for sustainment, industrial base capacity, mobility, deployment, logistics systems, engineering, and medical readiness. In addition, it ensures that DCMA

---

2 Note that DLA is included in the LSA process.

**CJCSM 3150.01, 1999**

This document describes the Joint Reporting Structure (JRS), which exists to satisfy the NCA’s need for military information to perform its functions. Although administrative in its nature and content, the document does state that JRS participants need a central catalog of recurring reports that support command decisions regarding military operations and minimize duplicative reporting and the general need for standardization in reporting systems of the Joint Staff, COCOMs, and subordinate joint forces, services, and DoD agencies. This issue has applicability to DRRS, ESORTS, Air Expeditionary Force Reporting Tool (ART), and LSA reporting requirements.

**CJCSG 3501, 2008**

This guide provides educational material for DoD, joint, service, and CSA senior leaders on the Joint Training System (JTS) and the Joint Training Information Management System (JTIMS) that provides automation support for JTS. It calls for linking training assessment to readiness assessment by stating that a military capability is the ability to accomplish essential tasks to standard and comprises one or more of the following elements: personnel, equipment, training, supplies, and ordnance. Commanders and their staffs will use joint training assessment data to support their readiness assessment in DRRS.

Further stated is the commander’s and director’s commitment to assess command ability to meet joint and agency MET list (J/AMETL) standards by assessing monthly the command’s proficiency using the results of training events, real-world operations, experimental events,

---

3 The JTS is designed to improve the readiness of joint forces—that is, improve their ability to perform assigned missions under unified command.
and security cooperation activities and report MET readiness in DRRS, and to identify and report, in DRRS, program and resource shortfalls and the impact these have on the command’s or agency’s ability to accomplish its joint and agency training requirements.

**CJCSN 3500.01, 2008**

This notice provides the annual CJCS Joint Training Guidance update to all DoD components for the planning, execution, and assessment of joint training for FYs 2009–2012.4

**CJCSM 3500.03B, 2007**

This manual provides guidance to the CCDRs when implementing CJCS policy for developing J/AMETLs, planning and conducting joint training, and assessing command readiness with regard to joint capabilities. The COCOMs, services, and CSAs will use this manual when using the JTS. It provides, in great detail, a description of the JTS and command and staff responsibilities. CJCSG 3501 contains the essential information contained in this publication.

**CJCSM 3500.04B, 1999**

The UJTL Version 4.0 serves as a common language and common reference system for JFCs, CSAs, operational planners, combat developers, and trainers to communicate mission requirements. It is the basic language for development of a JMETL or AMETL that identifies required capabilities for mission success. At 637 pages, this document

---

4 The objective of joint training is to improve joint readiness for future operations. Joint training programs should be developed to support mission capability requirements described in organizational J/AMETL, executed in accordance with joint doctrine, and assessed through training assessments in JTIMS to provide timely input to readiness reporting in the DRRS.
contains the tasks, measures, and criteria at the strategic national and theater levels, as well as operational and joint and interoperability tactical tasks. It also contains conditions for joint tasks by physical, military, and civil environments.

**AFDD 1-1, 2006**

This document provides guidance for Air Force leaders in fulfilling assigned missions. It ensures that leaders at every echelon throughout the Air Force have a baseline for preparing themselves and their forces to conduct operations. Doctrine describes the proper use of air and space forces in military operations and serves as a guide for the exercise of professional judgment rather than a set of inflexible rules. It describes the Air Force’s understanding of the best way to do the job to accomplish national objectives.

The document further states the need for airmen, military and civilian, who possess the right occupational skill sets and enduring leadership competencies to form the core of force development and is the basis for all force-development efforts. The goal of force development is to prepare airmen to successfully lead and act in the midst of rapidly evolving environments while meeting their personal and professional expectations.

**AFDD 2, 2007**

This document establishes doctrinal guidance for organizing, planning, and employing air and space forces at the operational level of conflict across the full range of military operations. It is the capstone
of Air Force operational-level doctrine publications. These publications collectively form the basis from which commanders plan and execute their assigned air and space missions and their actions as a component of a joint service or multinational force.

One of the cornerstones of Air Force doctrine is that “the Air Force prefers—and in fact, plans and trains—to employ through a COMAFFOR who is also dual-hatted as a joint force air and space component commander (JFACC)” (AFDD 1). To simplify the use of nomenclature, Air Force doctrine documents assume that the COMAFFOR is dual-hatted as the JFACC unless specifically stated otherwise.

COMAFFOR responsibilities include organizing, training, equipping, and sustaining assigned and attached Air Force forces for in-theater missions and to maintain reachback to the Air Force component rear and supporting Air Force units; delineating responsibilities between forward and rear staff elements; and providing logistics and mission support functions normal to command.

The air and space expeditionary task force (AETF) is the organizational structure for deployed Air Force forces. Regardless of the size of the Air Force element, it will be organized along the lines of an AETF. The AETF presents a JFC with a task-organized, integrated package with the appropriate balance of force, sustainment, control, and force protection. The AETF presents a scalable, tailorable organization with three elements: a single commander, embodied in the COMAFFOR; appropriate command and control mechanisms; and tailored and fully supported forces.

The AETF will be tailored to the mission; this includes not only forces but also the ability to command and control those forces for the missions assigned. The AETF should draw first from in-theater resources, if available. If augmentation is needed, or if in-theater forces are not available, the AETF will draw as needed from the AEF currently on rotation. These forces, whether in-theater or deployed from out of theater, should be fully supported with the requisite maintenance, logistical support, health services, and administrative elements.

An AETF needs a command entity responsible for the deployment and sustainment of Air Force forces. The AFFOR staff is the
mechanism through which the COMAFFOR exercises his or her service responsibilities. These sustainment activities are sometimes referred to as “beds, beans, and bullets.” The AFFOR staff is also responsible for the long-range planning and theater engagement operations that fall outside the AOC’s current operational focus.

The Air Force AOC provides operational-level command and control of Air Force forces and is the focal point for planning, executing, and assessing air and space operations. Although the Air Force provides the core manpower capability for the Air Force AOC, other service component commands contributing air and space forces, as well as any multinational partners, may provide personnel in accordance with the magnitude of their force contribution. The Air Force AOC can perform a wide range of functions that can be tailored and scaled to a specific or changing mission and to the associated task force the COMAFFOR presents to the JFC.

**AFDD 2-4, 2005**

This document is the keystone document addressing the full spectrum of ACS functions that operate in peace and in war. It stresses the need for tailored combat support packages with the airmen, facilities, equipment, and supplies required for supporting Air Force forces. It includes the following definitions:

Agile combat support (ACS) includes actions taken to create, effectively deploy, and sustain US military power anywhere—at our initiative, speed, tempo. ACS is technologically superior, robust, flexible, and fully integrated with operations. ACS capabilities include provisioning for and protection of air and space personnel, assets, and capabilities throughout the full range of military operations.

Expeditionary combat support (ECS) is a subset of agile combat support that responds quickly and is highly mobile. ECS is the deployed ACS capability to provide persistent and effective support for the applications of Air and Space power on a global basis.
ACS master processes apply the capability to produce the desired effects necessary to create, operate, and sustain globally responsive air and space forces.

ACS capabilities are aggregations of many activities; imbedded and cross-functional tasks performed by the 23 combat support functional areas. Collectively, the combat support functional areas generate combat capability by creating, posturing, bedding down, protecting, servicing, maintaining, and sustaining support and operational forces.

ACS is heavily dependent on integration; 23 combat support functional areas make vital contributions to Air Force operational mission capability, relying on total force (active duty, Air Reserve component, civilians, and contractors). ACS forces are organized, trained and equipped into one seamless team to optimize readiness capability and total force utilization.

Networked, adaptive combat support command and control facilitates integration with warfighting functions to optimize the commanders’ ability to execute their military operation.

The defining attributes of ACS are agility, reliability, integration, and responsiveness. Agility is the attribute of ensuring timely deployment concentration, adaptive employment, and resourceful sustainment of air and space power. Reliability results from the ECS team’s effectiveness, competency and health of personnel, equipment dependability, trustworthiness of information, and the consistency of ACS effects. Integration brings together or incorporates diverse parts into a common team. This is not just a combination of parts; integration creates a synergistic effect, whereby the sum is much greater than its constituent parts. Responsiveness results when critical ACS capabilities are right sized, when and where needed.

The master processes measure and answer the operationally imperative questions, such as whether the forces are ready and whether the battlespace is prepared. ACS is a key enabler in readying and preparing Air Force forces for quick response, as well as sustaining all operational activity with the right resource, at the right place, at the
right time, and for the right length of time. It includes the procure-
ment, protection, maintenance, distribution, and replacement of per-
sonnel, materiel, and installations to ensure responsive AETF support
for right-sized forces supporting contingency operations. The six ACS
master processes depict critical ACS capabilities that produce military
readiness and responsiveness across the full range of operations:

- readying the force: ensuring force fitness and organizing, train-
ing, and equipping to provide military capability
- preparing the battlespace: assessing, planning, and posturing for
  rapid employment
- positioning the force: tailoring, preparing for movement, deploy-
ing, receiving, and integrating forces
- employing the force: generating timely launch or strike capability,
  providing right-sized essential support, and ensuring safe recovery
  of engaged forces
- sustaining the force: maintaining effective levels of support for
global operations worldwide beginning on day one of employ-
ment operations
- recovering the force: redeployment and reconstitution, ensuring
  that the instrument of air and space power can effectively and
  repeatedly be applied at the direction of the President or SecDef.

ACS unifies the depth of support managed at all echelons of com-
mand, as well as the breadth of organic, commercial, wholesale, retail,
termservice, and international environments. ACS also integrates the
diverse functional areas that provide unique contributions essential to
Air Force operational success, thus allowing ACS to maximize effects
and making the sum more dynamic than any of its individual parts.
Air Force combat support capabilities are fundamental to the success
of employing air and space power.

ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control supports
the mission and provides operational risk mitigation, near–real-time
combat support information, and cross-AOR resource arbitration.
The key to operational risk mitigation is the integration of sustaining
base and ECS capabilities for global, short-term inventory optimiza-
tion. Additionally, near–real-time dynamic, continuous management of combat support information and operational intelligence ensures adaptive operations and combat support plans.

Command and control is the means by which Air Force commanders monitor and maintain situational awareness, achieve common understanding of the battlespace, assess status, plan potential courses of action, and synchronize appropriate activities to achieve effects essential to meeting military objectives. Effective command and control requires well-defined process, streamlined organization, and collaborative decisionmaking constructs that are adaptable to meet unexpected challenges. Command and control of combat support enables the commander to employ capabilities and resources effectively (despite competing demands) and provides the means for implementing combat support plans, and the agility to modify those plans as necessary to meet evolving operational requirements.

Command and control is critical to the successful employment of air and space power and should be interoperable, horizontally integrated across functions, and vertically integrated across all echelons of command, and provide organizational connectivity between commanders and decisionmakers down to the employing units. Command and control supports centralized control and decentralized execution of all combat support activities.

The COMAFFOR requires the ability to maintain awareness of the status of the blue order of battle, recognize what support capability is needed where, and direct resources accordingly. Because many Air Force resources are limited and designed to serve the needs of multiple missions in widely dispersed unified commands, centralized control and decentralized execution are especially critical to ensure an optimum balance between flexibility and responsiveness of Air Force combat support. Key to this is the concept that various echelons need visibility into and authority over assets relevant to their respective roles and responsibilities.

Full-range planning and execution of Air Force forces requires an ACS communications and information system architecture that is integrated across the functional areas and provides nonsecure and secure capability. For example, the foundation for reachback consists of
command and control information centers and their supporting databases. Connectivity to any deployed operating location, including bare bases, is needed early; robust secure communications and information capabilities should connect all combat support functions. Support to achieve interoperability requires standards, frequency management, standardized systems and databases, and common processes.

The combat support center (CSC) is the strategic-level ACS node at the Pentagon. It provides global views of Air Force combat support capabilities and monitors and assesses global resource allocation by integrating multitheater requirements. The CSC also conducts integrated assessments and recommends allocation of actions for critical resources. It is the ACS component of the Air Force Operations Group (AFOG) and supports the AFOG in its mission to support the CSAF, the Secretary of the Air Force (SECAF), and the CJCS.

ACS CONOPS, 2007

A key document, it spells out the ACS concept of servicewide support. The ACS CONOPS is one of seven Air Force–level CONOPS and is the foundational combat support CONOPS of the Air Force. Air Force–level CONOPS are source documents that express a vision for how the Air Force intends to plan, prepare, deploy, employ, sustain, or recover a joint force against potential adversaries within a specified set of conditions. The ACS CONOPS provides guidance for all combat support activities in the Air Force. The ACS CONOPS timeline addresses combat support capabilities required now and as the United States moves toward 2025. It supports an AEF structure that begins before operational planning and continues through execution and sustainment of persistent operations.

The ACS CONOPS lays out the construct that describes how processes use capabilities to create support effects required for successful operational activity. It conveys how ACS master effects, master pro-
cesses, and master capabilities enable the Air Force to support both in-garrison and deployed operational capabilities.\(^6\)

The ACS goals are to make the Air Force lighter and leaner, develop a more responsive planning and execution capability, achieve an agile and effective sustainment process, and develop responsive, well-integrated ACS command and control. These are key to integrating combat support capabilities to ensure timely and persistent support for air, space, and cyberspace power to accomplish Air Force objectives. They also codify ACS best practices and lessons learned and support the Air Force Capabilities Review and Risk Assessment process. Lastly, they provide a valid, reliable, capability-based foundation for force structure decisions within the Air Force. ACS goals also provide direction for the AEF and illustrate how the Air Force community supports the national strategy delineated in the Strategic Planning Guidance (SPG), the Quadrennial Defense Review, and NMS, as well as how the Air Force deploys forces in support of the CCDRs. These goals are integral to guiding ACS to enable the operational Air Force CONOPS.

Note that there are a total of six operational CONOPS. ACS provides the support foundation and integration within and between the six operational Air Force CONOPS: global strike, global persistent attack, nuclear response, homeland defense and civil support, global mobility, and space and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance.

ACS goals are supported with actionable, measurable objectives outlined in the ACS Supporting CONOPS (November 2007). The objectives act as major areas of concentration viewed through the lens of the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF) construct and clarify

\(^6\) Ultimate achievement of ACS master effects is based on some assumptions. One of the most salient to the ACS project is organizational integration. Disparate functional processes must be integrated into cross-functional, process-based solutions to deliver improved critical and enabling capabilities and effects. Each component headquarters will be fully networked with its sister components’ planning and execution centers, facilitating an assured, integrated common operating picture ensuring operational environment awareness and availability of decision-quality information. Such collaborative planning across all components, using robust shared visualization tools, will combine joint force capabilities while enabling real-time changes.
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the ACS requirements. Each objective is traceable to at least one of the four ACS goals. The ACS CONOPS is responsible for driving capabilities-based planning (CBP) requirements toward a comprehensive roadmap for ACS capabilities. The ACS capability plan serves as that roadmap and details the direction of strategic, operational, and tactical planning and programming efforts through ACS CBP activities.

As described in the ACS CONOPS, the fundamental principles of ACS describe the basic and essential qualities and intrinsic characteristics of the integrated support provided for Air Force operational activity in both peace and war. These principles are

- properly prepared forces
- assured response
- effective beddown and sustainment
- efficient installation support
- leveraged information technology
- dependable reachback
- time-definite delivery.

Of particular interest for this analysis is the principle of reachback. Through reachback, deployed units obtain support from theater-, rear-, or CONUS-based organizations. Reachback includes requests for supplies and equipment, as well as specialty consultation and decision support to enable mission accomplishment. Deployed units transmit requests for support and status reports back through echelon chains. The status reports provide the mechanism for prioritization of requests and orders of replenishment. This process must be supported by information systems that ensure that top-priority requirements are automatically identified and delivered by the optimal transportation mode. When CCDRs require a force specialty or item, the system will reachback to CONUS and deliver the member or item where and when needed. This reachback approach will make it possible to deploy fewer functions and personnel forward for the deployment and sustainment processes. The success of reachback depends on seamless data flow from
the forward location through the entire support pipeline and a correspondingly responsive pipeline flowing requested support forward.7

Information required supporting logistical reachback responsibilities falls into two categories: (1) anticipated service or weapon system–specific products, applications, and services and (2) unanticipated spillover tasking from the theater AOC. Weapon-specific and general ACS materiel and housekeeping supplies will be needed during any conflict or crisis employing air, space, and cyberspace power. Inventory control points (ICPs), centralized intermediate repair facilities (CIRFs), and repair depots coordinate with each theater or AOR during the peacetime/readiness phase to define specific anticipated Air Force reachback support products, services, and applications. Following COMAFFOR/A4 empowerment, the CSC/LRC requests support directly from the ICPs and repair depots. During any crisis or contingency, the theater might require support that was not anticipated previously. In such cases, the JTF/J4 can request the needed support. Requests from multiple regions that exceed available national resources will be reviewed for potential allocation decisions by the joint staff.

ACS CFMP, 2010

The commander of AFMC is responsible for implementing SECAF and CSAF decisions affecting ACS, including planning, execution, oversight, and reporting on the performance of ACS. The document that will inform and drive senior leaders’ decisions is the ACS CFMP.

---

7 The logistics support center (LSC) is another example of reachback capturing how combat support personnel use supply chain channels to acquire the necessary equipment and products needed to accomplish their assigned mission. The LSC provides deployed forces with standard base-level supply system access through a remote processing station. The system has been used extensively in exercise and contingency deployments. It mirrors a normal supply account that handles mission capable assets, replenishes readiness spares packages, provides stock control and equipment transactions, coordinates operations and maintenance and stock fund management, supports local purchase requirements, and provides a remote processing station. Other responsibilities of the LSC are to provide online computer support, centralized database access for units deploying to bare bases or collocated operating bases, and support to main operating bases as requested by the theater CSC.
AFMC is the principal proponent and subject matter expert for the development and management of the ACS CFMP.8

The ACS CFMP guides the development and integration of future concepts and Air Force capabilities for conducting ACS activities. It integrates ACS priorities, goals, and objectives; influences the Air Force strategic planning and programming processes; and provides a defined mechanism for better understanding of the important role of ACS across the range of military operations. The CFMP is the source document to inform Air Force leadership and guide assessments of potential integration requirements and opportunities. The ACS CFMP places primary emphasis on the capabilities that air components and their senior staffs will provide the CCDRs in support of the CCDR objectives. The intent is to link ACS goals and objectives in the Air Force corporate structure and help future commanders and leaders better understand their contributions to ACS planning, programming, and implementation efforts.

The ACS CFMP also discusses an ACS architecture. Without a fully developed architectural ACS enterprise, including the touch points to how the Air Force fights wars, requirements for ACS will continue to be incomplete, disjointed, stovepiped, and inefficient. To mitigate this risk, the ACS community—defined as including both the 28 ACS functional capabilities and the ACS organizational levels (strategic [global], operational [C-NAF], and tactical [wing])—requires architectures that document ACS capabilities, organizations, processes, information flows, technology, and the operational scenarios that use them. As a strategic resource, architectures are congressionally mandated to support federal, DoD, joint, and Air Force requirements, as well as interoperability.

ACS architectures, as a part of the federated Air Force Enterprise Architecture, are a key framework component that connects ACS capabilities to the Air Force’s strategic vision, strategies, and plans. The ACS

---

8 ACS is one of the 12 Air Force service core functions (SCFs). Underpinning the work of all Air Force SCFs are the capabilities included in ACS. The SECAF and the CSAF designated the role of Air Force SCF lead integrators to specific MAJCOMs to lead development and advancement of Air Force positions on the SCFs. AFMC is assigned the lead integrator role for ACS.
architecture should also capture potential gaps, shortfalls, and system duplication, as well as support functionality and system interoperability investigations through architecture-based analysis. This architecture-derived information is critical to supporting high-level planning, programming, and requirements decisionmaking. A fully documented (architected) ACS community will describe the community’s current operational capability and be used to identify metrics for implementing near- and mid-term modernization efforts.

**AFDD 2-8 (now AFDD 6-0), 2007**

This doctrine document is a keystone doctrine statement and establishes doctrinal guidance for command and control operations to support national military objectives and commanders in employing air and space forces across the full range of military operations. It stresses the need for fixed and mobile interoperable command and control centers, with efficient processes, state-of-the-art equipment, and properly trained airmen to support U.S. and multinational requirements worldwide.

Paramount to Air Force command and control doctrine and stated in AFDD 2-8 is the fact that effective command and control is essential to the Air Force in producing the right effects at the right place and time to support theater and global force commanders.

According to AFDD 2-8, command and control involves the integrated processes, organizational structures, personnel, equipment, facilities, information, and communications designed to enable a commander to exercise authority and direction across the range of military operations. The command and control process should support informed and timely decisions at all levels of command.

Specifically addressed are ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control: Combat support command and control enables the commander to employ capabilities and resources effectively (despite competing demands). It also provides the means for implementing combat support plans and the agility to modify those plans as necessary to meet evolving operational requirements.
ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes and capabilities are described. ACS uses the MAPE process. ACS systems provide the tools and technology to access, analyze, display, and act on relevant information enabling them to ready, deploy, employ, and sustain forces for assigned missions worldwide.

Also discussed in AFDD 2-8 is that Air Force command and control centers must provide oversight and control for operations conducted worldwide. These centers must support both the operational and administrative chains of command. Each command and control center is unique in its mission due to the uniqueness of the command and the mission that it serves. Air Force command and control centers may use the concepts of reachback and distributed operations to support forces deployed or operating in place from multiple locations.9

Reachback provides ongoing combat support to the operation from the rear, while distributed operation indicates actual involvement in operational planning or operational decisionmaking. The goal of effective distributed operations is to support the operational commander in the field; it is not a method of command from the rear. The concept of reachback allows functions to be supported by a staff at home station, to keep the manning and equipment footprint smaller at a forward location. Distributed operations, which may rely heavily on reachback support, vary by mission, circumstances, and level of conflict. Each Air Force command and control entity will have a defined function that contributes to an overall distributed operation, whether it provides information from a fixed location at home station or it is forward deployed.

---

9 Reachback is a generic term for obtaining forces, materiel, or information support from Air Force organizations not forward deployed. The intent of reachback operations is to support forces forward, not to command operations from the rear. Distributed operations occur when independent or interdependent nodes or locations participate in the operational planning or operational decisionmaking process to accomplish goals or missions for engaged commanders.
Command and Control Service CFMP, 2010

This plan provides the Air Force’s path required to achieve its command and control vision. It identifies how the Air Force will deliver command and control across the full spectrum of conflict, implications and risks generated by current and future operational environments, and DOTMLPF actions designed to mitigate noted implications and risks to ensure that the Air Force can deliver command and control to the joint force. The command and control SCF plan broadly describes strategic-level guidance for Air Force leadership to provide command and control capabilities to the JFC for application across the range of military operations.

Commander, ACC (COMACC), is the lead integrator for the command and control CFMP and oversees foundational analysis, development, and refinement. The challenge in defining the command and control SCF is to recognize and acknowledge that Air Force command and control occurs across all MAJCOMs, C-NAFs, and wings and is executed by individual weapon system operators. It occurs in all warfighting domains and in all stages of military operations.

PAD 10-02, 2009

This document discusses command and control of Air Force forces at the operational level through the C-NAFs, composed of an AOC and an AFFOR staff. It scopes the C-NAFs’ day-to-day responsibilities for phase 0 (shape) and phase 1 (deter) operations and establishes the requirement for rapid augmentation teams to meet surge requirements and supplement C-NAFs during other phases of operations. This PAD further defines the number and location of the AOCs, including their required architecture and training suites, and aligns reserve units with C-NAFs for augmentation. This document also directs the development and testing of an OSF. The OSF was established (per PAD 06-09) to provide COOP and backup to C-NAFs conducting ongoing operations. It was also designed to provide reachback support to both the
AOC and AFFOR staff. This PAD directs testing the OSF concept and developing TTP for distributed operations.

**AFPD 10-2, 2006**

This policy directive establishes Air Force readiness requirements and responsibilities and directs MAJCOMs to report accurate readiness data in support of decisionmaking processes.

AFPD 10-2 states that all Air Force readiness-related programs and processes will be aligned with DRRS (GFM) initiatives. DRRS will feed ESORTS data to facilitate the JQRR process. GSORTS is a CJCS-controlled, automated data system primarily created to provide the President and the SecDef authoritative information related to the readiness of military forces to meet assigned missions and goals.

The ART allows AEF allocated units the ability to report UTC-level readiness data. It allows immediate updates and ready access to an aggregate UTC status for all levels of command with sufficient depth of information to make informed decisions on the employment of Air Force capabilities across the full ROMO. Integration of DRRS and ART (DRRS-AF) is critical to provide the required visibility of Air Force capabilities and resources while supporting the AEF construct.

**APPG, 2009**

This biennial document provides both top-level planning direction to MAJCOMs and programmatic guidance to the Air Force corporate structure (AFCS). This APPG is oriented toward developing planning activities that will enable the Air Force to construct a well-informed, strategy-driven, resource-constrained FY 2012 POM. The APPG is the primary document directing disciplined planning efforts across the Air Force.
DRRS Interim Guidance, 2009

This guidance, issued by AF/A3O to implement DRRS reporting by Air Force units, is issued without applicable DoD instruction (DODI) and CJCSI. When the DODI and CJCSI are published, this guidance will be published in a corresponding AFI. Until that occurs, this guidance will be used. If there is a conflict between this guidance and the CONOPS for DRRS ESORTS, this guidance takes precedence until all documents are updated.

AFUTL, 2009

The AFUTL is a menu of tasks in a common joint language that serves as the foundation for CBP across the range of military operations. It is a comprehensive, integrated menu of functional tasks, conditions, and measures supporting all levels of DoD in executing the national defense strategy and the NMS. The AFUTL supports DoD in joint CBP, joint force development, and readiness reporting.

Air Force–specific tasks supplement the UJTL and, when they are combined with the appropriate tasks in the UJTL, the two comprise the AFUTL. This task list also complies with DODD 7730.65, Department of Defense Readiness Reporting System (DRRS), for developing and assessing mission essential task lists (METLs) in DRRS.

The AFUTL is a key element of the capability-based, mission-to-task joint system. The AFUTL is adaptive, flexible, and horizontally and vertically integrated, and tasks are mapped to capabilities to meet operational mission requirements. This capability-based, mission-to-task connectivity enables combat developers to determine what DOTMLPF changes affect future force development. Additionally, these tasks enable operational planners to determine what forces are required to achieve desired capabilities when used in conjunction with DRRS. All users of this list must first conduct unit mission analysis, identify specified and implied tasks, then use the AFUTL or UJTL to describe these tasks (including supporting and command-linked tasks). Users then apply guidance to determine which tasks are essential to
successful accomplishment of that mission ("war stopper"). These are a unit's METs. Mission tasks are further described by selecting the conditions under which the task is to be performed and the measures and scale of task performance, forming a unit METL.

**AFPD 10-4, 2009**

This AFPD directs implementation of U.S. Code Title 10 guidance on service responsibilities. It covers mostly personnel and manpower utilization.

This policy directive incorporates aspects of global operations planning and directs AEF force management, force allocation, and battle-rhythm management synchronized with the GFM process to support CCDR requirements. This AFPD aligns actual tempo requirements with a matching force-generation model under a tempo band construct, applies rule sets for forces operating at a tempo of less than 1:4 deploy-to-dwell, aligns Air Force planning periods with GFM, provides an enterprise view of service risk synchronized with GFM risk definitions, and directs the annual reassessment of planning assumptions based on emerging and rotational requirements.

**AFI 10-201, 2006**

The document addresses Air Staff FAM responsibilities: Develop measured area criteria and their associated tables and conversion charts, as applicable; ensure that tables and conversion charts are current and accurately reflect the functional area's mission; monitor functional-area Status of Resources and Training System (SORTS) information; coordinate changes affecting SORTS; ensure that equipment and supplies identified in supported designed operational capability (DOC)–referenced UTCs are not selectively excluded from SORTS measurement; provide guidance to MAJCOM FAMs for construction and maintenance of unit capability (that is, UTCs) and the associated SORTS DOC statement; coordinate among UTC providers to
ensure standardization of capability; monitor and anticipate changes in capability or wartime requirements and direct necessary modifications; resolve MAJCOM disputes concerning new UTC or special mission capability additions to the SORTS DOC statement; coordinate any required interim SORTS guidance; identify IOC dates for new SORTS tasks; and periodically (minimum, semiannually) HAF functional offices for accuracy.¹⁰

**AFI 10-401, 2006**

The purpose of this instruction is to provide an overview of the joint planning process and the interrelationships of the associated national-level systems that produce national security policy, military strategy, force and sustainment requirements, and plans.¹¹ The four major interrelated systems affecting the development of joint operational plans are the National Security Council System; the JSPS; Planning, Pro-

---

¹⁰ SORTS is an internal management tool for use by the CJCS, services, unified commands, and CSAs. It is the single automated reporting system within DoD functioning as the central registry of all operational units of the U.S. armed forces and certain foreign organizations. SORTS has a threefold purpose: It provides data critical to crisis planning, provides for the deliberate or peacetime planning process, and is used by CSAF and subordinate commanders in assessing their effectiveness in meeting Title 10 responsibilities to organize, train, and equip forces for COCOMs. The Air Force uses SORTS status information in assessing readiness, determining budgetary allocation and management action impacts on unit-level readiness, answering congressional inquiries, analyzing readiness trends, and supporting readiness decisions. SORTS is not designed to function as a detailed information management system objectively counting all conceivable variables regarding personnel, training, and logistics. SORTS indicates a unit’s ability to undertake its full mission (primary DOC statement) or particular mission (secondary or tertiary DOC statements). SORTS may also provide indications of the efficacy of resource-allocation decisions and the impacts of budgetary constraints on resourcing unit requirements. When deployed or employed in response to a crisis or OPORD, SORTS provides both an assessment of a unit’s status based on ability to execute the mission set for which it was organized or designed and, when appropriate, the mission against which it is employed.

¹¹ The Joint Programming Guidance is discussed. It provides programming guidance to military and defense agencies to develop their POM. It also provides the SecDef’s threat assessment, policy, strategy, force planning, and resource planning guidance within broad fiscal constraints. It is the link between the JSPS and the PPBE.
programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE); and the JOPES. This instruction provides very detailed planning guidance.

The PPBE is a major system related to the overall joint planning and execution process. Planning, programming, and budgeting are ongoing processes that enable senior leadership to assess alternative ways to achieve the best mix of force, requirements, and support attainable within fiscal constraints. A major goal is to strategically link any major decision for acquisition, force structure, operational concepts, and infrastructure, for example, both to the JPG and to program and budget development. The PPBE is concerned with allocating resources (force, equipment, and support) to meet the warfighting needs of the CCDRs. It translates strategy and force requirements developed by the military in the NMS into budgetary requirements that are presented to Congress. Key products in the PPBE include the POM, Budget Estimate Submission, the President’s Budget, Program Change Proposal, and Budget Change Proposal.

Also described in this AFI is GFM as a process to align force apportionment, assignment, and allocation methodologies in support of the defense strategy and in support of joint force availability requirements; present comprehensive insight into the global availability of U.S. military forces; and provide senior decisionmakers a vehicle to quickly and accurately assess the impact and risk of proposed allocation, assignment, and apportionment changes.

In this process, the Joint Staff directly tasks USJFCOM, as primary JFP, or other JFPs (i.e., USTRANSCOM, USSOCOM, or U.S. Strategic Command [USSTRATCOM]), to develop recommended global sourcing solutions. This formal process sources emerging unified CCDR (unified combatant commander) requirements. USJFCOM endorses the request for forces/capabilities (RFF/RFC) and forwards with any additional sourcing guidance to the service components to determine sourcing recommendation and issues. The Air Force Operations Group (AF/A300), working with HAF and MAJCOM FAMs, will develop and provide the Air Force position to ACC as the USJFCOM service component to distribute the recommended sourcing solution (including RCs) to the primary JFP. ACC has a clear component role with USJFCOM to assist in distributing and monitoring
Air Force sourcing availability to execute CCDR missions and forecast sourcing challenges or issues.

RFFs/RFCs and the Joint Staff process are initiated when a CCDR determines a requirement and submits an RFF/RFC to the Joint Staff. The RFF/RFC provides CCDRs with a means to obtain required support not already assigned or allocated to the command. Prior to the CCDR forwarding to the Joint Staff, Air Force component headquarters will review all RFFs/RFCs for Air Force capabilities being requested and translate the request into potential UTCs, Air Force specialty codes, or closest organic Air Force capability.

In response to an RFF/RFC, the Joint Staff generates a draft execute or deployment order (EXORD/DEPORD) allocating forces from a force provider to the requesting CCDR for a set period of time and sends the validated RFF/RFC in a Joint Staff Action Package to USJFCOM and a copy to HAF and supporting COCOMs. Generally, this is a three-step Air Force service-level process beginning with sourcing feasibility (action officer to action officer), formal sourcing, and culminating with an EXORD/DEPORD or modification to EXORD.

The Air Force–recommended sourcing solution is delivered to ACC, as Air Force JFP, to USJFCOM for final input and to prepare rotational force schedule, rotational force allocation plan, and military risk assessment for the Joint Staff to submit to the SecDef for approval.

For Joint Staff taskings, AF/A3OO coordinates with HAF and MAJCOM FAMs and the AEFC to accurately assess availability of assets, the risk associated with sourcing the requirement, necessary training, and appropriate latest arrival date. AF/A3OO forwards a recommendation through Operational Planning Policy and Strategy, Headquarters Air Staff to ACC, which forwards a fully coordinated response to USJFCOM.

ACS sustainment planning is a crucial element of crisis action and contingency planning. The Air Force accomplishes this planning by means of an LSA. LSA is an analytical process used to predict ACS operational capability requirements, gaps, and priorities. The process and methodology support Defense Planning Guidance and major theater OPLAN assessments, crisis action planning, and supplemental budgeting estimates. Air Force Materiel Command, Logistics Read-
ness Division, validates all logistics planning factors developed by Air Force and other DoD organizations. AF/A4/7 reviews these planning factors to ensure that they are consistent with policy guidance, ACS CONOPS objectives, and capability review and risk assessment scenarios and priorities. This assessment provides a broad assessment of key ACS support and enabler capabilities required to execute the DPG and CCDR’s plans. As a general rule, the Air Force uses the supported component headquarters’ directorate of logistics, or equivalent, as its agent for analysis.

**AFI 10-403, 2008**

This instruction implements AFPD 10-4, *Operations Planning: Air and Space Expeditionary Force (AEF)*, and AFI 10-401, *Air Force Operations Planning and Execution*. It provides the basic requirements for Air Force deployment planning and execution at all levels of command to support contingency and deployment operations. It also describes the specific requirements for preexecution, command and control, cargo and personnel preparation, reception, support of Air Force deployment and redeployment operations, and reintegration and reconstitution procedures. This guidance directly supports the installation commander to effectively and efficiently deploy forces in support of OPLANs, AEF taskings, lesser contingency operations, exercises, and other operational and training events.

The AF/A3O is responsible for overall readiness and training of Air Force forces, contributing to a force that is trained and ready to deploy. It publishes direction concerning the ART allowing unit commanders to assess a UTC’s ability to meet its mission capability and the AEFC to task the most-qualified and most-ready units.

The AF/A4/7 provides policy guidance to the Air Staff, MAJCOMs, and wings to achieve effective and efficient worldwide deployment of identified forces comprised of required capabilities and their inherent resources.

The Directorate of Logistics Readiness is the office of primary responsibility (OPR) for Air Force deployment and redeployment oper-
The AF/A4/7 does the following:

- develops training curriculum for installation deployment officers (IDO\(s\)), including cascade training for unit deployment managers (UDM\(s\))
- develops policy guidance for integrating automated systems to support deployment operations and serves as the ACS OPR for Deliberate and Crisis Action Planning and Execution Segments (DCAPES)
- serves as the overall OPR for the Integrated Deployment System (IDS). IDS is composed of four information technology systems: the Logistics Module (LOGMOD), Cargo Movement Operations System (CMOS) or Global Air Transportation Execution System at AMC CONUS strategic aerial ports and OCONUS Air Mobility Squadrons, Automated Air Load Planning System (AALPS), and DCAPES.
- manages the LOGMOD/LOGMOD Stand-Alone, CMOS, and AALPS components of IDS
- develops policy guidance on transportation activities that support deployment operations
- develops policy guidance on automated cargo and passenger transportation systems to support deployment processing and in-transit visibility of deploying personnel and cargo
- reviews and approves or disapproves logistics detail additions, deletions, and changes and forwards those changes to the Joint Staff for update to the type unit characteristics
- serves as core member of the AEF Steering Group (AEFSG) developing policy and procedures to enhance the execution of the AEF.

The Directorate of Maintenance develops policy guidance on maintenance organizations’ support of deployment operations.

The AF/A7C establishes and maintains civil engineer policy and guidance to ensure that civil engineers have the capability to provide, sustain, operate, maintain, restore, and protect the installations, infra-
structure, facilities, housing, and environment necessary to support air and space forces involved in deployment, sustainment, and redeployment operations.

COMACC is responsible for execution of the AEF schedule. COMACC performs the following functions in overseeing the scheduling and execution of the AEF:

- performs as the Air Force JFP recommending global Air Force sourcing solutions to USJFCOM
- manages the scheduling and sourcing of forces to meet AEF requirements through the AEFC
- ensures that MAJCOMs verify status of UTCs in ART
- adjudicates issues that cannot be resolved by the commander, AEFC (AEFC/CC) and affected air component or MAJCOM commanders
- forwards the fully coordinated AEF schedule through the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, Plans, and Requirements (AF/A3/5) to CSAF for approval to meet GFM-directed timelines for inclusion in the GFM guidance
- task organizes an AETF from scheduled forces and will pass the sourcing requirement to the affected MAJCOM on receipt of an HAF tasking order
- Task organization and transfer of AETF forces are coordinated through COMACC and the AEFC.
- passes (through AEFC) sourced capability to the affected MAJCOM commander (MAJCOM/CC) for execution
- provides HAF (through AEFC) visibility over deployed forces to assess location, readiness, and projected reconstitution requirements.

AEFC is a direct reporting unit of AFPC and manages and coordinates the AEF schedule and tracks execution.

AEFC is a service organization and is itself without authority to exercise operational authority over forces. Rather, AEFC facilitates the transfer of forces. It coordinates efforts of the scheduling integrated process teams (SIPTs). Each of the affected MAJCOMs will have
appropriate representation on the SIPTs and will coordinate on SIPT actions. The three SIPTs are

- Combat Air Forces SIPT (CAF SIPT), chaired by ACC A3
- Mobility Air Forces SIPT (MAF SIPT), chaired by AMC A3
- ECS SIPT, chaired by AEFC/CC.

The AEFC

- manages the ART
- provides a monthly report of UTCs in their eligibility period and not reporting “green” in ART through AF/A3/5 to CSAF
- assists the C-NAFs in identifying capabilities and UTCs required in the AETF
- maintains the master rotational TPFDD by building requirements after initial TPFDD build by the C-NAFs
- upon receipt of CSAF execution order, passes sourcing recommendations in accordance with the AEF schedule to the affected MAJCOM/CC (information copy to units) for execution
- works with COMAFFORs and USTRANSCOM to maintain in-transit and deployed visibility and tracking of AEF UTCs
- monitors the scheduling of deployment transportation
- manages the DCAPES tasking process for AEF-sourced requirements as identified in contingency and rotational TPFDDs
- manages the Air Force Deployment Processing Discrepancy Reporting Tool (DPDRT)
- articulates related processes, roles, and responsibilities of all involved agencies (i.e., the AEFC, MAJCOMs, IDOs, personnel readiness functions, UDMs, personnel support for contingency operations teams, and deployed commanders)
- maintains the DPDRT and produces metrics to track and report discrepancies for corrective actions
- is responsible for monitoring the corrective action taken by the supporting commands through the DPDRT program
- oversees and manages the UTC shortfall and reclama process when taskings must be reassigned between MAJCOMs; the
AEFC is the central agency for adjudicating Air Force reclamas and forwarding to HAF, as required
• will designate ECS backfill forces when required; these forces can be deployed, or placed on a prepare-to-deploy order, as appropriate, if theater-assigned forces are unable to disengage to respond to an unexpected crisis in their assigned theater
• serves as co-chair of the AEFSG developing policy and procedures to enhance the execution of the AEF.

**AFI 10-244, 2005**

This instruction implements AFPD 10-2, *Readiness*. It provides policy and guidance for reporting Air Force UTC status. It formalizes reporting policies for taskings for the full range of military operations.

This AFI discusses ART. The ART allows AEF-allocated units the ability to report UTC-level readiness data. It provides one central location to archive reported data. It allows immediate updates and ready access to an aggregate UTC status for all levels of command with sufficient depth of information to make informed decisions on the employment of forces for AEF operations. It further provides a means for identifying and analyzing actionable indicators of change.

ART complements readiness data reported in SORTS. ART focuses reporting on the modular scalable capability-based UTC’s designed to meet the needs of the 21st-century force, while SORTS is unit-centric with reporting based on major war commitments.¹²

This AFI outlines roles and responsibilities as follows.

---

¹² Readiness assessments for major war and AEF tasking must be considered together; however, the reporting guidelines for each may be independent. A unit’s C level as reported in SORTS might not directly correlate to its ability to support a specific UTC tasking as indicated in ART. Unit commander assessments reported in ART present the status of each UTC in the AEF library, and they provide higher levels of command the necessary information to make force and resource-allocation decisions to effectively support theater commanders. Within the AEF construct, the UTC assessments are used to determine the most effective force tasking.
• The AF/A3/5 coordinates Air Force–wide efforts to develop capabilities and field AEF forces and the associated operational-level command and control infrastructure and units.

• The AF/A5X assesses capability of AEF forces to support CCDR planning initiatives and requests for support and assesses capability of apportioned AEFs to accomplish assigned missions. It interfaces with the AFPC Directorate of AEF Operations (AFPC/DPW) on UTC efforts, AEF libraries, JSCP issues, AEF sourcing issues and conferences, and FAMs’ interface with and AEFs’ relationship to OPLAN guidance. It is the Air Force focal point for developing and integrating operational strategies, requirements, policies, guidance, and plans necessary to support AEF operations worldwide supporting the warfighter. The War and Mobilization Planning Policy Division develops general policies regarding all facets of the management of UTCs and the general guidelines for assigning available UTCs to the AEF construct.

• The AF/A3O is responsible for overall Air Force current operations, readiness, and training. It administers policies governing operational training, force readiness, range and airspace issues, personnel recovery, and special plans and programs. It is the OPR for Air Force readiness.

• The AF/A4/7 develops policy and provides guidance for all logistics plans, transportation, supply, maintenance, civil engineer, and munitions support. It is the HAF lead for developing ACS capabilities and appropriately sizing these capabilities as ECS to support AEF operations.

• The Air Staff FAMs act as a central coordinator of the actions of their MAJCOM, FOA, and DRU counterparts to ensure that their applicable functional-area UTCs are being properly assigned to the AEF construct. (See AFI 10-401 for additional Air Staff FAM responsibilities.)

• The AFPC/DPW is a cross-functional, centralized management team responsible for planning, configuring, scheduling, and preparing AEFs, as well as assessing AEF capabilities to enable the advancement of the AEF. Responsibilities specifically include AEF force tasking and scheduling for steady state operational require-
ments. The AFPC/DPW integrates trained aerospace forces to meet theater CCDRs’ requirements. Included in this is responsibility for working with the Air Force Operations Group during crisis action planning and with AF/A3/5 for force reconstitution planning. It identifies escalated reconstitution requirements when force commitment exceeds sustainment levels. It coordinates with MAJCOMs, FOAs, and DRUs to identify units in surge operations and those that require reconstitution. It monitors personnel, training, equipment, and supply status throughout surge operations, advising Air Staff of critical impacts to on-call operations, the AEF schedule, and MCO execution.

- The AFPC/DPW monitors UTC readiness through ART. It assesses UTC problem areas for overall AEF impact. It assists in asset reprioritization based on reported UTC readiness level. It monitors UTC shortfalls and deficiencies and ensures visibility by MAJCOMs, FOAs, and DRUs and Air Staff FAMs.

**AFI 13-1AOC, Vol. 3, 2005**

This instruction implements guidance in JP 3-30, *Command and Control for Joint Air Operations*, and AFDD 2, *Operations and Organization*. It covers the AOC weapon system that is provided by the AFFOR staff and employed by the COMAFFOR when designated as a combined or joint force air component commander (C/JFACC), supporting component commanders or when executing air and space operations and no C/JFACC is designated.

The AOC weapon system is the senior command and control element of the Theater Air Control System and operational-level focal point for command and control during Air Force and combined (coalition) or joint operations. Following the tenet of centralized planning and control, and decentralized execution, the AOC provides operational-level command and control of air and space forces. The AOC includes personnel and equipment to ensure the effective conduct of air and space operations (for example, communications, operations, intelligence).
The combat support team (CST) is the AOC’s focal point for all combat support–related issues affecting the AOC’s processes and the support and sustainment of Air Force, joint, and coalition combat air power. The CST directly participates in strategy development, combat planning, combat operations, and air mobility planning and operations. The CST analyzes COAs for feasibility and assesses the logistical and combat support feasibility of each COA. During strategy development and other planning processes, the CST assesses the potential impact beddown decisions and assesses the impacts of TPFDD feasibility and force closure estimates. The CST supports all AOC sections with combat support information. The CST provides data for daily J/CFACC decision and status briefings and information for recurring reports. The CST maintains logistics status reports and combat support status reports and ensures that automated planning systems data (e.g., status of aircraft, facilities, medical, munitions, personnel, POL, and resources) and all other combat support–related decision-support tools reflect the most-current information. As a minimum, the CST is comprised of aircraft maintenance, civil engineer, logistics readiness, and munitions officer and enlisted personnel but can be expanded with representation from other COMAFFOR staff directorates as required.
A CCDR commands either a geographic command (such as USCENTCOM, USPACOM, or USEUCOM) or a functional command (such as USTRANSCOM or USSTRATCOM). That CCDR maintains operational, tactical, and administrative control over troops operating in his or her AOR. A representative from each service component—Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines—reports directly to the CCDR to help achieve his or her campaign objectives. The Air Force representation to the CCDR is the COMAFFOR. During military operations, the CCDR can name a JTF commander to carry out operations in the AOR. In this case, the COMAFFOR would report to the JTF commander (see Figure C.1), who would, in turn, report to the CCDR.

The COMAFFOR plans and executes all Air Force air and space operations in the AOR. He or she is the Air Force component representative to the COCOM. The vision behind the present approach for providing a single Air Force voice to the COCOM is summarized in PADs 06-09 and 07-13 and the *Air Force Forces Command and Control Enabling Concept* (PAD 06-09, 2006b; PAD 07-13, 2008; U.S. Air Force, 2006a). These documents outline guiding principles that indicate that each command—and, where appropriate, each subunified command—will have a single POC for U.S. Air Force forces, with COMAFFOR authority. Under the current organizational structure, the COMAFFOR is either the component major command com-
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mander (C-MAJCOM/CC) or the C-NAF commander (C-NAF/CC) (see Figure C.2).¹

In addition to planning and executing all Air Force operations in theater, the COMAFFOR has responsibility for the care and feeding of all Air Force personnel engaged in operations in the AOR. To help him or her fulfill these responsibilities, the COMAFFOR commands two organizations: the AOC and an AFFOR staff (see Figure C.3). The AOC typically concentrates on prosecuting the operation. The CCDR sets objectives, and the AOC responds with available Air Force capabilities and builds an ATO to accomplish those objectives (operational-level command and control). The AFFOR staff primarily concentrates on enabling the forces to accomplish the assigned missions by ensuring that all required support is available (care and feeding).

¹ C-MAJCOMs are USEUCOM, USPACOM, USSOCOM, and USTRANSCOM. C-NAFs are USCENTCOM, U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), U.S. Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM), and USSTRATCOM.
The COMAFFOR focuses primarily on meeting the needs of the JTF commander. He or she should be postured to assume JFACC duties as needed, which would include command of the AOC as well as a joint staff working in parallel with the existing AFFOR staff. The AOC should be capable of quickly incorporating joint elements necessary to perform JFACC tasks. The joint staff should be postured to answer joint taskings, while the AFFOR staff remains an Air Force headquarters staff working for a COMAFFOR (either the C-NAF/CC or a C-MAJCOM/CC) even if the COMAFFOR assumes JFACC authority.
The AFFOR component of each C-NAF is comprised of the AFFOR staff and a personal staff. The AFFOR staff has primary responsibility for shaping, posturing, and sustaining Air Force forces for employment. The AFFOR staff supports the COMAFFOR in planning and executing component and operational tasks, while the personal staff helps with matters requiring close personal attention by the commander. The personal staff also advises the commander on technical and administrative matters. AFFOR staff tasks include short-term responses to the immediate needs in crisis or steady state operations and longer-term tasks associated with creating, posturing, and sustaining a combat force. The AFFOR staff is the Air Force component-level staff.

See AFDD 2 (2007a) for a description of AFFOR functional responsibilities.
There are currently 11 C-NAFs located around the world. Figure C.4 shows the seven geographic C-NAFs—Air Forces Northern (AFNORTH), AFCENT, AFEUR, AFAFRICA, AFKOR, AFPAC, and AF SOUTH—and the four functional C-NAFs—AFSOC, Air Forces Transportation (AFTRANS), Air Forces Strategic–Space (AFSTRAT-SP), Air Forces Strategic–Global Strike (AFSTRAT-GS)—as well as other NAFs.

All these organizations and personnel—the COCOM and CCDR, the JTF and JTF commander, the COMAFFOR, the C-NAFs, and the C-MAJC OMs—play an important role in ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control processes. However, the ACS organizational structure used in the past several military operations were developed ad hoc, contributing to several of the organizational deficiencies listed in Chapter Six.

Doctrine calls for a NAF to transition to the wartime Air Force component role in times of conflict. Doctrine also calls for the augmentation of the NAF for reachback capability. During JTF Noble Anvil (JTF NA), the air war over Serbia, the Air Force deviated from doctrinal guidelines and placed the AFFOR and JFACC staffs at separate locations. The 16th Air Force commander was selected to be the JFACC. The 16th Air Force A4 was quickly overwhelmed by his responsibilities and looked to the MAJCOM component, U.S. Air Forces Europe (USAFE), to provide support. At the beginning of JTF NA, USAFE did not have a clearly established role to execute contingency responsibilities. The staff faced challenges in organizing to provide this support. Their data gathering and analysis had varying degrees of success with respect to data accuracy and timeliness. They struggled to estimate support needs and present them to USEUCOM. As JTF NA progressed, ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control organizational roles and responsibilities evolved.

As in JTF NA, combat support command relationships during OEF did not follow doctrine. Doctrine called for augmenting AFCENT logistics personnel; elements of the AFCENT logistics directorate deploying forward, if forward operations were necessary; and a reachback logistics element at the AFCENT rear site at Shaw AFB in South Carolina. Instead of augmenting the NAF, the AFCENT logistics and
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installation personnel, with the ACC logisticians and civil engineers, established augmentation arrangements with ACC at Langley AFB in Virginia. The logistics and installation rear element reached back to the ACC Logistics Readiness Center and Contingency Response Cell for needed staffing. Langley supported the logistics and installation reachback responsibilities of the parallel AFCENT directorates, which went forward to Prince Sultan Air Base in Saudi Arabia to work with the COMAFFOR/JFACC.

The augmentation arrangement was pulled together at the last minute, creating several challenges. First, the augmentation personnel were not familiar with theater-specific plans, limiting their effectiveness in carrying out responsibilities that relied on in-depth knowledge of threat, host nation, and theater issues. Second, augmentation personnel were not always familiar with command-unique policies and procedures (many of which are undocumented and have evolved from personal relationships between staff members and intratheater agencies), and they lacked training on locally developed decision-support tools that are prevalent in the absence of standardized information systems. Finally, augmentation personnel might lack experience with the core staff they are joining and hence might not contact the most knowledgeable person when seeking help.

At the beginning of OEF, the AFCENT communications and information directorate already had forward and rear elements in place for Operation SOUTHERN WATCH. These elements were augmented during OEF by activating parts of the ANG associated with AFCENT and with ACC Director of Communications and Information. The communications and information directorate reachback originally operated from Shaw AFB. A few weeks into the operation, staff relocated to Langley AFB to foster closer integration with the ACC Crisis Action Team Support Cell but later moved back to Shaw AFB.

In addition, the AFFOR logistics and installation functions were performed in the CAOC, although not corresponding to their doctrinal responsibilities. Doctrine calls for the separation of the AFFOR staff and CAOC functions. Although having AFFOR logistics and installation functions in the CAOC was not technically a break in doctrine, division of duties and responsibilities could be confused because
of this collocation. Traditionally and according to doctrine, the CAOC is responsible for developing the ATO. Consequently, the logistics contingent in the CAOC was responsible for assessing resources needed to support the ATO and the effects of any resource shortages. The AFFOR logistics staff, on the other hand, needed to concentrate on assessing support effectiveness of alternative deployment and employment concepts identifying constraints to the operations and plans staff and the AOC, although they do not work for the AOC/CAOC.

As learned in JTF NA and OEF, ACS processes were not well documented in either Air Force or joint doctrine. Doctrine provided general guidelines for command-line structure, but it did not clearly specify organizational roles and responsibilities for ACS supply, demand, and integrator processes. As a result, operational and combat support communities had limited understanding of who should perform which part of the ACS planning, execution, monitoring, and control process. Support was developed at the time combat support was actually being executed. Working out the ACS organizational relationships was left to the particular players who were occupying the various ACS positions, without the aid of a playbook. Under such circumstances, effectiveness can reflect the skills and experience of the players more than it reflects doctrine or policy. This lack of understanding and an ad hoc organization created problems in combat support command and control.

Many of the issues identified after JTF NA and OEF were not repeated in OIF. The long time available to plan and define relationships, coupled with the Air Force’s agreement on and initial implementation of an enterprise command and control OA, greatly enhanced the command and control of combat support during OIF. ACS doctrine was in review, and some changes had been incorporated. Roles and responsibilities were tied to specific organizations. Many standing organizations used during OEF were still in place, and the leadership had recent combat experience. Individuals and organizations were better prepared to carry out their responsibilities, and the command structure was well defined. AFCENT acted as the supported command, and the rest of the Air Force supported AFCENT.
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